The Yellow and Blue

Sing to the colors that float in the light;  
Hurrah for the Yellow and Blue!  
Yellow the stars as they ride through the night  
And reel in a rollicking crew;  
Yellow the field where ripens the grain  
And yellow the moon on the harvest wain;  
Hail!  
Hail to the colors that float in the light  
Hurrah for the Yellow and Blue!

The Victors

Hail! to the victors valiant  
Hail! to the conqu’ring heroes  
Hail! Hail! to Michigan  
the leaders and best  
Hail! to the victors valiant  
Hail! to the conqu’ring heroes  
Hail! Hail! to Michigan,  
the champions of the West
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Honorary Degree Recipient

John Dingell

John Dingell, the longest-serving member of the U.S. House of Representatives when he retired in January 2015, exemplifies the best of American political leadership. In an illustrious career spanning almost 60 years, Michigan’s former 12th Congressional District representative and Presidential Medal of Freedom recipient is renowned throughout Michigan and the nation for being a caring, honest, and straight-speaking legislator who fought for civil rights, clean air, Medicare, American workers’ rights, and consumer product safety. Born in Colorado Springs, Colorado, he grew up in Detroit and Washington, D.C., where his father served in the House of Representatives for 22 years and he was a House page. Mr. Dingell, a World War II Army veteran, earned a B.S. degree (1949) from Georgetown University and a J.D. degree (1952) from Georgetown Law School. He worked as a forest ranger, prosecuting attorney, and private practice lawyer before winning a special election in 1955 to succeed his father, who died in office. At the beginning of each Congressional session, Mr. Dingell would introduce the national health insurance bill his father had sponsored. A life-long advocate of health care issues, he co-authored the Affordable Care Act, Patient's Bill of Rights, Children's Health Insurance Program, Food and Drug Administration Food Safety Modernization Act, and Prescription Drug User Fee Act. An avid conservationist and outdoorsman and senior member of the Migratory Bird Conservation Commission, he co-wrote the Endangered Species Act, the 1990 Clean Air Act, Safe Drinking Water Act, and legislation to create North America's first international wildlife refuge, protecting thousands of acres of natural habitat in Michigan and Canada. In the 1980s and early 1990s, he chaired the Energy and Commerce Committee during the most productive period of its history. Many of his important accomplishments were in the areas of oversight and investigations. He uncovered malfeasance in the Environmental Protection Agency in the early 1980s; pursued waste, fraud, and abuse in the Pentagon; and uncovered fraud by generic drug manufacturers and medical device companies. He also led the House investigation of no-bid defense contracts in Iraq and worked tirelessly to limit importation of Canadian waste into Michigan. He was a strong and relentless advocate for the automobile industry in Detroit and the United States. Mr. Dingell has been a loyal supporter of the University and mentor to faculty and students, dozens of whom who have worked as interns in his office. In addition to supporting higher education nationally, he engaged with students frequently over the years, generously sharing his knowledge of the political process, elections, the separation of power, ethics in government and the private sector, lobbying, political parties, and international commitments.

Mr. Dingell, you are renowned as one of the most knowledgeable and thoughtful policy advocates in Congress. As dean of the House, you earned the respect and gratitude of constituents and colleagues for your leadership, courage, and dedicated public service. Throughout your career you worked collaboratively with others in Congress and the executive branch to secure affordable and accessible health care for all Americans, a sustainable environment, and honest government, leaving a remarkable legacy of achievement as a legislator and public steward. The University of Michigan is proud to present to you the honorary degree, Doctor of Laws.
Honorary Degree Recipient

Sanford R. Robertson

Silicon Valley legend and University of Michigan alumnus Sanford Robertson, founder of the pioneering investment firm Robertson Stephens and a founding partner of Francisco Partners, is renowned for his foresight and leadership. At Robertson Stephens he helped create the financial infrastructure that has powered the nation’s rapidly growing technology sector. Born and raised in Chicago, Illinois, Mr. Robertson earned two degrees from Michigan, a B.B.A. (1953) and an M.B.A. (1954) with distinction. Among the first to recognize the high-tech industry’s potential, he launched Robertson, Colman & Siebel in 1969, one of several investment firms he led. Robertson Stephens, the largest, took more than 500 technology and biotechnology companies public, including America Online, Applied Materials, Ascend, Dell Computer, E*Trade, Pixar Animation, and Sun Microsystems. Bank of America Corporation acquired Robertson Stephens in 1997. Two years later he co-founded Francisco Partners, a $10 billion private equity firm, which has made more than 100 investments in technology. He is a director of several public companies, including being the lead independent director of the $5 billion Salesforce.com, the world’s largest cloud software company and fastest growing large company on the New York Stock Exchange. He also is a director of Dolby Laboratories Inc., JustAnswer, Pain Therapeutics Inc., and RPX Corporation. He serves on the boards of the Kamehameha Schools Endowment Investment Advisory Committee and the University of California, San Francisco Global Health Initiative. Additionally, Mr. Robertson chairs the W.M. Keck Observatory Advancement Advisory Council. He is deeply committed to the University and is a longtime member of the President’s Advisory Group. He has served on U-M’s Investment Advisory Committee since it was founded in 1990. During that time the University’s endowment has grown from less than $1 billion to $9.7 billion in 2014. He served on the Campaign for Michigan National Leadership Committee in the 1980s and co-chaired the Michigan Difference campaign, which raised a record-breaking $3.2 billion. He and his wife Jeanne currently serve on the steering committee of the $4 billion Victors for Michigan fundraising campaign. Mr. Robertson was class president as a graduate student and has continued to contribute to the Stephen M. Ross School of Business as a member of its visiting committee, technology advisory board, and dean’s advisory board. He endowed the Sanford R. Robertson Assistant Professor in Business Administration position and the football offensive coordinator post in the Athletic Department. The Robertsons also created the Jeanne and Sanford Robertson Scholarship Fund for musical theater students at the School of Music, Theatre & Dance. Mr. Robertson has received many accolades, including U-M's David B. Hermelin Award for Fundraising Volunteer Leadership and lifetime achievement awards from the University of California, Berkeley Haas School of Business Lester Center for Entrepreneurship and the National Venture Capital Association.

Mr. Robertson, you are renowned in the investment banking field and beyond for your vision and indomitable spirit. By providing the resources, expertise, and encouragement entrepreneurs need to bring their ideas to market, you play a crucial role in launching new technologies that change the way we work and live. You also inspire students, faculty, and fellow Michigan alumni with your generous support of higher education and long-standing commitment to your alma mater. The University of Michigan is proud to welcome you back and to award you the honorary degree, Doctor of Laws.
Honorary Degree Recipient

Paul Saginaw

Social entrepreneur and University of Michigan alumnus Paul Saginaw is famous for his mentorship and spiritual leadership shared freely with 21 partners and more than 700 employees in nine thriving businesses as the co-founder and co-chief executive officer of the Zingerman’s Community of Businesses (ZCoB). Sharing a dream for a great corned beef and an organization with soul, he and Ari Weinzweig partnered to open Zingerman’s Delicatessen in 1982, in an asymmetric, historic building with a $20,000 loan and two other employees. Mr. Saginaw, who was born and grew up in Detroit and earned a Bachelor of Science degree (1976) in zoology from U-M, managed restaurants and worked as a fish monger in his own fish market with longtime friend Mike Monahan before launching the delicatessen. Since then, many business case studies have described Zingerman’s unique growth, corporate visioning, open book management, sustainability, and equity efforts. In its January 2003 cover story by Bo Burlingham, Inc. magazine showcased Zingerman’s as the “Coolest Small Company in America,” which led to Burlingham’s book Small Giants: Companies That Choose to Be Great Instead of Big, telling Zingerman’s story. Leading the effort to grow the ZCoB, Mr. Saginaw works with every employee who has declared interest in opening a new business and becoming a ZCoB partner. Active in local and regional business communities, Mr. Saginaw has served on the boards of United Bank & Trust, Crystal Mountain Resort and, currently, Priority Health. He believes that a business earns its right to conduct commerce in a community by being a good corporate citizen and has pursued a parallel career volunteering in the nonprofit sector. Aware of food loss in the restaurant industry, Mr. Saginaw envisioned the feasibility of a nonprofit addressing hunger by rescuing nutritious food that otherwise would be tossed. Food Gatherers, initially staffed and heavily supported by Zingerman’s and guided by its business principles, has become a national model for hunger relief with Mr. Saginaw as founding president and board member from 1988 to 2012. He also was a founding director of the Washtenaw Housing Alliance, a collaborative of nonprofits dealing directly and tangentially with homelessness, and a board member of the Business Alliance for Local Living Economies, which catalyzes networks of locally owned and controlled businesses to drive economic development. He is a director of Dawn Farm, a nationally recognized recovery program, and a past-president of Ann Arbor’s NEW Center, which provides training resources to nonprofits. A vocal advocate for raising the minimum wage, Mr. Saginaw received the Obama administration’s Champion of Change award at the White House. Of late, drawn to the abundance of opportunity in Detroit, Mr. Saginaw dedicates himself to supporting many city-based organizations, including the Detroit Food Academy, FoodLab Detroit, Keep Detroit Growing, Merit’s Fate Program, and Restaurant Opportunities Centers United.

Mr. Saginaw, you exemplify how knowledge gained from study of the liberal arts can prepare graduates for professional and personal success and promote the common good. You have created a world-class, sustainable business model founded on integrity, employee empowerment, civic responsibility, and philanthropy and, in the process, have delighted millions of appreciative guests with Zingerman’s unforgettable food and legendary service. The University of Michigan is proud to present to you the honorary degree, Doctor of Laws.
Robert J. Shiller

Nobel Prize winning economist, best-selling author, and University of Michigan alumnus Robert Shiller has reframed long-held tenets of financial market volatility and the dynamics of asset prices with his pioneering theories and research. Among the first to demonstrate that market behavior frequently is not logical, he helped found behavioral economics, the melding of psychology, sociology, and political science with economics. In 2013, Professor Shiller, along with Eugene Fama, and Lars Peter Hansen, shared the Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences for their empirical analysis of asset prices. Born in Detroit, he grew up in Southfield, Michigan, and earned a B.A. degree (1967) in economics from U-M and an S.M. (1968) and a Ph.D. (1972), both in economics, from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He taught at the University of Pennsylvania Wharton School and the University of Minnesota before joining the Yale University faculty in 1982, where he is the Sterling Professor of Economics, a Cowles Foundation for Research in Economics staff member, and professor of finance at the Yale School of Management. He has been a research associate at the nonpartisan National Bureau of Economic Research since 1980. Professor Shiller writes about behavioral economics, macroeconomics, financial markets, financial innovation, real estate, and statistical methods, as well as public attitudes, opinions, and moral judgments regarding markets. He is the author of six books, including The New York Times bestseller Irrational Exuberance (2000); an updated third edition was published early this year. Professor Shiller demonstrated his prescience in the mid-2000s, when he warned that market bubbles could lead to declines in the financial markets, collapse in the U.S. housing market, and financial panic. In Animal Spirits: How Human Psychology Drives the Economy, and Why It Matters for Global Capitalism (2009), he and co-author George Akerlof, also a Nobel Prize winning economist, assert the need for active government leadership in economic policymaking. In Professor Shiller’s newest book, Finance and the Good Society (2012), he posits that finance is one of the most powerful tools available to promote the common good. He created the widely used Cyclically Adjusted Price-Earnings Ratio to predict stock market returns over several years and, with Karl Case, the Standard & Poor’s Case-Shiller Home Price Indices, one of the best known indicators of the strength of the housing market and the overall economy. He also contributes regularly to The New York Times “Economic View” column and to Project Syndicate, which distributes his commentary worldwide. Professor Shiller, president-elect of the American Economic Association, maintains close ties to Michigan, frequently returning to lecture and participate in conferences. He has received many accolades, including the Deutsche Bank Prize in Financial Economics, and has been listed among Foreign Policy magazine’s top 100 global thinkers twice and Bloomberg Markets’ Most Influential 50 in global finance.

Professor Shiller, in an acclaimed career as a scholar and public intellectual, you have exerted profound influence on economics and public policy, earning the respect and admiration of economists and other academics, policymakers, and the public for your research, including insights into market dynamics and innovative financial tools. We celebrate your accomplishments and many contributions to U-M and higher education. The University of Michigan is proud to welcome you back to campus and to present to you the honorary degree, Doctor of Science.
Ari Weinzweig

Ari Weinzweig, an inventive food historian, food and business writer, and University of Michigan alumnus, is co-founder and co-chief executive officer of Zingerman’s Community of Businesses (ZCoB). He is renowned as an inspirational and trusted thought leader of progressive business practices, sharing the Zingerman’s approach with forward-thinking organizations nationally and around the world. Mr. Weinzweig, who was born in Cleveland and grew up in Chicago, earned a Bachelor of Arts degree (1978) in Russian history from the University. As a recent college graduate, he was hired as a restaurant dishwasher, was promptly promoted to line cook, and discovered his culinary passion and future business partner, Paul Saginaw, the restaurant’s manager. Together, as friends and food pioneers, they opened Zingerman’s Delicatessen in 1982. Over three decades later it is a destination for more than half a million people annually and an exemplar of innovative business practices. Eschewing offers to replicate the deli elsewhere, Mr. Weinzweig and Mr. Saginaw created a model for incubating new businesses that provides ownership opportunities for entrepreneurial employees. Today they share ownership with 21 partners across nine businesses that employ over 700 people and generate more than $55 million in annual sales—Zingerman’s Delicatessen, Zingerman’s Bakehouse, Zingerman’s Mail Order, ZingTrain, Zingerman’s Creamery, Zingerman’s Roadhouse, Zingerman’s Coffee Company, Zingerman’s Candy Company, Zingerman’s Service Network, and Zingerman’s Cornman Farms, an event venue as well as a working farm. Mr. Weinzweig has shared the Zingerman’s story in numerous magazine articles and through his influential books, including Zingerman’s Guide to Giving Great Service (2004), Zingerman’s Guide to Better Bacon (2009), Zingerman’s Guide to Good Leading, Part 1: A Lapsed Anarchist’s Approach to Building a Great Business (2010), Zingerman’s Guide to Good Leading, Part 2: A Lapsed Anarchist’s Approach to Being a Better Leader (2012), and Zingerman’s Guide to Good Leading, Part 3: A Lapsed Anarchist’s Approach to Managing Ourselves (2013). Mr. Weinzweig teaches ZingTrain leadership courses at universities, businesses, and nonprofit organizations throughout the world. He has served as president of the American Cheese Society and has also played a key role in global efforts to revive and preserve traditional food production methods. Under his leadership, since the mid-90s, the ZCoB has practiced open book management, a system that invites all employees to become involved in making decisions to help run the business. The James Beard Foundation recognized Mr. Weinzweig with a Who’s Who of Food & Beverage in America award in 2006. Among other honors, Mr. Weinzweig and Mr. Saginaw received the first Humanitarian Award from the Jewish Federation of Washtenaw County in 1995 and Bon Appétit magazine’s Lifetime Achievement Award in 2007 for their contributions to the industry. The National Association for the Specialty Food Trade inducted them into its Specialty Food Hall of Fame in 2015.

Mr. Weinzweig, you are renowned for your vision, business acumen, and servant leadership. By successfully enlarging the Zingerman’s experience from a single business to an ever-growing community of businesses you have created opportunities for new entrepreneurs, provided a model for other organizations of all sizes, both for profit and nonprofit, and demonstrated the value of a liberal arts education. You inspire your colleagues, students, and others with your energy and passion for your work and your philanthropy. The University of Michigan is proud to present to you the honorary degree, Doctor of Laws.
Robin Wright

Award-winning journalist, author, foreign correspondent, and University of Michigan alumna Robin Wright is renowned for her in-depth knowledge of the Middle East acquired over four decades of reporting. Born in Ann Arbor, Michigan, Ms. Wright, The Michigan Daily’s first female sports editor, earned a B.A. degree (1970) and an M.A. (1971) before commencing a reportorial odyssey that has taken her to more than 140 countries in Africa, Asia, Europe, and the Middle East. She has covered a dozen wars and several revolutions, often at great personal risk. Ms. Wright has written thousands of articles for leading periodicals, including The New Yorker, The Washington Post, TIME, the Los Angeles Times, The New York Times, The Sunday Times of London, The Atlantic, and many others. She also is a frequent television commentator on programs such as “Meet the Press,” “Face the Nation,” “PBS NewsHour,” “Charlie Rose,” and “The Colbert Report,” among others. Ms. Wright has written eight books, including Sacred Rage: The Wrath of Militant Islam (1985); In the Name of God: the Khomeini Decade (1989); The Last Great Revolution: Turmoil and Transformation in Iran (2000); and Dreams and Shadows: The Future of the Middle East (2008). Her most recent, Rock the Casbah: Rage and Rebellion Across the Islamic World (2011), won the Overseas Press Club award for best book on international affairs and was selected by The New York Times and The Washington Post as one of the top nonfiction books of 2011. Ms. Wright has been a fellow at the Brookings Institution, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, U.S. Institute of Peace, Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, Yale University, Duke University, Dartmouth College, and the University of Southern California. Among other honors, she received the United Nations Correspondents Gold Medal for international reporting, National Magazine Award, National Press Club Award, and Overseas Press Club Award for exceptional courage and initiative in covering African wars. The American Academy of Diplomacy selected her journalist of the year; she also received a John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation grant and, in 2012, the Association for Diplomatic Studies and Training presented her the Cyrus R. Vance Award for Advancing Knowledge of Diplomacy. A loyal alumna and winner of the 1978 Alumnae Council Athena Award, Ms. Wright frequently returns to campus to lecture. Committed to improving educational opportunities for women, especially those from Africa and the Islamic world, she created the Robin Wright Research Fellowship at U-M’s Center for the Education of Women. She also helped establish the L. Hart Wright Collegiate Professorship and a teaching award at the Law School in memory of her father, who taught there from 1946 to 1983, and the Phyllis B. Wright Scholarship in Theatre at the School of Music, Theatre & Dance, in memory of her mother, an actress, patron of the arts, and longtime supporter of U-M’s theater program.

Ms. Wright, as one of the most informed journalists covering international affairs, you are greatly admired for your thoroughness and impeccable professional standards. Through your vivid writing and reporting on complex international issues, you foster deeper understanding of humanity, politics, and the challenges that divide people and nations. The University of Michigan is delighted to welcome you back to campus and to present to you the honorary degree, Doctor of Humane Letters.
Tadataka Yamada

Global health expert Tadataka Yamada, executive vice president and chief medical and scientific officer at Takeda Pharmaceutical Company and past-president of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation Global Health Program, is internationally renowned for his numerous contributions as a physician, scientist, and leader in drug discovery and development. Born in Tokyo, he earned a B.A. degree in history from Stanford University (1967) and M.D. (1971) from the New York University School of Medicine. He completed a gastroenterology residency at the University of California Los Angeles School of Medicine and taught and conducted research there before joining U-M’s Medical School faculty in 1983. He played a transformative role in the Division of Gastroenterology, resulting in the U-M Health System being one of nation’s highest performing hospitals in gastroenterology and gastrointestinal surgery. Dr. Yamada has published more than 150 original manuscripts and edited The Textbook of Gastroenterology (now in its fifth edition). He cloned the histamine H2 receptor—a molecule that stimulates gastric acid and intestinal secretions—at Michigan, where he served as the John G. Searle Professor of Internal Medicine, chair of the Department of Internal Medicine, and physician-in-chief at the Medical Center from 1990 until 1996. Dr. Yamada, who received a Distinguished Faculty Achievement Award in 1992, visits the University several times a year. He presented an invited lecture at the 2014 Life Sciences Institute Symposium. Named chairman of research and development at GlaxoSmithKline in 1999, he expanded the British firm’s multi-billion dollar product pipeline and facilitated discovery and development of medicines for malaria and tuberculosis for dissemination in low-income countries. His life-saving efforts were recognized with his appointment as Knight Commander of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire. In 2006, he joined the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, where he addressed major health challenges in the developing world, including tuberculosis, HIV, malaria and other infectious diseases, malnutrition, and maternal and child health. In 2011, Dr. Yamada returned to Japan to oversee research and development at Takeda Pharmaceuticals, the largest pharmaceutical firm in Asia. Dr. Yamada, past-president of the Association of American Physicians and the American Gastroenterological Association, is a fellow of the Academy of Medical Sciences in the United Kingdom and a member of the National Academy of Medicine in Mexico. In addition to serving on the Council of the Institute of Medicine of the National Academies, he is a member of the Clinton Health Access Initiative board. He previously served on the U.S. President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology. Among many accolades, he has received the American Physiological Society SmithKline & French Prize in Gastrointestinal Research, the Julius Friedenwald Medal from the American Gastroenterological Association, and the first August M. Watanabe Prize in Translational Research from Indiana University and Eli Lilly & Co.

Dr. Yamada, throughout your illustrious career as a physician, academic leader, researcher, and developer of pharmaceuticals you have used your intellect, vision, and scientific acumen to advance the common good. A model for students and others who seek to improve the human condition through science, you inspire us with your commitment to improve lives by developing new ways to diagnose and treat life-threatening infectious diseases. The University of Michigan is delighted to welcome you back to campus and proud to present to you the honorary degree, Doctor of Science.
UNIVERSITY FLAGS AND FLAG BEARERS

The flags behind the platform are arranged in the order in which the schools and colleges they represent were founded. As the audience faces the flags, the arrangement from left to right is the following:

| College of Literature, Science, and the Arts | Kendall Gayle Johnson |
| Medical School | Daniel Jacob Reiss |
| Law School | Charles Ramsey |
| School of Dentistry | Rachel M. Swanson |
| College of Pharmacy | Ronak Bharat Shah |
| College of Engineering | Hannah Grace Cheriyan |
| Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies | TaShara Cornelia Bailey |
| A. Alfred Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning | Coco Ke Shi |
| School of Education | Haya Bucharouch |
| Stephen M. Ross School of Business | Sreenidhi Kolli |
| President’s flag | on stage |
| University flag | on stage |
| Regents’ flag | on stage |
| School of Natural Resources and Environment | Sara Hadavi |
| School of Music, Theatre & Dance | Isabelle Joan McCalla |
| School of Nursing | Sara Taylor Szutkowski |
| School of Public Health | Charles Lu Zhou |
| School of Social Work | Olivia VanSickle |
| University of Michigan-Flint | Amged Hassan Eidelsafy |
| University of Michigan-Dearborn | Aida Al Jahdhami |
| School of Information | Siddharth Soni |
| Penny W. Stamps School of Art & Design | Terence Gerard Harp II |
| School of Kinesiology | Kylie Jo Taphouse |
| Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy | Chelsea A. Davis |

THE UNIVERSITY MACE

The University’s mace, a symbol of authority, is carried at the head of academic processions on such important ceremonial occasions as commencements, convocations, and inaugurations. The mace being used today was given to the University in 1968 by the Senior Board, representing all the undergraduate schools and colleges. Crafted of red oak and trimmed with silver, the mace features the seals of the University and of the State of Michigan. Also engraved on the mace are the names of the University Presidents.
JOINT SERVICE COLOR GUARD

Army
Christopher Brown
John Marchionni
Christopher McDonald

Navy
Joe Buis
Parker Cruz
Joe Donohue
Nicholas English
Matt Haney
Justin Kim
Garrett McEllis
John Penner
Tobey Ratoff

Air Force
Thomas Dolce
Gary Hackett
Jared LaBarge
**ACADEMIC COLORS**

The colors of the various disciplines are as follows:

- Architecture and Urban Planning: blue violet
- Business Administration: drab
- Dentistry: lilac
- Education: light blue
- Engineering: orange
- Fine Arts: brown
- Information: lemon
- Kinesiology: sage green
- Law: purple
- Literature and Arts: white
- Medicine: green
- Music: pink
- Natural Resources and Environment: russet
- Nursing: apricot
- Pharmacy: olive green
- Philosophy: dark blue
- Public Health: salmon pink
- Public Policy: peacock blue
- Science: golden yellow
- Social Work: citron

Mingled colors distinguish combined curriculums.

**ACADEMIC DRESS AND CUSTOM**

The colorful gowns and hoods worn by faculty members at commencement and other academic ceremonies represent the degrees, disciplines, and alma maters of the wearers. The American academic costume tradition, imported from England, dates to Colonial days.

**Gowns**

Bachelor’s or master’s degree gowns traditionally are black, as are many doctoral gowns in the United States. Some universities prescribe that their graduates wear gowns of another solid color such as blue, crimson, or green. Gowns differ in sleeve cut and trim. For example, the bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves while the master’s gown has oblong sleeves. Doctoral gowns, with their distinctive bell-shaped sleeves, feature velvet panels down the front and around the neck, as well as crossbars of velvet on the sleeves. Colored trim denotes the field or discipline in which the degree was earned. Usually only a single degree from one institution is indicated by a garment. If more than one degree is held, the gown and hood of the higher or highest degree usually are worn.

**Hoods**

The hood most precisely describes the wearer’s level of degree earned, the major field of learning, and the alma mater. The level of the degree held is indicated by the hood’s shape and size and the width of its velvet or velveteen trimming. The bachelor’s, master’s, and doctor’s hoods are 36 inches, 42 inches, and 48 inches long, respectively. The velvet trim is two, three, and five inches wide, with the narrowest being for the bachelor’s hood and the widest for the doctor’s hood. The color of trim denotes the field or discipline in which the degree was awarded. The hood is lined with the official colors of the college or university conferring the degree.

**Caps**

Caps vary in style from the traditional black mortarboard to eight-, six-, and four-corner tams, and Elizabethan-style caps. The mortarboard may be of any appropriate material, such as cotton, poplin, rayon, or silk, to match the gown. Velvet is reserved for holders of doctorates.
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OF THE UNIVERSITY

The order of presentation is by the year of founding.

College of Literature, Science, and the Arts

The College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, founded in 1841, was the first duly constituted college of the University of Michigan. Today, with more than 15,000 undergraduate and 2,000 graduate students, LSA is the largest of the University’s schools and colleges, and it is still the heart of the campus. Distinguished in the humanities since its earliest years, the college became preeminent in the natural sciences during the early 20th century and went on to become a world leader in social science research. The college has always been dedicated to providing a richly diverse liberal arts education that prepares students to lead fulfilling lives as responsible citizens within a wide range of professional careers.

Medical School

Since opening its doors in 1850, the Medical School has been a leader in medical education, patient care, and biomedical research. In addition to its professional doctor of medicine program, the Medical School offers master’s and doctoral degrees in the basic medical sciences. The school established the nation’s first university-owned and -operated teaching hospital and created the first departments of pharmacology and human genetics in the United States. It also played an important role in the development of the electrocardiogram and in the development of iodized salt as a goiter preventive. The Medical School was among the first major American medical schools to graduate women and African Americans; today there are more practicing M.D.s from the University of Michigan than from any other medical school in the United States.

Law School

Founded in 1859, the Law School awarded its first bachelor of laws degrees in 1860. In 1870, the school became the second in the nation to confer a law degree on an African American candidate and the first major law school to admit a woman. In 1871, one of the school’s graduates became the first woman with a law degree to be admitted to the bar. A national law school from its earliest years, the school’s graduates work in every state of the union and in more than 73 countries, in business, as practitioners and professors, as legislators and members of Congress, and as distinguished civil servants and members of the judiciary.

School of Dentistry

Established in 1875, the School of Dentistry first granted the professional degree, doctor of dental surgery, the following year. A national leader in the training of professional dentists and long active in oral and craniofacial research, the school offers the doctor of dental surgery, master’s degrees, and graduate clinical programs in several dental specialties and general dentistry. A doctoral degree is offered in oral health sciences and in an interdepartmental program in biomaterials. The School of Dentistry also offers baccalaureate and master’s programs in dental hygiene.

College of Pharmacy

Established as a department in 1868, Pharmacy became a college in 1876, the first in any university in the United States. Today, the college has an average annual enrollment of 260 doctor of pharmacy and 70 graduate students, and is consistently ranked among the top pharmacy schools in the nation. The college offers the doctor of pharmacy degree; baccalaureate programs in medicinal chemistry and pharmaceutical sciences; and doctor of philosophy programs in medicinal chemistry, pharmaceutical sciences, and social and administrative sciences. Major areas of research include the biological, chemical, clinical, genomic, economic, and social aspects of drugs and therapeutic agents.
Instruction began with a class in civil engineering in 1854. Historically, the College of Engineering has been a leader in establishing departments in emerging fields, including metallurgical engineering, naval architecture and marine engineering, electrical engineering, chemical engineering, aeronautical engineering, nuclear engineering, and computer engineering. Today, the college and its 60,000 alumni provide leadership in various technologies, healthcare, business, and the sciences, improving the quality of people's lives around the world.

The Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies oversees and coordinates graduate education, bringing together graduate students and faculty from across the institution to experience and take full advantage of the University as a scholarly community. The University awarded its first master of arts degree in 1849, first master of science degree in 1859, and first doctor of philosophy degree in 1876. Organized as a department in 1892, the School of Graduate Studies became an autonomous unit in 1913. In 1935, a generous gift from Horace H. and Mary A. Rackham included the site and construction of the Rackham Building for graduate studies and a substantial endowment for carrying on graduate work and research.

Michigan offered its first courses in architecture in 1876. The program became a department in 1913, and by 1931, the College of Architecture was established as a separate entity. During the 1940s, the college was one of the few schools in the country to consider research a necessary part of architectural education, and in 1946 it became the first to introduce a graduate program in urban planning. The college offers master of architecture, master of urban planning, and master of urban design degrees; bachelor of science and master of science degrees in architecture; and doctoral programs in architecture and in urban and regional planning. In 1999, the college was named in honor of A. Alfred Taubman, founder and chairman of The Taubman Company, Inc., and a longtime friend, supporter, and adviser to the college.

The School of Education was founded in 1921, 42 years after the University established the first chair in any United States collegiate institution devoted to the “science and art of teaching.” The school prepares students for professional careers in teaching and administration, and offers advanced training for researchers and practitioners at all levels of education. Teacher diplomas were first offered in 1874; the first master’s degree in education was conferred in 1891, the first Ph.D. in 1902, and the first Ed.D. in 1938.

Building on faculty and course offerings that began in the latter part of the 19th century, the school was formally established in 1924. Today, at all levels of instruction—bachelor’s, master’s, doctoral, and executive education—its programs rank in the top five among American institutions. Each year nearly 1,000 new School of Business graduates enter careers as business professionals and teacher-scholars, joining the approximately 37,000 who already serve in leadership positions in business, government, and academic institutions throughout the world.
School of Natural Resources and Environment

The School of Natural Resources and Environment’s overarching objective is to contribute to the protection of the Earth’s resources and the achievement of a sustainable society. Through research, teaching, and outreach, faculty, staff, and students are devoted to generating new knowledge and developing policies, techniques, and skills to help practitioners manage and conserve natural resources to meet the full range of human needs on a sustainable basis. The school jointly administers the undergraduate Program in the Environment, and it offers master’s and doctoral programs in ecological, social, and design sciences.

School of Music, Theatre & Dance

Consistently ranked among the top performing arts schools in the nation, and one of the oldest, the School of Music, Theatre & Dance is committed to creating an environment of educational and artistic excellence, nurturing creativity, academic integrity, and professionalism in its students and faculty. With degrees offered at the bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral levels, the School is deeply engaged in the creation, practice, scholarship, and pedagogy of music, theatre, and dance. It fosters a spirit of social responsibility and principled entrepreneurship, and serves the community and state of Michigan through public performances, cultural resources, arts education, and outreach programs.

School of Nursing

The School of Nursing has held an unsurpassed reputation of excellence for more than 100 years. It has been a national leader in the advancement of nursing knowledge and the promotion of new trends in health care. The School’s baccalaureate programs include a four-year B.S.N. program, a second career nursing program, and an R.N.-B.S.N. completion program. At the master’s level, the School of Nursing, through the Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies, offers advanced study in clinical specialist, nurse practitioner, and management roles. The school’s prestigious Ph.D. and postdoctoral programs prepare nurse scientists to develop the knowledge necessary to support and advance nursing practice.

School of Public Health

The history of the School of Public Health dates back to 1881, when the first course in sanitary science was taught in the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts. Established in 1941, the school has awarded master of public health, master of science, master of health services administration, and doctor of public health degrees to more than 13,000 students. Doctor of philosophy programs were established in 1947 and now include concentrations in biostatistics, environmental health sciences, epidemiology, health behavior and health education, and health management and policy. Key areas of research include vaccine development, air and water quality, reproductive and women’s health, and health care costs, quality, and access.

School of Social Work

The program in social work began in 1921, and was granted the status of a school in 1951. Faculty maintain high research productivity while teaching an innovative curriculum. At the master’s level, the school prepares professional practitioners for work with individuals, children and their families, the aged, organizations, and communities. Students may focus their studies in the fields of substance abuse, mental health, education, child welfare, program evaluation, and public policy. The joint doctoral program in social work and social science is one of a kind and prepares students for academic and research careers. Graduates of both programs are found in leadership positions around the world. The School of Social Work consistently ranks as one of the best in the nation.
School of Information

A formal program began in 1926, when the Department of Library Science was created in the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts. In 1948, offerings became entirely graduate and a doctoral program was inaugurated. Establishment of an independent school, committed to the interdisciplinary study of information and library principles, came in 1969. In response to the rapid change brought on by present technology, the school broadened significantly further in the 1990s. It now pursues a highly interdisciplinary approach to educate professionals who will serve as leaders in the information age. Recognizing this broader mission, the school was renamed the School of Information in 1996.

Penny W. Stamps School of Art & Design

The Penny W. Stamps School of Art & Design traces its history at the University to visual arts education in the late 19th century, awarding its first degree in 1960, and becoming a University of Michigan school in 1974. In 2002, the school launched a unique curriculum that prompted the National Association of Schools of Art and Design to report, “The School of Art & Design and the University of Michigan have created an opportunity to lead the academic conversation in art and design in this country.” The school prepares graduates for a broad range of creative professions through its undergraduate and graduate programs. Commitment to the integration of art and design, community engagement, international experience, connections to the academic resources of the University, interdisciplinary pursuit, and public presentation of creative work are required of all majors.

School of Kinesiology

Kinesiology has been part of the University of Michigan curriculum since the turn of the 20th century and joined the ranks for the schools and colleges as an independent unit in 1984. Concentrations have the common thread of human movement and span a wide range including movement science, physical education, sport management, and athletic training. Kinesiology prepares undergraduates for careers as diverse as medicine and physical therapy to athletic administration, marketing, and law. Master’s and doctoral students expand their opportunities in higher education, research, health care, public health or medicine, business, and law.

Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy

The Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy prepares graduates for distinguished careers in policy analysis and management, and promotes improved public policy through research. Its curriculum combines rigorous grounding in contemporary social science, opportunities to develop expertise in a variety of policy domains, and practical experience. Graduates work in government and the private and nonprofit sectors, using their knowledge, judgment, and new ideas to solve social problems, both domestic and international. The school traces its history to the Institute of Public Administration, established in 1914 as one of the first programs in municipal administration in the United States. In 1999, the regents approved the naming of the school in honor of Gerald R. Ford, the 38th President of the United States and a 1935 graduate of the University.
Candidates for degrees granted May 1, 2015

Doctor of Musical Arts

Dustin Ryan Fingal Barr, Field of Specialization: Conducting (Band).
Katherine Therese Calcammugio Donner, Field of Specialization: Music Performance.
Grace Jung-Min Kwon, Field of Specialization: Music Performance.
Jaclyn Michael Johnson, Field of Specialization: Conducting (Choral).
Do Yeon Kim, Field of Specialization: Music Performance.

Kyoo Hye Lim, Field of Specialization: Music Performance.
Benjamin W. Rous, Field of Specialization: Conducting (Orchestral).
Monte Duran Thomas, Field of Specialization: Music Performance.

Doctor of Philosophy

Catherine Marie Amodeo, Field of Specialization: Mechanical Engineering. Dissertation: Mechanical Behavior of Gas Metal Arc Welds and Lithium-Ion Battery Modules.
Krista Katherine Badiane, Field of Specialization: Natural Resources and Environment. Dissertation: Beyond Myth and Ceremony?: An Examination of Corporate Responses to Climate Change.

Dana Lynne Begun, Field of Specialization: Anthropology and Biomedical Engineering. Dissertation: Age-Related Changes in Bone: Variation and Factors Influencing Bone Fragility.
David T. Benson-Puttnins, Field of Specialization: Mathematics. Dissertation: Volumes and Integer Points of Multi-Index Transportation Polytopes.
Doctor of Philosophy


Brittany Marie Bowman, Field of Specialization: Biological Chemistry. Dissertation: FADD and its Phosphorylation Mediate Mitogenic Signaling in Mutant Kras Tumors.

Elizabeth J. Bridges, Field of Specialization: Anthropology. Dissertation: Vijayanagara Imperialism and the Emergence of the Keladi-Ikkkeri Nayaka State, 1499–1763 C.E.


Denise Nicole Bronner, Field of Specialization: Microbiology and Immunology. Dissertation: Cells on Fire: Regulation of the NLRP3 Inflammasome via Endoplasmic Reticulum and Mitochondrial Crosstalk.

Andrew Frederick Brouwer, Field of Specialization: Applied and Interdisciplinary Mathematics. Dissertation: Models of HPV as an Infectious Disease and as an Etiological Agent of Cancer.


Nicolette Isabel Bruner, Field of Specialization: English Language and Literature. Dissertation: Corporate Impersonation: The Possibilities of Personhood in American Literature, 1886–1917.


Ayse Guliz Buyuktur, Field of Specialization: Information. Dissertation: Temporality and Information Work in Bone Marrow Transplant.


Gerardo Evaristo Cruz, Field of Specialization: Aerospace Engineering. Dissertation: Retrospective Cost-based Adaptive spacecraft Attitude Control.


Doctor of Philosophy


Martino Dibeltulo, Field of Specialization: Asian Languages and Cultures. Dissertation: The Revival of Tantrism: Tibetan Buddhism and Modern China.


Jofsef Adrian Dunbar, Field of Specialization: Biophysics. Dissertation: Vibrational Probe and Methods Development for Studying the Ultrafast Dynamics of Preferential Solvation of Biomolecules by 2D-IR.


Katrina Renee Ellis, Field of Specialization: Health Behavior and Health Education. Dissertation: Dyadic Analyses of the Influence of Chronic Conditions on the Biopsychosocial Wellbeing and Health-Promoting Behaviors of Individuals with Advanced Cancer and Their Family Caregivers.


Christopher Estrada, Field of Specialization: Anthropology and History. Dissertation: Caboclos of Nazareth: Improvisation and Renovation in Maracatu de Baque Solto of Pernambuco.

Margery Lee Evans, Field of Specialization: Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology. Dissertation: Molecular Modulators of Bacterial Functional Amyloid Assembly.


Doctor of Philosophy


Douglas Andrew Hansen, Field of Specialization: Medicinal Chemistry. Dissertation: Type I Polyketide Synthases: Methodology, Biocatalysis, and Evaluation of Substrate Promiscuity.


Jeremy Milton Holzwarth, Field of Specialization: Biomedical Engineering. Dissertation: Enhancing the Neuronal Differentiation of Mouse Embryonic Stem Cells Using Biomaterials.


Simon Huang, Field of Specialization: Materials Science and Engineering. Dissertation: Formation, Structure, and Properties of InAs/GaAs Quantum Dots.

HORACE H. RACKHAM SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

Doctor of Philosophy


Ashley Miranda Ingiosi, Field of Specialization: Neuroscience. Dissertation: Deconstructing Neuronal and Astroglial Contributions to Sleep and Inflammatory Immune Responses.


Matthew Lee Kahlscheuer, Field of Specialization: Chemistry. Dissertation: Characterization of pre-mRNA Dynamics and Structure throughout Spliceosome Assembly and Catalysis.


Yu-Chun Kao, Field of Specialization: Natural Resources and Environment. Dissertation: Modeling the Effects of Climate Change, Nutrients, and Invasive Species on Lake Huron Food Webs.


Matthew H. Kim, Field of Specialization: Psychology. Dissertation: Motivation and Error Processing During the Transition to School.

Soojeong Kim, Field of Specialization: Chemistry. Dissertation: Electrochemical and Structural Analysis of Li-ion battery Materials by in-situ X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy.

Yejoong Kim, Field of Specialization: Electrical Engineering. Dissertation: Robust Circuit Design for Low-Voltage VLSI.

Brian Bruce Kitchen, Field of Specialization: Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences. Dissertation: Investigation of the Solid Electrolyte Interface on LiMnO₂ through Neutron Reflectometry.


Anna Julia Kroth, Field of Specialization: Higher Education. Dissertation: The Effects of the Introduction of Tuition on College Enrollment in Germany: Results from a Natural Experiment With Special Reference to Students from Low Parental Education Backgrounds.


Doctor of Philosophy


Gay Laray Landstrom, Field of Specialization: Nursing. Dissertation: An Examination of Hospital Safety Climate.


Alana M.W. LeBron, Field of Specialization: Health Behavior and Health Education. Dissertation: Racialization of Latinos and Implications for Health Following September 11th: Findings From a Northern Border Community.


Kyuhasang Lee, Field of Specialization: Electrical Engineering. Dissertation: Compound Semiconductor-Based Thin-Film and Flexible Optoelectronics.


Dingsheng Li, Field of Specialization: Environmental Health Sciences. Dissertation: A Physiologically Based Pharmacokinetic Model Study of the Biological Fate, Transport and Behavior of Engineered Nanoparticles.

Zeyu Li, Field of Specialization: Geology. Dissertation: Melting and Structural Transformations of Carbonates and Hydrous Phases in Earth’s Mantle.

Zhuobin Liang, Field of Specialization: Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology. Dissertation: Rejoining of DNA Double-Strand Breaks and Genome Stability: From Host-Pathogen Interactions to Break-Induced Mutagenesis.

Danielle Marie Lillge, Field of Specialization: English Education. Dissertation: When Does Literacy Professional Development Work? Understanding How Instructors Learn to Teach Writing in their Disciplinary Classrooms.

Po-Ju Lin, Field of Specialization: Kinesiology. Dissertation: Effects of Repeat Exercise Under Different Prandial States and Diet Composition on Glucoregulation and Appetite.


Jing Liu, Field of Specialization: Chemical Engineering. Dissertation: Characterizing Metal/Oxygen Batteries with Multiphase Continuum-Scale Models.


Lulu Liu, Field of Specialization: Physics. Dissertation: Evidence for Electroweak Production of $W^+W^-$ in Proton-Proton Collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 8$ TeV with the ATLAS Detector at the LHC.


Yuxuan Liu, Field of Specialization: Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences. Dissertation: A Full Core Resonance Self-shielding Method Accounting for Temperature-dependent Fuel Subregions and Resonance Interference.

Charles Leonard Lord, Field of Specialization: Higher Education. Dissertation: Staying the Course: Persistence and Opportunities to Learn Sociology in a Community College Classroom.

HORACE H. RACKHAM SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

Doctor of Philosophy

Beth Ann Lubeck, Field of Specialization: Immunology. Dissertation: The Ras GTPase Activating Protein p120 RasGAP as a Regulator of Cardiovascular System Development, Lymphatic System Maintenance, and a T Cell Lineage Tumor Suppressor.


Xiaoya Ma, Field of Specialization: Kinesiology. Dissertation: Systemic Iron Regulation and Adipose Tissue Inflammation in Health and Disease.


Helen Carmon Spink Meier, Field of Specialization: Epidemiological Science. Dissertation: Life Course Socioeconomic Status and Immune Response to Persistent Infection in Mexican Americans.


Tyler Elliot Moss, Field of Specialization: Materials Science and Engineering. Dissertation: Stress Corrosion Crack Initiation of Alloy 600 and Alloy 690 in Hydrogenated Supercritical Water.


Tadeusz Leslaw Ogorzalek, Field of Specialization: Chemical Biology. Dissertation: Examining the Behavior of Surface Tethered Enzymes.


Doctor of Philosophy


Laura Yvonne Pfund, Field of Specialization: Chemistry. Dissertation: Accelerating Solid Form Discovery for Pharmaceuticals.


Aaron P. Proffitt, Field of Specialization: Asian Languages and Cultures. Dissertation: Mysteries of Speech and Breath: Dohan’s (1179–1252) Himitsu nembutsu shō and Esoteric Pure Land Buddhism.


Xu Ran, Field of Specialization: Medicinal Chemistry. Dissertation: Peptide and Nonpeptide Approaches to Target Protein-protein Interactions for the Treatment of Cancer.

Jennifer Nicole Rauch, Field of Specialization: Biological Chemistry. Dissertation: Regulation of Human Hsp70 by its Nucleotide Exchange Factors (NEFs).


Joshua Regal, Field of Specialization: Molecular and Cellular Pathology. Dissertation: Characterization of MRE11 Mutants Provides Insight into Human Genetic Disease, Cancer, and Clinical Intervention.

Daniel Jacob Reiss, Field of Specialization: Microbiology and Immunology. Dissertation: Investigating Reciprocal Control of Adherence and Motility through the Lens of PapX, a Non-structural Fimbrial Repressor of Flagellar Synthesis.


Michael Marie Schofield, Field of Specialization: Microbiology and Immunology. Dissertation: Accessing Bioactive Natural Products from Cultured and Uncultured Microorganisms.


Katherine Marie Sebeck, Field of Specialization: Materials Science and Engineering. Dissertation: Molecular Dynamic Simulation of Structures and Interfaces in Amorphous/Ordered Composites.

Doctor of Philosophy


Yash Shailesh Shah, Field of Specialization: Biomedical Engineering. Dissertation: Methods and Applications of Multivariate Pattern Analysis in Functional MRI Data Analysis.


Beth Louise Sparks-Jackson, Field of Specialization: Natural Resources and Environment. Dissertation: Ecological Units and Spatial Pattern in River Ecosystems.


Shane Gray Stimpson, Field of Specialization: Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences and Scientific Computing. Dissertation: An Azimuthal, Fourier Moment-Based Axial S_n Solver for the 2D/1D Scheme.


Tyler Nash Tallman, Field of Specialization: Mechanical Engineering. Dissertation: Conductivity-Based Nanocomposite Structural Health Monitoring via Electrical Impedance Tomography.


Stephanie Ann Jimenez Temme, Field of Specialization: Neuroscience. Dissertation: Maladaptive Fear and L-type Voltage Gated Calcium Channel Subtypes.


Kathryn Quinn Thirolf, Field of Specialization: Higher Education. Dissertation: Community College Faculty Identities.


HORACE H. RACKHAM SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

Doctor of Philosophy


Hong Tu Tran, Field of Specialization: Chemical Biology. Dissertation: Comparative Investigation of Key Biosynthetic Transformations in Fungal Indole Alkaloid Natural Product Pathways.

Nicole Marie Tysvaer, Field of Specialization: Educational Studies. Dissertation: Summer Enrichment in a Community of Practice: A Case Study of Three Urban Programs for Economically-Disadvantaged Middle Schoolers.


Brandon Aundre Valentine, Field of Specialization: Psychology. Dissertation: ‘Daring to Be Ourselves’: Explorations of Authenticity, Compassion, and Discrimination for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Queer People of Color.


Caren Weinhouse, Field of Specialization: Environmental Health Sciences. Dissertation: Putative Early Life Epigenetic Biomarkers of Hepatocellular Carcinoma in Mice Perinatally Exposed to Bisphenol A.


Jordan James Wright, Field of Specialization: Molecular and Integrative Physiology. Dissertation: Rescued Secretion of Misfolded Mutant Prolactin.


Terri Denise Wright, Field of Specialization: Health Behavior and Health Education. Dissertation: School-Based Health Care and Adolescent Sexual-Risk Behaviors.


Xi Xia, Field of Specialization: Biostatistics. Dissertation: Robust and Efficient Methods for Bayesian Finite Population Inference.


Yehua Xie, Field of Specialization: Pharmaceutical Sciences. Dissertation: Role and Relevance of PEPT1 in Intestinal Absorption and Pharmacokinetics of 5-Aminolevulinic Acid.
Doctor of Philosophy

Jia Xu, Field of Specialization: Physics. Dissertation: Searching For Neutral Kaon Rare Decay $K_L \rightarrow \pi^0\nu\bar{\nu}$.

Artem Yankov, Field of Specialization: Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences. Dissertation: Analysis of Reactor Simulations Using Surrogate Models.

Weiye Yao, Field of Specialization: Atmospheric, Oceanic and Space Sciences and Scientific Computing. Dissertation: An Assessment of the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) and Sudden Stratospheric Warmings (SSWs) with Idealized General Circulation Models.

Thomas Man'Ning Yeh, Field of Specialization: Chemical Engineering. Dissertation: Hydrothermal Catalytic Deoxygenation of Fatty Acids and Upgrading Algae Biocrude.


Ping Yu, Field of Specialization: Communication. Dissertation: When the Personal Becomes the Political: Examining Political Engagement on Social Media.


Zhanpeng Zhang, Field of Specialization: Biomedical Engineering. Dissertation: Advanced Microspheres as Injectable Cell Carriers for Tissue Engineering.


Certificate of Graduate Studies

**Complex Systems**
- Hassan Bukhari
- George Cowan Carter
- Dana K. Jackman

**Computational Discovery and Engineering**
- Khalid Ahmed
- Chuanfei Dong
- Suyash Tandon
- Adam M. Vaughan
- Hongyu Wang
- Zhaorong Wang

**Industrial Ecology**
- Luis Humberto Cecco Vazquez de Mercado

**Museum Studies**
- Abigail Eugenia Celis
- Molly Lee Sarvis Malcolm
- Nicholas William Malzahn

**Real Estate Development**
- Joshua Stephen Bails
- Fan Fan
- Seul Lee
- Clarke Graham Lewis
- Robin Y. Liu
- Gregg T. May

**Survey Methodology**
- Sarah Banas Mills
- Abram Wagner

Master of Science

**Applied and Interdisciplinary Mathematics**
- Joseph Joaquin Borja
- Bryan Louis Nevarez
- Luojiao Shen
- Ismael Juan Xique

**Chemical Biology**
- Marwa Ayyash
- Benjamin Donald Bouchard
- Katarina Lorraine Fabre
- Erin Margaret Gray
- Vikram Kapila
- Joseph Gregory Lundgren
- Resiola Neli

**Survey Methodology**
- Saram Han
- Brian Thomas Hunscher
- Colleen Ann McClain
- Ji Qi
- Michael Sadowsky
- Zhe Wang
### Bachelor in General Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Emma Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vic Andrade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Elizabeth Bernard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase Michael Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher James Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Dominick Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Andrew Cummings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Lewis DeBrincat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Michael DeCrescentis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Derickson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Rae Doerr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Edward Dutton III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley James Essex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Thomas Francia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Timothy Gaumer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyesha Damian Goree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Matthew Gottfried</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael William Gross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Marie Guttmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice Will Hayes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan H. Haywood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas J. Helderop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Gerard Joseph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer R. Kent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Daniel Levy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilana Kitt Lombardo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Daniel Matulis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Kathleen Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendall Victor Patrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Ann Payton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demetrios Tredamian Robinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica P. Schultz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Patrick Sheehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Kristine Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Maxine Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathaniel Michael Snyder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas William Steerzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Michelle Thatcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canon J. Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Leah Trejo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elessa M. Trevino-Alcock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haylie Marie Wagner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan Joseph Warren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aimee Nicole Weaver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrienne Marie Wheat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin D. White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael James Wynalda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Bachelor of Arts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth J. Abbott-Beaumont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammad Muzzammil Bin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdul Kader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasin Abdul-Muqit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Helena Abercrombie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raliat Kofoworola Abiola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavitra Susan Abraham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody Levi Abramson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayna Ashlee Abramson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella Sue Achenbach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Kinga Adamczyk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willa Rae Adamo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anastassios Adamopoulos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia J. Adams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Elizabeth Addison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Ades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika G. Adsit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibrahim Hamza Al-Salem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph William Alessi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darrarut Omar Ali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tesneem R. Alkiek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donovan Edward Alkire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeAnn Henrietta Allan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Teresa Allard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine Allen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Nicole Allis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aidan Schiller Altman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Joseph Alversson IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambrish Jonathan Amaranathan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amnol Mahul Amin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaineb K. Amin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Afia Ampmonsah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chanyu An</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briahna Trudycea Anders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryn Marie Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conor Theodore Carl Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Charles Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Cara Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irma Maribel Andrade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Oluwatomisin Anifowoshe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurul Aqasya Binti Anis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Carl Arch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Leah Argiroff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariana Arguelles Alcazar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Elizabeth Ariazi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putri Dariyah Binti Ariff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Sarah Arkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J’Vion B. Armstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brynn Michelle Arnall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Irvin Aronovitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail D. Asma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Michele Atkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Tyler ATKinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Alexander Atlas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Catherine Attar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan Miles Auburn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Graham Austin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Cheryl Authier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaan Aydan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Lynn Avery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rozalinn A. Babijaev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pallavi Vinodha Babu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Lauren Baer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan Marie Baig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joohoe Baik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desirec’ Monique Bailey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Scott Bain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian David Baker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Baker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Heather Balakirsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Alexander Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Michael Balle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Michele Ballew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arleigh Kaylyn Banner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helene Maya Bansley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliza Catherine Bari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azad Barazi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas John Barden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Barnett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalli Rose Barrone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael William Barstow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Amir Bashi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharik Bashir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briana Marie Basile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Gregory Bass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Dalton Bastian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Marie Bastianelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamron Jozef Batayeh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seth Joseph Batey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Martha Bauer-Levey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Joy Bauman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Bruce Baumgarten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Elizabeth Baumgarten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Harvey G. Bautista</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haleigh Margaret Bavol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily R. Bazilian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali T. Bazzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Curtis Beacham III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jillian Suzanne Bean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason Jonathan Bear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Katherine Beard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Charli Beck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Margret Beck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Lorraine Becker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monique F. Becker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Gary Beger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Robert Beindorff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bogdan Belei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Douglas Bell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Marie Bell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Thomas Bell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Rose Bell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Grace Belongia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April Allison Benlein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Robert Benoit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rona Shiftan Beresh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKenzie Nicole Sarah Berezin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Julia Berger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Margaret Berger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillary Eve Bergman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Bachelor of Arts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Tedi Berkman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Malka Berlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina-Marie Christina Bethel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brennen Scott Beyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indira Priyadarshini Bhattacharjee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anuhyia Lekha Bhogineni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Paige Biel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Leah Bingham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Grace Binns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoe Birnbaum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew James Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naomi Leigh Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeVin'e Marie Blacksher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Michael Blakemore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carina Claudia Blanco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Nicole Blegen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paige Nicole Blessman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alison Joy Bloch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Erin Block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Natalie Bloom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Vincent Blum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Shira Blumenstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Tess Blumert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humayra Khani Boby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Adair Boboltz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lauren Bock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Louise Boczar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Anne Bodden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Harrison Bode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilena S. Bodker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Paul Boguth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Rose Bohnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandi Renee Booth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Samuel Borison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Sara Borison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Lynn Bosco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Diane Bostwick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capri J. Bowers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Anne Bowie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Victor Bowman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keli Danielle Boyd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taniqua Monee' Boyd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Duncan Boyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veda Boykin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Bo Bradarich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob C. Bradburn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Jerome Bradley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine LaNelle Bradley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Margaret Braid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonah Zev Brandhandler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sukhmani Brar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatiana Bravo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Thomas Brenn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Christian Brench</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Mika Brenner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Bennett Brickman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Elizabeth Brieva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Bronstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabelle Baron Brouman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Noelle Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Robert Brumfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Elizabeth Bruneel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brinley Patricia Bruton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robyn Rebecca Bryan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bianca Bryant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian D'rae Bryant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Budziak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Kenneth Bumbales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandler Cale Burch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Michelle Burke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Mae Burke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequoyah J. Burke-Combs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher E. Byer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Jane Bly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandy Leigh Byrd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn McKenzie Byrne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Devereaux Byrne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Patrick Byrne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Gilbert Cahiil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Ryan Camalo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Ivonne Camarena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Nicole Campbell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Elizabeth Campbell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shani Abiona Campbell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Heather Canter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Lee Capatina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrèa Cristina Cara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Angelita Cardinalli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandria Lynn Carey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Patrick Carey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie James Carlsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Schilling Carpenter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikala Anne Carpenter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Francesca Carretta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond Robert Carroll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destiny Marie Carter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeVonte Lamar Carter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maggie Lynn Caruso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Marie Casalou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew R. Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Xenia Castillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Jane Castillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaun Michael Cavanagh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie Lynn Cendrowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clifton Kwan-Ho Chan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loritta Ying Ping Chan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zubin Chandra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Jordyn Chaness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Keoni Chang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eshin Chang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hussein S. Charara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layan Kassem Charara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alec Martin Chasman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph L. Chatham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carey Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine R. Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trista Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sijing Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yihong Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhaoyu Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhilun Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doris Cheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Cheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzong Cheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianyu Cheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Michelle Chesbrough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Robert Chessin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huiuan Cheung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Chick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashly Nicole Chinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Jinmay Chiu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Chiu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Sungchan Cho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youn Seo Cho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Jinhong Choi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Choi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sain Sattar Choudhry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Kay Love Christy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habyun Chung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Wiken Chung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Churgin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ari Benjamin Cicurel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Margaret Cissell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackie May Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Wade Clarke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Nicole Clayborne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond M. Cleveland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alison Marie Climes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Vincent Chiang Co</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Michael Cobane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Ann Cobau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie M. Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Kelly Cochran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McAuliffe Dunn Coddington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Robert Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Henry Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Aviv Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leigh Ann Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Ronke Coker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Dylan Cole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Marley Cole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandi Ariel Collins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah David Collins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Aaron Collins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Burke Colosimo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paige Marie Compagna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell Bennett Comparetto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ericka Faith Coners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Ann Confer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Robert Conlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Margaret Conlon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eduardo Antonio Consuegra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Marie Cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beatrice Elsa Cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Aaron Cooney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Alan Cooper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Sue Cope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dillon Bennett Louis Coplai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie N. Corbin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Mighion Cornwall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bachelor of Arts

Wendy Cortes
Nathaniel Winston Coryell
Danielle Sapphire Coty
Samantha Zaiac Coven
Cody Jeffrey Cramer
Ari Michael Crane
Sarah Lynn Joy Crane
Carole Kimberly Crawford
Hillary Elizabeth Crawford
Meg Mary Crawford
Joseph Douglas Crim
Katelyn Marie Crimmins
Sarah Jane Crimmins
Hannah Kai Crisler
Marina Esmée Criso
Brady Joseph Cristes
Nicholas James Cromell
Katherine Marie Cross
Allison Maureen Crowley
Ryan Marie Crum
Kelsey M. Cummings
Jillian Marie Cvengros
Natasha Dabrowski
Niki A. Dailey
Sarah Helen Dalley
Gertrude Alexandra Daly
Charles Bradley Damron
Allie Patricia Danhausen
Rachel Morgan Daniels
Erin Nicole Dankert
Alexa Marie Dannemiller
Sonja Isabel Danon
Andrea Dantis
Kyle Evan Darch
Carolyn Anne Darr
Elizabeth Mackenzie Darrow
Hannah Dastmalchi
Rachel Leigh Davidson
Austin Chandler Davis
Danielle Elizabeth Davis
Mishara Akina Davis
Jettera Jeanne Davis-Griggs
Emily Elizabeth Tudor Dawson
Taylor Ryan Day
Alexander Theodore de Parry II
Nicolette Angela De Simone
Tarah M. Deagle
Gabrielle Therese DeBenedictus
Paige Edén Deckelbaum
Amanda Lynn Deemer
Joshua James Deitch
Emma Lynne Defange
Dana Lopez Del Vecchio
Natalie Kaye DeLave
Alison Julia DeMarco
Erinn DeMarios
Grant Michael Demeter
Alexandros Demetriou
Scott Travis Deng, Jr.
Matthew James Denko
Barbara Suzanne Dennis
Lauren Christine Denniston
Leela Denver
Jacob Der-Hagopian III
Adam Edvard Desjardins
Shivani Subhash Deshmukh
Alexa Strauss Dettelle
Drew Barrett Dettlinger
Kaitlyn Ann Deverglio
Caroline Belgard Devlin
MacKenzie Irene DeWitt
Breanna Marie Dey
Nicholas Witham Diehl
Katie Diekmann
Ryan Corrigan Dillon
Stephanie Elizabeth Dilworth
Amanda Josephine Dimare
Michelle Jeanne DiMuzio
Caroline Elizabeth DiStefano
Adjani Vonee Dixon
Despot Djurić
Kristen Ann Dodge
Karen Doh
Lauren Nicole Dolik
John Curtis Donnell
Quinn Catherine Doran
Andrew Michael Dorian
Bryce Montana Doreen
Kayla Lynn Douglas
Anna Christine Dowsett
Megan Kathleen Doyle
Katelyn Elizabeth Drake
Derek Robert Draplin
Anne Laurette Dreisbach
Sara Lynn Driesenga
Sara Elizabeth Drlik
Alexis Druyan
Carlina Chen Duan
Lydia Gilberte Dublin
Lauren Elizabeth Duff
Bethany Marie Duffy
Jameson William Duggan
Robert Patrick Dulzo
Laura C. Duncan
Garrett Thomas Dunn
Kelsey Michelle Dunn
Madeleine Caroline Dunn
Kahlil C. DuPerry
Thibaut Edwin Dupuy
Melissa Kristin Durante
Emma A. DuRoss
Chandé Nichole Dusina
Scott Andrew Dvorak
Trevor Adam Dworetz
Jacob Paul Dykema
Nicole Alexis Echeverria
Mark Andrew Edlund
Ivy Agilah Edwards
Devin Nicole Eggert
Adam Bruce Eckmeyer
Rachel Taylor Eisenberg
Jonathan S. Eisenreich
Colin Berube Eisenstaedt
Jason Aaron Eisner
Tariq Kamel Elagamy
Mackenzie Margarette Ellis
Nicholas Joseph Ellis
Alexandra Emanuel
Isabelle Austin Emmons
Hailey Eom
Claire Michelle Erba
Zoya Shamraj Erdevig
Kayla Elise Ermann
Natalia Mayer Ertzbischoff
Alex Christopher Ervin
Stacey Wendell Ervin
Kathleen Ann Evans
Susan Marie Ewing
Lauren Alexandra Fairnot
Arnie Fang
Loren Rose Fanroy
Rami Youssef Faraj
Ellen Jeanine Farber
Dominic Anthony Farchione
Shadi A. Farha
Fatimah Muhammed Bilal Farooq
Jenna Rose Fass
Michelle Catherine Fedorowicz
Devan Caitlin Feeney
Alexandra Shaina Fein
Paul Adam Feingold
Daniel Joseph Feldman
Julia Sarah Feldman
Jordan Nicole Felkey
Rachel Fenton
Jesse Barry Fernandez
Julia Michelle Feygin
Ross Jay Fiedler
Billie Jean Fierros
Alexander Scott Figura
Alexandra Isabel File
Jenna Elizabeth Fiore
Katherine Elizabeth Fitzpatrick
Daniel Miles Fivenson
Elizabeth Ann Flanagan
Louise Marie Fletke
Adam Taylor Flood
Taylor Nicole Flowers
Nicole Leah Flyer
Amelia Juline Flynn
Ryan Foley
Benjamin Aaron Foote
Kaitlyn Ann Forbes
Luciana Maria Fornasierno
Analissa A. Forsgren
Katie Lynn Foss
Alexandria Michele Foster
Charles Henry Edward Foster
John Benish Foster
Dana Lorelli Fouchia
Eliyahu M. Fox
Julia Michelle Fox
Kimberly Anne Fox
### Bachelor of Arts

- Shawn Gibbons Fox
- Madeleine Claire Frabotta
- Shelby Anne Francis
- Madeleine Julia Frank
- Matthew D. Franklin
- Folashade N. Frazier
- Joshua Thomas Frazier
- LaPorscha M. Frazier
- Holly Elizabeth Frederick
- Michele Anne Freed
- Savannah Rae Freed
- Scott Michael Freedman
- Jordan Thomas Fricks
- Isabelle Friedman
- Craig James Friend
- Colin Patrick Frishberg
- Nicholas Peter Frontera
- Hannah Victoria Fuentes
- Taiki Fujimori
- Sanako Fujioka
- Aiko Claire Fukuchi
- Anna Christine Lorenz Fuller
- Jack Richard Fuller
- Jacob Daniel Fuller
- Zachary King Fuller
- Courtney Bianca Funchess
- Mohammed Furrha
- Sheetal Rajeev Gade
- Margaret Lewis Gaffney
- Yoav E. Gaffney
- Geralyn Nicole Gaines
- Stephanie Lynn Gaiss
- Michelle Catherine Galdys
- Grace Baker Gale
- Ryan Patrick Gallagher
- Nathaniel Eli Gallant
- Philomela Gan
- Aditi Gang
- David Michael Nolta Garavito
- Anna Maria Garcia
- DeAnza Arielle Garcia
- Lacey Elizabeth Gardner
- Rebecca Janeen Garfinkel
- Jeffrey Alexander Garland
- Haley Elizabeth Garner
- Gregory Albert Gargo
- Lukas Garske
- Octavia Amanda Gathings
- Tess Lauren Gatof
- Justin Patrick Gehr
- Brian Daniel Geiringer
- Richard Gelband
- Jessica Heather Gelfarb
- Austin Nolan Geller
- Carly Rachel Geller
- Mara Beth Geller
- Madeleine Julia Gellman
- Mack Bruckner Gembis
- Zaina Marie Gennaoui
- Giana Therese Georgi
- Molly Kathleen Geppner
- Monica Caitlin Geralfo
- Annika Gerken
- Chelsea Nicole Germano
- Talia Rich Gerstle
- Chelsea Elaine Gholston
- Beyram Ghrairy
- Melissa Mithers Gibson
- Monica Lauren Gierada
- Jamie Sara Gildenberg
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Alexander Jacob Winnick
Steven Michael Winnick
Sarah Michelle Winter
Anna Perry Winthrop
Carolyn Sophia Winknousky
Kendall Schoen Wittner
Merideht Ann Wint
Jenna Leahann Wintmann
Spencer J. Wizman
Taylor Alexis Wizner
Jack Ericson Wold
Meghan Marie Wolf
Seth Benjamin Wolin
Daniel John Won
Andrew W. Wong
Matthew C. Wongs
Ngai Cheung Wong
Siu Hei Wong
Jaykob Kyle Wood
Paige A. Wood
Tangela Jewel Woodley
Myia Woodley-Sharrief
Elliott Woodruff
Sueiffany Thelmawoods
Tyler Gordon Woods
Amber Marie Wright
Casey Irene Wright
Janelle Cherith Wright
Cassandara Marie Wroten
Eric Jenyee Wu
Kaidi Wu
Yiyuan Wu
Alexis Christine Wyckoff
Alaina Marie Wygant
Marisa Xheka
Kledia Xhelilaj
Alex Yi Xu
Yifei Xu
Sylvia Mansour Yacoub
Stasha Christianna Yancho
Leena Yang
Sharon Xiaoyun Yang
Molly Aldrich Mansfield Yaple
Megan Ashley Yee
Ryan George Yezman
Winglui Yiu
Sae Yeon Yoo
Terry Junmo Yoo
Lois Jongsun Yoon
Ryan James Yost
Anjené Ashleigh Young
Madeline Elise Young
Sara Yufa
Boseong Yun
Chelsea Lynn Zabel
Andrew Jeffrey Zagan
Connor Joseph Zarkowski
Jordan Adam Zecher
Maximilian King Zeitlin
Edward Patrick Zelenak
Boming Zhai
Haoran Zhang
Jenny Gloria Zhang
Junbo Zhang
Wanruo Zhang
Lucille Zhao
Xia Zheng
Boxin Zhou
Yiyun Zhou
Athena Lei Zhu
Tianli Zhu
Yunjie Zhu
Ben Paul Zifffen
Hanna Gillian Zlotnick
Julie Nadine Zucker
Alyson Elizabeth Zuckerman
Alejandro L. Zúñiga Sacks
Max Zwolan

Bachelor of Science

Mariam Ziad Abdulghani
Jeanine Beth Aberbook
Sarah Hoffman Adams
Taylor Marie Adlam
Eden Newman Adler
Joel Adu-Brimpong
Rahul Kumar Ahiuwalia
Ahmad Fikri Bin Ahmad Fisal
Araya Alem Ahmedy
Adhan Ahmed
Ahtasham Ahmed
Taylor Christine Aiello
Miranda Chiamaka Ajulufoh
Oyeniyi Olufemi Akinleye
Keith Jonathan Alangaden
Zaineb Alattar
Jacquelyn Geraldine Albosta
Kimberlee Rose Ales
Brandon David Alfond
Diala Ahmad Ali
Hassan M. Ali
Islam Zobair Ali
Taher Kasim Ali
Shaikh Sultan Abdulla Salem
AlQassimi
Ivan C. Amies
Ayah Ali Anani
Erik Thomas Anderson
Lindsay Marie Anderson
Sean Michael Anderson
Michael Christopher Angileri
Saarah Anjum
Siddiq Masud Ansari
Tahoora Batoool Ansari
Kaitlyn Ann Arbour
Alexander James Arbuckle
Ethan Benjamin Atzman
Krystina Jo Auble
Adriana Inez Avila
Danielle Victoria Ayres
Alexandra MacCarthyp Babcock
Christie Alexa Gofrank Bagne
Elizabeth Anne Baiardi
Nicholas Baker
Robert David Baker
Bachelor of Science

David Steven Balash
Tonia Frances Ballantyne
Alexandra Margaret Bandelian
Grace Ellen Banks
Tyler Paul Bapst
Sasha Michelle Barron
Andrew David Barton
Nicolette Anne Bassett
Kaitlyn Marie Bates
Kalli L. Bates
Kayla Louise Bates
Dava Batjargal
Zachary Matthew Bauer
Symone Elyse Bawol
Bryana Lynell Bayly
Amanda Youssef Bazzi
Hassan Nabil Bazzi
Zeinab F. Bazzi
Mark Andrew Beams
Sarah Margaret Beargie
Thomas Jay Bearse
Audrey May Beeler
John Kenner Bell
Jane Mary Belayvskaya
Emily Marie Bench
Daniel Rome Bendtson
Brandon Timothy Berka
Hanna Pearl Berlin
Aaron Eli Berman
Lauren J. Bernaky
Madeline Ann Bershback
Erik Mikkel Bertilrud
Erin Nicole Berube
Neha Kunj Bhatia
Kathryn Anne Bicknell
Serena Shi-Yu Huang Bidwell
David Andrew Bignotti
Sera Anne Bird
Ryan Matthew Blake
Brianna Rosemary Blossfeld
Brandon Robert Blossom
Paige Annalise Bommarito
Joseph Thomas Bonadies
Caleigh Bond
Meghan Elizabeth Bond
Rachel Marie Bonds
David Parker Bonnen
Melissa Rachel Bonnici
John Copland Borger
Raymond Jerome Borkowski
Danielle Sue Bosher
Kevin Jacob Bosma
Allison Ann Boss
Raman Bhadradi Botta
Allison Marie Box
Bohdan Boytsov
Jeremy Stephen Braun
Angela S. Brazil
Christopher John Breuler, Jr.
Austin Nicholas Brewer
Zoe Morris Feldman Brier
Joshua Donnelly Brill
Jacob Brian Brody
Benjamin Michael Brouwer
Alexander Lee Brown
Matthew Philip Brown
Megan Lucille Brown
Elizabeth Susan Bruno
Jesse Fleischer Buchbaum
Adam Charles Buckner
Brenna Lena Bullock
Alisha Aleksandra Bulitsma
Stephanie Sunico Buno
Camden Nicole Burk
Erin Elizabeth Burke
Margaret Catherine Burns
Christopher Lee Burr
Eduardo Bustamante
Alyssa Rose Buthman
Austin L. Cacciaglia
Amanda K. Cadotin
Wanni Cai
Edward John Calihan
Robert Alan Calleja
Ilinca Oana Calusser
Dana Paige Camerik
Kyle Abraham Campbell
Cody Jeffery Carey
Jacob Frederick Carolan
Brian Henry Carrick
Kimberly Ann Carson
Cody W. Carter
Brian Patrick Cary
Samuel Harrison Cass
Matthew J. Cataldo
Angelica Lynn Cates
Amber Lee Cathey
Amanda Lee Cayo
Robert Jeffrey Cernak
Spencer George Chako
Brian Scott Chambers
Deepa Chandhrasekar
Catherine Haohan Chang
Ellen Chang
Josh Chang
Paul James Chappus
Aqsa Akhtar Cheema
Sania Akhtar Cheema
Dorian Marie Cheff
Carmen Chen
Christina Z. Chen
Jesse Sean Chen
Justine Zheng Chen
Megan Ching-Yuan Chen
Siyi Chen
Wei Chen
Xiaochong Chen
Xinzhu Chen
Yitian Chen
Zihan Chen
Chi Kwong Cheung
Cory C. Chew
Shao Wei Chia
Swee Yong Chiah
Brenda Chiang
Edna Chiang
Mason Chiang
Emily Ann Chinarian
Jacob Samuel Chmara
April Eun Cho
Eric Cho
Nathan Sungil Cho
Sarah J. Choi
Mahak Chopra
Sahir Sattar Choudhry
Shabab Ahmed Choudhury
Cathy Yee Chow
Gabrielle Elizabeth Christ
Grace Margit Christensen
Victoria Ann Chrumka
Jia Rong Chua
Jonathan Chuko
Geneva Mary Chunn
David Andrew Cicala
Abagael Marie Cilek
Sean Joseph Cirbus
Brittany Nicole Ciura
Sarah Elise Clayton
Ellen Margery Clinton
Stephanie Racz Clough
Cameron James Coletta
Crystal Marie Destiny Collier
Carmen Irene Colmenero
Cachet Renee Colvard
Brianea L. Commons
David Joseph Cook
Jeremy Scott Cooper
Katherine Alden Copeland
Eli Joseph Cornblath
Nathaniel Isaac Costin
Corinne Renee Cramer
Eric Michael Cramer
Ciera Rose Crawford
Andrea Sara Cuamatzi Castelan
Yuke Cui
Catherine Marie Culkin
Lance Hugo Cummins
Sarah Natalie Cunningham
Margaret Tena Curran
Kayla Midori Curry
Darci Winter Curwen-Garber
John M. D’Andrea
Joshua Stuart D’Arcy
Cailyn Ashley D’Haem
 Roxanne Marie Daban
Tala Emad Dabbour
Linh N. Dang
Alexis Daniels
Rebecca Ellerin David
Nicole Marissa Davidson
Ellen Margaret Davis
Ryan Thomas DeAngelis
Elizabeth Rae Del Cimmuto
Bachelor of Science

Rachel Lynn Delinger
Jillian Claire DeMars
John David Den Uyl
Rui Deng
Yi Deng
Jasmine Camille Dennis
Amit Uday Deshpande
Dillon Asitha Dewundara
Kailash Lorna Dhir
Jessica Fran DiGregorio
Melanie Michelle Dijkers
Arjun Dilip Kumar
Huiying Ding
Emily Grace Dingwell
Acacia Frances Dishman
Williams Seng Dixon
Anna Do
Tuan Minh Doan
Matthew Alan Dodds
Lexas Leigh Dolbee
Scott Gorman Dolezal
Libing Dong
John Fang Dou
Brian Eustace Doull
Elizabeth Maureen Downs
Ben Sheridan Doyle
Christopher Michael Drew
Meghan Eileen Drews
Jeffrey Haoyang Du
Jessica Christine Duggan
Kelsey Elizabeth Duggan
Mark Evan Dulchavsky
Megan Louise Dumas
Drew Thomas-Franklin Dunham
Natalie Pauline Dunn
Andrea Andi-Thai Duong
Eric Dominic Duong
Leigh Christian Durudogan
Shane Edward Dzierwa
Rebecca Marissa Dzombak
Erin Katharine Eberhard
Ruax Edani
Nithin Venkatesh Edara
Daniel Scott Edelstein
Amy Marie Edwards
Kathleen J. Eick
David Jordan Eisner
Deena El-Gabri
Nicole Marie Elmblad
Justine McKenzie Ely
Alexis Noelle Emert
Rebecca Paige Emery
Charles Mackenzie Engelman
Karthic Neelands Epker
Ernst Thomas Erdmann
Taylor Rae Erickson
Sylvia Guadalupe Escolero
Andres Fabian Espinoza
Nicole Janine Ethen
Monica Maria Fadanelli
Joseph Wald Fakhoury
Tyler Ming Fan
Justin Fang
Linda Farhat
Mobashira Farooqi
Benjamin Taylor Farrell
Emma Katherine Fath
Dema A. Fawaz
Ramy Fadi Fawaz
Mona Fayad
Eric Alan Feaster
Donald Charles Fedrignon III
Jordyn Alyssa Feinstein
Lindsay Iva Ferguson
Michael Allyn Hanamey Ferguson
Emily Joanne Fetzner
Evon Jacob Field
Katelyn C Findlay
David Falk Fine
Victoria Leigh Fingerle
Ethan Joseph Firestone
Daniel Aaron Firsh
Lauren Margaret Fisher
Elizabeth Anne Fisk
Danielle Victoria Flanders
Colin Takeo Fleming
Laura Lynn Fleming
Shelby Elena Florida
Sarah Elizabeth Forsberg
Kelsey Anne Fortier
Kelley Marie Francis
Sam Francis
Jared Raphael Frank
Sophia Frances Frank
Kurt Michael Fraser
Matthew John Freeman
George Edmond Freige
Laith Riad Freij
Tyler Alexander Frey
Tyler Isaac Friedman
Laura Michelle Fritsch
Bryant Michael Froberg
Eric Donald Frontera
Mingzhou Fu
Tomás Marshall Fuentes-Afflick
Janice Kai-Ying Fung
Vicki Kay Fung
Anna Leigh Funsten
Corina Stefania Furtuna
Ryan Michael Gabriel
Isabella Marie Gaeta
Kathryn Mary Gallagher
Tanvi Gangal
Daniel Aaron Gantman
Yayun Gao
Jerod Robert Gardner
Andrew Lincoln Aloys Garton
Alessandra Anne Garin
Michael J. Gavrin
Valerie Ann Gavrila
Katerina Adelle Bassett Gawronski
Abhilash Gazula
Anna Elizabeth Gencay
Isabel Young Georges
Mark Louis Germani
Zachariah R. Gerth
Julie Elizabeth Gervis
Anika S. Ghosh
Anne Elizabeth Gibbons
Michael Andrew Gilbert
Forrest Galen Gilfoy
Alexander Wells Ginter
Mathew F. Giron
Georgia Kinney Glastris
Andrew Kenneth Glatz
Yaqir Maurice Gleiser
Bryan Carl Glesmann
Grace Marie Glowniak
Arshant Ramesh Nair Gobinathan
Aylin Isabel Golaszewski
Daniel Alexander Gold
Steven Benjamin Goldenthal
David Arrow Goldfarb
Matthew Hamilton Goldhaber
Joshua Blue Hirakawa Goldman
Kyle N. Gordon
Adam Benjamin Gorman
Komal Govil
Neelima Goyal
Joshua William Goyert
Carolyn Elizabeth Grant
Sierra Lynn Grant
Anthony Robert Green
Benjamin David Greenberg
Brandan Scotg Gregg
Nicolette Marie Gregor
Hannah Bodie Gross
Maggie Rose Grundler
Alisha Lyn Grzegorczyk
Joseph Guan
Shenghua Guan
Vinay Chetan Guduguntla
Youran Gui
Anjali Mohan Gundeti
Yubo Guo
Preeti Gupta
Sonali Gupta
Devin Gurung
Everlin Araceli Gutierrez
Nicholas Philip Guys
Sarah Elizabeth Haddy
Bryan Jihoon Hahm
Samuel L. Hahn
Abrar M. Haider
Nathaniel Hall
Arnór Rúnar Halldórsson
Jan Philip Hallman
Sarah Elizabeth Halperin
Daniel Martin Halpern
Mary Catherine Hamati
Paige Alexandra Hamay
Earl Christopher Han
Bachelor of Science

Feng Ze Han
John Han
Ping Han
Xinyan Han
Marwan Basem Harb
Kalyn Rose Harbin
Batoul Harissa
Brandon Michael Harnos
Natalie Ann Harris
Sophie Louise Harrison
Alia Farhanah Binti Hasbullah
Lilynaz A. Hashemi
Savannah Lynn Hatt
Andrea Nicole Haugen
Christina Catherine Healy
Shannon Rose Healy
Mollì Elizabeth Heckaman
Curtis James Heisel
Timothy Leif Helland
Nathan Riley Hendrickson
Alexandria Idelle Henry
Joseph Andrew Hermann
Sara Pauline Herta
Taylor Paige Hesano
Lindsey Annette Hess
Tim Hewitt
Armita Hezarkhani
Joanna Ruka Hider
Grace Tora Hilbert
Matthew Stephen Hill
Julian James Hills
Kyle Alan Hinton
Michael Rafael Hipp
Marissa Alexandra Hirsch
Janice Ying-En Ho
Mary Elizabeth Hobson
Olivia Laurine Hobson
Alexander Thomas Hodge
Cameron Thomas Hodges
Christopher Daniel Hoef
Peter Thomas Hoeksema
Philip Hofer
Sean Hollowell
Colin W. Holmes
Krystal Kymbrie Holmes
Sunghyun Hannah Hong
Alexandra Patrice Hornby
Alexandria Ruth Horner
Conner Lee Horner
Michael Joseph Houghan
Nicholas Aaron Hounshell
Hannah Louise Hovey
Stefan William Hovy
Ashley Victoria Howard
Cathy Hsu
Siyi Huang
Tiffany Huang
Xiujuan Huang
Janine Marie Huelsman
Kylie Elizabeth Huitsing
Kaitlyn Valerie Hunt
Ellen Mary Hunter
Joshua Neil Huriburt
David Anh Huynh Huynh
Michelle Charlotte Hwang
Eric L. Hwu
Mary Elizabeth Bloodgood Hydes
David Masters Hyland
Marisa Rae Iaderosa
Alexandra June Ihlenburg
Yona Eden Isaacs
Katherine Isabel Isley
Ron Matthew Israel
Angelina M. Issa
Mahima Iyengar
Sara Elizabeth Jackowicz
Michelle Janine Jacobs
Lawrence Jajou
Margaret Booth Jameson
Kaitlin Elizabeth Janecke
Kristina Marguerite Jaroh
David Bryant Jarvie
Una Monisha Jasty
Kurt Anthony Jensen
Peter Hanpeng Jiang
Brian Patrick Johnides
Carole Elena Johnson
Kendall Gayle Johnson
David Todd Jolson
Ellen Jensine Junewick
Alyssa Marie Kaiser
James Paul Kakos
Jennifer Christina Kalejs
Nicholas Eugene Kaley
Anne Helen Kalinowskì
Vishaal Indra Kalwani
Anna Marie Kanarr
Jonathan Kang
Minji Michelle Kang
Sarah Linda Kang
Niranjana Kannan
Daniel Hayden Kaplan
Reem Kashlan
Muhammad Firdaus Bin Kasman
Ellen Lockwood Katcha
Cosette Angel Kathawa
Nathan Thomas Katlein
Jonathan David Kaufman
Emily Suzanne Kaulius
Gopaldeep Kaur
Julia Christine Kehoe
Katie Ann Kehoe
Haley Elizabeth Kehus
Alyssa Jeri Keimach
Melani Kekulawala
Kayla Sue Keller
Devon Getman Kelley
Domenic James Kelly
Emilia Natalya Kemeza
Stephen Joseph Kemp
Nicholas Steven Kern
Morgan Amy Ketterling
Ali Khalid
Danielle Khalife
Mariam Khan
Omar Mohammed Khan
Shaima Khankâder
Sara Lynn Kileen
Ah Sun Kim
Andy Kim
John C. Kim
Joon Bum Kim
Maria Kim
Michael Chung Kim
Claire Kim
Steve Sangjin Kim
Tae Hyoung Kim
Yeo Won Kim
Yi Seul Kim
Young Hun Kim
Youngshin Kim
Kara Marie Kingma
Heather Margaret Kirkpatrick
Matthew Armando Kirsch
Michael Joseph Kirsch II
Andrew Christopher Kirtek
Max Joseph Kiss
Irene Maria Kitromelides
Megan Elyse Klatt
Philip A. Klein-Rodick
Barbara Kelso Klenke
Scott Knudstrup
Danielle Diana Kobrossi
Cole Michael Koerber
Samuel Eugene Kohley
Jeremy Roger Kohltz
Kevin Thomas Kohut
Alex Novak Kokaly
Austin Kokoruda
Andrew Jeffrey Kolean
Nikki Eliza Koll
Maria Munther Konja
Cassandra Leigh Kooker
Fallyn Elana Kopp
Monica Elizabeth Korzow
Alyssa Yasmin Kosti
Manoj Manohar Kowshik
Matthew Stevens Kramer
Benjamin Richard Kreitz
Michael John Krenicki
Alexa Faith Krueger
Ryen Roy Krusinga
Siang-Chean Kua
Grace Kuan
Christopher Alan Kubitskey
Ryan William Kuesel
Shannon Formosa Kuo
Kayla Mary Kurydla
Rachel Anne Kurecka
Mia Danielle Kuttner
Megan Ruth Kwiatkowskì
gloria Ha-Young Kwon
Yashwanth Lagisetty
Bachelor of Science

Kevin Lan
Nicholas Paul Landgraf
Alexander Paul Lansduschz
Evan Daniel Lang
Hanna Kay Larcinese
Meghan Eileen Lark
Spencer Kai Tai Lau
Maria Anna Laukaitis
Lee Jia Law
Alyssa Jo Lawler
Megan Elizabeth Lawrence
Samantha Joan Lazarow
Alexander Hyun Lee
Allen S. Lee
Carmen M. Lee
Christopher Won-Suck Lee
Edward Wun Lee
Hu Min Lee
Heum Lee
John Lee
Joseph Hsun-Jay Lee
Jung-Eun R. Lee
Linda Darong Lee
Mary Bridget Lee
Soo-Yong Lee
Sooin Lee
Zian Wei Lee
Hailey Brooke Lefkofsky
Skylar King Lehto
Man Kuan Lei
Henry F. Lent
Jonathan Joseph Lesnau
Alina Lesnovskaya
Nita Dror Leve
Joshua Nathaniel Levenson
Sara Alexandra Levey
Alexander Marshall Levine
David Joseph Levine
Benjamin John Levy
Janine Shea Lewandoski
Anna Xuebo Li
Beibin Li
Dianfei Li
Hengjian Li
Sherry Li
Shi Li
Yuejun Li
Zhuangdi Li
Rosi Liao
Danielle Nicole Licht
Andrew Lieu
Jacob Douglas Light
Alexis Paula Lim
Rachel Catherine Limb
Michelle Lin
Wendy Lin
Yuchen Lin
Nicholas Eric Linde
Jacqueline Rose Link
Hannah Victoria Linna
Eric Anthony Lisznyai

Albert Liu
Jennifer Shinlan Liu
Tiffany Liu
Jialin Liu
Jiyang Liu
Mandy Liu
Stephanie Liu
Weigang Liu
Yu-Chen Liu
Enkhiargal Lkhagvajav
Luke Chamberlin Lofgren
David William Lonergan
Zhengyu Long
Jillian Ann Longton
Tiffany Taylor Loo
Amanda Marie Lopez
Sarah Elizabeth Lopez
Reid Patrick Lott
Leah Louis-Prescott
Stephanie Nichole Lovell
Sarah Judith Loya
Ingrid Karena Lundeen
Brian Nicole Lung
Kaiyi Luo
Emily Lauren Lustig
Joanne Ly
Maryssa Eryn Lyons
Eric Christopher Lytle
Tianyi Ma
Emma Pawlina Machcinski
Craig John Macken
Tamara Mackie
Perry Maddox
Mark Alexander Madion
Nenita Maganti
Krithika Mahesh
Aroosa Mushtaq Malik
Danielle Hayley Malitz
Katherine Man
Emanuel Petru Manea
Michael Anthony Manning
Andrea Manoppi
Jeremy Han Mansfield
Brody Nicholas Mantia
Daniel Paul Mantica
Amy Chiuyen Mar
Stephen Charles Marabondo
Phillip Michael Marchese
Emily Elizabeth Marckini
Scott Curtis Marlatt
Katie Marie Marney
Hayley Lorraine Martin
Nicholas Robert Martin
Raoul Olivier Martin
Kara Martinez
Marissa Rae Matthews
Paige Rae Matthews
John Matula
Kiley Jo Matulaitis
Katie Olivia Mays
Anthony Gerald Mazur
Brandon David Mazzara
Laura Diane McAlpine
Patrick Alexander McCombs
Mayakla Marie McCoskey
Brandon George McDoyle
Allison Yvonne McDonald
Lauren Marie McGee
Brian Thomas McGrath
Kathleen Lynn McMahon
James Patrick McNulty
Colin Francis McWatters
Reid Harrison Mechanick
Alexander Medvedeff
Vivek Muktesh Mehta
Molly Meisner
Arsen Melkonyan
Faye Erin Mendelson
Paola Gabriela Mendez
Taleen A. Mergian
Keri Ann Metz
Benjamin Samuel Meyers
Sipu Miah
Qianan Miao
David Dee Middleton, Jr.
Chelsey Marie Miller
Daniel Charles Miller
Jamie Lynn Miller
Jessa Elaine Miller
Matthew James Miller
Ji-In Min
Zachary Allan Mineroff
Anicia Mirchandani
Sevan Samantha Misirliyan
David Joseph Mitchell
Michael Andrew Mitchell
Matt Qiming Miyano
Xian Mo
Richard Michael Moceri
Siti Noramirah Laila Mohamad
Razip
Muhammad Rasyad Mohd Razin
Muhammad Farqani Mohd Noor
Caitlyn Therese Molloy
Hyun Sik Moon
Michael David Moreno
Michelle Nicole Morgan
Elizabeth Morin
Amanda Marie Morrison
Collin Andrew Morrison
Saba Moshref Javadi
Eric H. Moss
Srayya Motheramgari
Zeinab H. Moussa
Kyle Thomas Moynihan
Christie Michelle Mueller
Mehadi Hassan Muhiith
Aizhan Baktygalievna Mukasheva
Jonathan Andrew Mullinix
Freddy Munoz
Samantha Louise Murphy
Ivanna Olena Murskyj
Bachelor of Science

Bridget Ashley Myers
Bardia Nadim
Elizabeth Umeyo Nakamura
Tascha Pijush Nandi
Ali Akbar Naqvi
Vera Andrea Nattler
Juliano Ndoj
Harneek Singh Neelam
Rasna Kaur Neelam
Brock Adam Nelson
Jordan Heiar Newman
Maggie Z Ng
Yuen Ching Rosa Ng
Daniel Nguyen
Huyen Thi-My Nguyen
Wendi Ni
Armin Nikkhah Shirazi
Meredith Midori Njus
Emily Taylor Noyes
Karen Serwaa Nsiah-Ababio
Nafisa Nuzhat
Taylor McKenzie Nye
Heyung Joo Oh
Ray Andrew Ohara
John Floyd Ollmann
Samantha Rose Olszewski
Rachel Elizabeth Omerza
Elif Nur Orhan
Matthew Steven Ryan Orr
Bennett Thomas Orsini
Ian Emerson Osborn
Joseph Alan Ostrow
James Brandt Otis
Dalia Ali Owda
Montgomery Thayer Owsiany
Maya Ainslee Ozkan
Jennifer Elizabeth Pace
Chris Danielle Paclibar
Kelsey Lynn Pakkala
Allison Elizabeth Pall
Jaimie Elizabeth Pallett
Bailu Pan
Chinmay R. Pandit
Louis James Paparella
Rachel Elise Papendick
Karolina Papiez
Tyler Grey Parfitt
Malhar Jayendra Parikh
Thomas James Parish
Paul Robert Parker
Patrick Don Parkinson
Austin Joseph Parsons
Hetal Patel
Ishan Suresh Patel
Keya Samir Patel
Mauli Suresh Patel
Neel Gautam Patel
Neil Shirish Patel
Nikesh Kavi Patel
Ronak Hirabhai Patel
Sahil Paresh Patel
Tulsi Jagdish Patel
Sophia Peng
Cristina Alexis Perez
Elena Maria Perkins
Erin Shea Person
Nicholas Dimitri Pervolarakis
Corinne Elizabeth Peters
Lauren Elizabeth Peters
Mallory Rose Peters
Jacqueline Sanders Pethick
Kalya Anne Petrusha
Miray Hany Wadie Philips
Abhilash Sajeev Pillai
Kelsie Joann Pittel
Jeffrey Pituch
Christopher Thomas Plumhoff
Damon Nicholas Pogoncheff
Kara Anne Politii
Gregory John Pontasch
Kyler James Popp
Daphne Porat
Stephen Brace Porter
Julia Marie Porth
David Samuel Portney
Nakul Mukund Prajapati
Ashesh Prakash
Lauren Elizabeth Pratt
Ian Mac Elree Propper
Ryan John Przybylski
Christina Sijie Pu
Reena Ann Pullukat
James Paolo Purtell
Iory Dean Purvis
Shihui Qian
Zhu Qin
Yimeng Qiu
Ye Quan
Eric Quang
Tasnim Rahman
Ambika Raina
Jay Nikhil Raina
Nikhil Raina
Joshua Paul Rainey
Jessica Charity Raisanen
Maxwell Donovan Rathel
Kritika Dey Rajan
Kirtana Ramadugu
Chitra Meenakshi Ramanathan
Shreyas Ramani
Laura Jeannette Ramirez Diaz
Chantelle Elizabeth Randall
Danyaal Rangwala
Janna Rae Raphaelson
Danielle Sarah Rapp
Ariana Rastelli
Hannah Celeste Ratliff
Manuj Rattan
Lamira Juanita Ray
Morsi Rayyan
Samantha Nicole Rea
Anjali Malla Reddy
Bailey Elizabeth Redman
Kevin Michael Refior
Jacqueline Marie Regan
Diana Ashley Reina
Yijie Ren
Shannen Lindsay Renehan
Grant Stevenson Renny
Grace Davis Reynolds
Chris Richard
Allyson Grace Richardson
Ryan Scott Richmond
Nathan Riley
Eduardo René Rivera-Mirabal
Courtney Rae Rivet
Amy Elizabeth Robbins
Christopher Nowack Rockwell
Dillon Lee Rodriguez
Killian Maureen Rohn
Brigid Clare Roney
Ashley Elizabeth Rose
Eve Miriam Rosenheck
Alexandria Lilly Ross
Lindsay Danielle Rothfield
Jacob Daniel Rotter
Jacob Ethan Rubin
Patricia Alexandra Rubio
Diana Michelle Rus
Jonathon Alexander Rusch
Robert Andrew-Allan Russ
William Wakefield Russell
Matthew John Sabuda
Sara Aziza Saeed
Vinay Sagar
Jayna Marie Sames
Vincent A. Sanchez
Keerthana Sankar
Anshuman Sarangi
Louis Donald Saravolatz
Jun Sasamura
Joel Eric Saslawsky
Aimee Michele Sassak
Victoria Clarice Sauer
Raymond Matthew Scarff
Ellen Theresa Scatena
Vanessa Schade
Jacob Edward Schaeffer
Samantha Maura Schaeffer
Christopher Gerard Schaitkin
Rebecca Arielle Scharf
Tabea M. Schatz
Andrew Ryan Scheffer
Stephen Michael Schlaeflin
Jessica Erin Schlanderer
Adam Vincent Schnitzer
Robert Evan Schoenfeld
Ian Alexander Schonman
Lauren Haley Schoof
Amanda J. Schoonover
Emily Rose Schottenfels
Bachelor of Science

Kara Anne Schradle
Channa T. Schramm
Will Samuel Schrier
Andrew Michael Schuler
James Richard Schutt
Jennifer Lynn Schwank
Jason Michael Schwartz
Kailey Michelle Schwartz
Melanie Beth Schweir
Melanie Eve Schweiter
Daniel Joseph Scipione
Tiziano Amadeus Scott
Zhi Qian Seah
Taylor A. Seaton
Christina Marie Seely
Jessica Beth Segal
Samuel Meir Segal
Matt Seiss
Shaina Sekhi
Minami Seki
Jonah Patrick Sementkowski
Dylan Corey Sena
Craig Michael Send
Malavika Pia Sengupta
Bharti Sethi
David Lee Shafer
Nirali Paresh Shah
Nyelah Amna Shah
Rhea Shah
Arhum Ahmed Shahab
Sara Carlyn Shamasnik
Medea I. Shanidze
Rachel Lynn Shannon
David Yifei Shao
Rajn Kumar Sharma
Taylor Rae Sharp
Allison Marie Sharrar
Zachary Joseph Shaw
Aly Shea
Hussein Hassan Sheikh-Aden
Anjali Rekha Shekar
Andrew Ryan Sherman
Alexandra Suhas Sheth
Shaina Subhas Shetty
Michelle Stephanie Sheyman
Brenda Jashang Shih
Catherine Rosati Shim
Joon H. Shin
Kristian Shin
Andrew William Short
Brenna Patricia Shortal
Taylor Mackenzie Shrapnell
Matthew Philip Shuler
Yazen Ibraheem Shunnar
Noah John Shutty
Craig Evan Silverberg
Sunny Singh
Shivam Shankar Singh
Simar Raj Singh
Eric Matthew Sink
Katherine A. Skory
Adam Francis Sitzmann
Dimitry A. Slavin
Elliot Richard Slowiczek
Emily Elizabeth Smale
Julia Kathleen-Sulfaro Smeal
Adam Westing Smith
Alexandra Marie Smith
Eric Joseph Smith
Jacob Donald Smith
Kinaya Kizziriah Smith
Lauren Renee Smith
Maxwell James Smith
Taylor Liza Marie Smith-Cannon
Nicole Danielle Smolinski
Gregory J. Snyder
Myungin Sohn
Yae-Jin Sohn
Max Daniel Sokoloff
Ann A. Soliman
Hongbo Song
Katherine Ye Song
Alice Song
Minseok Song
Philip Eunwoo Song
Alexandra Emmalie Soos
Parisa Soraya
Maxfield Sorkin
Georgina Francine Sorrentino
Chloe Rose Sosenko
David Allan Sosnoski, Jr.
Celina Maria Soto
Maria Kathryn Souphis
Olivia Rose Souphis
Taylor Southworth
Paige Elizabeth Spagna
Jacqueline Claire Spears
Connor James Spehar
Erin E. Spencer
Talya Shira Spivak
Kyle David Spitt
Caleb James Springer
Irene Catherine St. Charles
Bethany Jewell Stafford
Ryan Jacob Stainforth
Daniel Beau Stamos
Jacob Lewis Stanage
Alexander F. Standiford
Matthew John Stanulet
Rebecca Christine Statler
Emily Kenyon Stearns
Emily Anne Stefen
Kathryn Elizabeth Steih
Katie Steinberg
Andrew Charles Stephens
Matthew Foster Stephens
Daniel T. Stephenson
Harrison James Stern
Cody Thomas Stewart
Aisha Akilah Stokes
Amelia Rose Grainger Stone
Ryan Philip Stone
Carissa Johanna Stouwie
Stephanie J. Strahler
Alexander James Stuart
Vitaliy Studenennyy
Christina Sudyk
Qingyi Sui
Haley Renee Sullins
Michelle Marie Sunderland
Siddharth Suresh
Sarah Elizabeth Surna
Lisa Michelle Surnow
Brandon Tyler Sussex
Matthew Christopher Sweet
Allison Marie Sylvia
Stacy Elyse Szyczak
Remi Jaime Tabano
Catherine Audrey Tait
Jillian Talaski
Paige Marie Taliferro
Hope Peter Tambala
Abigail Ashley Tan
Gladys Yee-Kim Tan
Cicy Tan
Kenny Tang
Julia Tang
Xu Tang
Larry Yihe Tang
James Emmanuel Tangalos
Catherine Fongchane Tao
Carolyn Anne Tappan
Betul Tatar
Rachelle Nicole Taubitz
Lawrence Yin Tello
Andrea Temelie
Jia Wen Teo
Lukose Kurien Thampy
Jennifer Paige Theis
Joanna Kay Thelen
Alexander Edward Theodorakakos
Tico Somvang Thepsourinthone
Matthew Alan Thimm
Casey Lea Thomas
Alexander James Thompson
Allison Jordan Thomsen
Jonathan Robert Thor
Chang Tian
Sarah Ann Tiffany
Benjamin Daniel Tift
Terrence Randell Tigney
Aaron Michael Tisack
Kyle Milos Tobin
Cherice Alexandra Todd
Jack Philip Touran
Christopher Tran
Jennifer Tran
Jenny Hoai Tran
Miles Scott Trealout
Bachelor of Science

Mayer De Trenh
Emily Hannah Tresley
Aaron Isamu Trierweiler
Stephen Thomas Tryban
Meagan Janelle Tucker
Hannah Elise Turner
Brandon Phillip Uckele
Fatima Seyma Ugur
Jennifer Margaret Unruh
Ravi Teja Upadhyayula
Caitlin Noelle Utt
Gayathri Devi Vadlamudi
Kaylee Anne Van Dommelen
Tara Elise van Veen
Eric Jakob Vanderhoef
Sierra Dawn Vanderkelen
Ryan Thomas VanDerWoude
Kyle Jacob VanDommelen
Nicole Victoria Varbedian
Priyanka Varma
Sanskriti Varma
Taeler Makeenze Varner
Alexi Linn Vashinder
Kayla Apolonia Vaughan
Elizabeth Anne Veenhoven
Chharitha Veerapaneni
Taylor Paull Vender
Sarah Lynne Ventimiglia
Kyle Elizabeth Vento
Daniel Gregory Vitas
Carolyn Vlach
Tara Ann Von Mach
Caroline Elinor Vonck
Phillip Luis Wachowiak
Isaac Richard Wade
Daniel John Wagner
Matthew Anthony Wagner
Alexis Hayley Wait
Brian Michael Waldman
Erin Elizabeth Wallace
Corey Francis Walsh
Vickie Wan
Arthur Richard Wandzel
Emily Zhao Wang
Feng Wang
Fusheng Wang
Haolin Wang
Hexin Wang
Jingyuan Wang
Kaizi Wang
Ruibo Wang
David Suola Wang
Xiaoshi Wang
Zhiyuan Wang
Elisa Villaflores Warner
Brad M. Warren
Lauren Debra Warshaw

Jennifer Renée Washabaugh
Sarah E. Washabaugh
Luke Emerson Washer
Chun Ching Wat
Jeremy Michael-A Waters
Shelby Marie Wehner
Savannah Weidner
Amy E. Wells
Aaron Stephen White
Alexander David White
Chelsea C. White
Kate Ashley White
Kyle Andrew White
Daniel Hanson Whorf
Zachary Seth Wickline
Caroline Ann Wilkinson
Alexander Richard Williams
Emma Elizabeth Williams
Jalen Hunton Williams
Michelle Williams
Paige Elizabeth Williams
Samantha Suzanne Williams
Emily Bernice Wilson
Kelsey Alexa Wilson
Jonathan Christopher Winegarden
Kristen Nicole Wines
Kristin Victoria Wing
Jessica Lauren Winkels
Taylor Ann Wisler
Amanda Jean Woian
Elyse G. Wolf
Katherine Ilona Wolf
Emily Jeanne Wolfe
Erica Ashley Wolin
Kit Yin Wong
Mitchell Andrew Wong
Samantha Allison Wontor
Matthew Robert Wood
Amy Christine Woodruff
Courtney Marie Wright
Sarah Margaret Wright
Alexander Wu
Boshen Wu
Jessica Wu
Rita Wu
Frank Thomas Wydra
Michael Christopher Wylie
Yinlai Xiao
Angela Juan Xie
Shuo Xing
Bingie Xu
Yanling Xu
Zhenglu Xu
Jay Wataru Yamakado
Yuka Yamanishi
Nozomi Yamasaki
Guawan Yan

Angela Yang
Chloe Yang
Yunjie Yang
Qisi Yao
Wael Michael Yassine
John Sellers Yates III
William Ninghan Yau
Carlos Enrique Yeguez
Ke Li Yew
Elizabeth Yejin Yi
Wai Man Yim
Andy Yoo
Benjamin Kyunghan Yoon
George You
Carly Beth Young
Grant James Young
Jasmine Elizabeth Younif
Anthony X. Yu
Kun Yu
Michael Jin Yu
Shiqing Yu
Ryan Evan Yucha
Adrienne Elizabeth Yun
Chun Hei Yung
Michelle Luana Zaydlin
Joshua Lorence Zeldin
Caleb Zamora Zerger
Andy Minghua Zhang
Cong Zhang
Daqi Zhang
Phoenix Ruiou Zhang
Shelley Zhang
Shenglin Zhang
Tongyu Zhang
Weixiang Zhang
Yuanfan Zhang
Zhizhong Zhang
Alex ZY Chang
Jerry Y. Zhao
Kaiyue Zheng
Abylay Zhembay
Jack Zhong
Fanyi Zhou
Linglu Zhou
Yi Zhou
Zhenxiang Zhou
Kyle Y. Zhu
Catherine Zhu
Yekaterina Zhupan
Nicholas Peter Zingas
William Zell Zoerhof
Alisa Rose Zoltowski
Perry Zong
Yifan Zong
Zachary Thomas Zott
Matthew Thomas Zupan
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
Byongjoo Bark
Jennifer Berry
Joseph Martin Gurrentz
Sarah D. Hanner
Nirbhay Suman Jain
Tianshu Ji
James Edward Keating
Robert Vincent Matthews
Grace Mattie McKenna
Michael Joseph McLane
Christina Grace Na
Zhuoyu Peng
Collin Michael Rush
Andrew Hei Man Tam
Justin Yue Wang
Carolyn Tong Zhao

Residential College
Bachelor of Arts
Alexander Gilden Abdun-Nabi
Marissa Carolyn Alaniz
Christiana Mariye Allen-Pipkin
Zoe Indigo Allen-Wickler
Holly Catherine Armstrong
Shelby Lynne Bacheelder
Taylor Michael Barinka
Anne Marie Barry
Chloe Rose Biermann
Veronica Ashleigh Borders
Nicholas William Breslin
Elyse Christine Brusher
Connor Brennan Caplis
Shelby Nicole Chaney
Yi Yi Chen
Heather Diane Cooper
Taylor William Crookston
Angeline Joelle Dimambro
Kimberly Sarah Ellsworth
Zachary Bernard Feldman
Rebecca Pauline Feuka
Jordan Victoria Foust
Sydney Laurel Friedman
Nicholas Vincent German
Emily Mae Gleichert
Mario Jezierski Goetz
Courtney Marie Gorter
Andrew Michael Greig
Maris Allison Harmon
Christopher Allen Hemry
Neil A. Herman
Melissa Herskowitz
Madeline Lucille Higgins
Kavitha Lakshmi Iyengar
Elizabeth Claire Kallil
Liana Joy Kallman
Ariel Rose Rich Kaplowitz
Corey Lynne Klein
Sara Ann Knutson
Lena Van Der Velde Kremin
Danielle N. Leonard
Maura Tova Levine
Justin Jay Lu
Molly Elizabeth Mardit
David Isaac Mays
Alyson Healy McAdams
Lauren Grace McGee
Meagan Anne McGee
Teryn Kierra Milliner
Adam Molnar
Talya Nakash
Hannah Michal Frieder Nathans
Jacob Farb Nathanson
Erika Ryan Nestor
Dennis Edward Neveu II
Benjamin Craig Newman
Alexa Erin Patsalis
Emily Elizabeth Paull
Aryeh S. Perlman
Paige Southwick Pfleger
Sairey Ann Pickering
Roman Tristan Rewald
Carolyn Fitzgerald Rice
Andrea Mary Rivera
Lydia Judith Rund
Claire Grania Schorin
Max Emanuel Schwartz
Jean-Pierre Martin Seguin
Esther Lauren Shachar-Hill
Audrey Jane Sharp
Marissa Faye Silverberg
Jacob Levi Stroud
Megan Kristine Stuart
Swati Priyanka Sudarshan
Elizabeth Ann Swayne
Vicky Szczykowski
Alexandra Rose Talovich
Nadia Jean Todoroff
Carly Elise Veverka
Gina Alyssa Viado
Sophia Louise Warren
Jessica Louise Webster
Erik Andrew Wilder
Phillip Oscar Edwin Witteveen
Charlene Xialiang Zhang

Bachelor of Science
Julie Lyn Arbit
Alix Harris Bernholtz
Monjira Swati Biswas
Jennifer Chuang
Avery Anne Clinton
Johnathan L. Corkery
Sarah Melissa Diamond
Matthew Bryan Dodson
Lauren Renee Fitzgerald
Elayne Miles Fivenson
Sarah Palmer Greenwood
Christopher William Jenkins
Giedre Sonne Laurinaitis
Hailey Ann MacVicar
Caitlin Mary Marinovich
Shelby Anne Pattok
Nina Rebecca Pressman
Karin Elisabeth Roszell
Austin Joel Smith
Kristi Kay Weighman
William John Wollfington
Mariana Sayuri Yamamoto
Moriah Lee Young
College of Literature, Science, and the Arts

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Certificate of Graduate Studies

Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/Transgender Queer Studies
Erika Mariana Almenara

Screen Arts and Cultures
Jessica Leah Getman

Women’s Studies
Matthew Leslie Santana
Lee Kirstin Roosevelt

Master of Arts

American Culture
Kylla Singleton

Anthropology
Ivan Cangemi
John Alexander Doering-White
Georgia Corinne Ennis
Nama Khalil
Adrienne Elizabeth Lagman
Laura Joy Jamie Connie Yakas

Applied Economics
Dias Amreyev
Rachel Mildred Chalat
Han-Yu Chan
Benyaporn Chantana
Ying-Ru Chen
Joel Morgan Cramer
Hale Gunduz
Bibo He
Rashmi Charudatt Joshi
Halil Kocagoz
Wan-Ling Lee
Yijun Liu
Stefanos Provelengiadis
Tomoya Sekita
Emily Anne Sheikh
Mohammad Zeeshan Suleman
Xiaoran Tong
Saban Toros
Sijin Wang
Tzu-Ting Wang
Zhichen Wang
Linxin Wen
Zachary Winston
Jennifer Wu
Qi Wu
Trevor Michael Young
Chen Feng Zhang
Xiaoyue Zhao
Yi Zhen

Applied Statistics
Ying-Ru Chen
Frank Cheng
Kit Clement
Joshua Daniel Hemmingway
Ka Man Ho
Elizabeth Mary Hou
Zhenyu Jia

Asian Studies: China
Joseph Lawrence Burkhed
Jing Fan
Dorothy Julia Heebner
Riley M. Roche
Michael R. Thompson
Linda Chen Zhang
Lynn Zheng

Asian Studies: Japan
Hannah Elizabeth Gulick
Bradly Bingham Hammond
Jordan Hashim Hamzawi
Jiajun Liang

Classical Studies: Latin
Andrea Lauren Brock

Economics
Vybhavi Balasundharam
Will Boning
Traviss Michael Cassidy
Jonathan E. Hershal
Daniel Dennis Hubbard
Kenichi Nagasawa
Ou Nie

Arabic Studies
Katie Elizabeth Arraj
Tianrui Ma

Judaic Studies
Matthew Paul Van Zile

Modern Middle Eastern and North African Studies
Nehal Aldi Amer
Britton R. Daley
Sakire Nese Dogan
Crystal June Labrosse
Courtney Louise Lesoon
Emily Elizabeth Woodard

Near Eastern Studies
Jason M. Zurawski

Philosophy
Daniel Alexander Drucker
Catharine Mary Saint Croix
Charles Thorne Sebens
Nina Sophia Windgaetter

Political Science
Jason Sanwalka Davis
Elizabeth Kittel Mann
Srinivas Parinandi

Romanic Languages and Literatures: Spanish
Juanita Bernal

Russian, East European and Eurasian Studies
Andrew Nickolas McIntyre
Paula Jean Osborn
Eoin Lazaridis Power
Anna Sadovnikova
Pietro Annanias Shakarian
Bo Zhang
COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

Master of Arts

South Asian Studies
Adam Carter Liddle

Southeast Asian Studies
Jessica Michelle Hill
Danna Jo Matsuki

Statistics
Andrew Frederick Brouwer
Rebecca Rhodes
Greggory John Schell

Master of Fine Arts

Creative Writing
Rory William Attwood
Ian Bassingthwaighe
Nora Canty Byrnes
Rayne Elizabeth Cockburn
Colin Corrigan
Lorraine Elizabeth Coulter
Denise Gabrielle Dooley
Joshua David Duval
Kat Finch
Samiah Haque
Rachel Harkai
Lillian Li
Emily Amanda Nagin
Clayton Edward Pearn
Lauren Michelle Prastien
Stephen William Rodriguez
Phoebe Catherine Rusch
Inez Xue-Ting Tan
Anders Paul Villani
Katherine Elizabeth Willingham

Master of Science

Applied Physics
Morgan Michelle Cheatham

Biophysics
David James Rowland

Chemistry
Kortney Kersten
Sojjeong Kim
Kyle Andrew McDonald
Laura Yvonne Pfund

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Holly Andrews
Anneka Lynn Jankowiak
Adrian Melo Carrillo
Sergio Adan Redondo

Mathematics
Eric Coursen Bumbalough
Hamed Firouzi
Bibo He
Sicheng He
Audra Mary McMillan
Michael Lee Sawdy
Linghao Wen
Ziyan Xue
Hao Zheng

Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology
Wen-Chu Chen
Candi Michelle Esquina
Syeda Roop Fatima Jaffri
Maria Lawas
George William Neros
Martha Jean Snyder
Michael Patrick Vincent

Psychology
Sarah Naomi Bell
Hannah M. Clark
Nadia Rizki Danienta
Alexa Grace Ellis
Soraya Giaccardi
Morgan Chambers Jerald
Michelle Amber Joyner
Jonathan I. Lee
Alexa Marie Shull
Jorge Javier Varela Torres
MEDICAL SCHOOL

Founded in 1850, James O. Woolliscroft, Dean

Doctor of Medicine

Andrew Jeffrey Adan
Sarah Rathnam Akkina
Nour Al-Hadidi
Shaza Nizar Al-Holou
Grace Po-An Huang Amadi
Ugochukwu Amadi
Joy Chinazorn Anyanwu
Kayla Anne Aprile
Moona Arabkhazaeli
Angela Jeanette Arygrpoulos
James Bailey
Neil Bakshi
Kara Aline Barnhart
Allison Chelsa Billi
Jessica Lynn Bloom
Aisha Angela Bobb-Semple
Adam Bonnington
Grace Elizabeth Boynton
Sarah Rose Brown
Amy Kathryn Caldwell
Claudia Lei Cao
Jason Paul Carreon Chua
Zieanna Chang
Melanie Lynn Chapekis
Ina Chen
Xisui Chen
Yih-Chieh S. Chen
Debbie Cheng
Nancy Cheng
Alan Shiao-Feng Chu
Michael Shiao-Cheng Chu
Caitlin Maddren Clifford
Stephen A. Colón, Jr.
Erin Conrad
Bridget Anastasia Cornett
Stefan Eugen Craciun
Halley Patricia Haver Crissman
Hema Datwani
Frank Michael Davis
Elis Jonathan Dayoub
Sara De La Rosa
Nader Delavari
Callistus Ditah
Daniel Dodson
John Donkersloot
Daniel Doughtery
Ashley Elise Dunfee
Samantha Rose Ellis
Charles Fang
Sean Patrick Ferris
Thomas Daniel Fillardo
Brian F. Fiorek
Benjamin Charles Foster
Corey Christian Foster
Nickolas Fulginiti Fretes
John Sefedin Futchko
Catherine Aiyuan Gao
Albert V. George
Sarah Elizabeth Gray
Isabel Quintana Greenfield
Wojciech Gryc
Karen Guy

Caitlin Elizabeth Hackett
Joshua Michael Hammond
Leela Miraflzali Hamp
Rachel Elizabeth Hatchcliffe
Elizabeth Haworth-Hoepner
Emily L. Hayden
Natalie Victoria Hoffman
Louisa Westhoff Holaday
Frederick Matthew Howard
Harriet Huang
Brittani Monee Jackson
Gregory Allen Jaffe
Nathan A. Jarnot
Morgan Alexander Jones
Roderick Youngdlo Kim
Grace Whitney Kimmel
Mark Kisk
Nathan James Kopydowlski
Nicholas Edward Kranz
Jeremy David Krat
Kathleen Letty Kruse
Choayuan Kuang
Will Sihang Kurtz
Cecilia Y. Kwak
Germaine Lavar Landfair
Rebecca Triantis Lane
Marissa Benn Lapedis
Torrance Christopher Laury
Emma Lawrence
Matthew Reidy Leach
Eunicce Lee
Darren Li
Sofia Yadira Ligard
Jeffrey Lawrence Lisiecki
Mei Ling Liu
Justin Ryan Lockrem
Andrew G. Lohse
Beatrice P. Lorber
Eva Marie Luo
William Paul Malcolm
Dorota M. Marchel
Monika Natalie Martusiewicz
Anna Corinne Meyer
Lauren Danielle Midthun
Brady L. Miller
Charles Adam Mouch
Anudeep Mukamala
Rebecca L. Mutesi Balimunkwe
Hassan Nasser
Samuel Neher
Sara Nicole Neil
Bao Tran Nguyen
Catherine Anne Nosal
Ikenna Kingslye Nwamba
Ugoeze Jennifer Nwokedi
Amanda Marie Opaskar
Chelsea Elizabeth Page
Courtney Elyse Palka
Roopa Pandit
Joseph Edward Papin IV
Peter Soohoon Park
Colin Joseph Parker

Nimesh Anantlal Patel
Alissa D. Petrites
Ajay Prakash
Alexandra Mara Pulst-Korenberg
Aditi Ramakrishnan
Matthew Joseph Rausch
Afran Raha
Joshua Regal
Daniel Jacob Reiss
Jacob Ronald Rinkinen
Karen Rodriguez
Aimee Marie Rolston
Brice Steele Rolston, Jr.
Surya D. Sabhapathy
Brian M. Salata
David Thomas Schroock
Michael Schultz
Ryan Scott Selley
Muazzum Mohammad Shah
Ashley Kay Shayer
Justin Arshed Shaya
Kelsey Elizabeth Sneathan
Stefanie Denise Sherman
Hang Shi
William P. Sheild III
Haiwu Shitaye
Nikhil Shyam
Michael Simonov
Jordan Starr
Ashley Marie Stasiak
Toren Page Steams
Isaac Chung Stein
Erie Alyse Strong
Steven Hao Sun
Steven Yi Sun
Nastassia C. Sylvestre
Caroline Elizabeth Talsma
Jason Seyed Tehriana
Justin J. Teng
Linda Kim Tran
Jamie VanArtsdalen
Mario Alexander Vargas-Vila
Angela Verkade
Spencer Philip Walsh
William Buckner Weir
Joel Robert Wilkie
Benjamin Roller Williams
Lauren Elise Moak Williams
Helen Worrell
Jordan James Wright
Chris Wu
Xinran Maria Xiang
Jane Xiao
Omar Ziad Yasim
Michael Andrew Yee
Shadia Ann Yeihey
Arya Zarinsfet
Jenny Zhao
Shuang Zhao
Alice Xiaowei Zheng
MEDICAL SCHOOL

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Bioinformatics
Basel Maher Al-Barghouthi
Teal Guidici
Shashank Kamlesh Jariwala
Alexandr Kalinin
Drishti Kaul
Yidan Liu
Kevin Meng

Health and Health Care Research
Zaid Abdelsattar
Geoff Barnes
Tyler Grenda
Lauren Saboe Hughes
Jacob E. Kurlander

Genetic Counseling
Caitlin Leigh Hale
Michelle Fay Jacobs
Katlyn Rose Partynski

Human Genetics
Yan-Cheng Chao

Microbiology and Immunology
Allison M. Fullenkamp
Alexander Katz

Pharmacology
Matthew Paul Misiak

Physiology
Danial Robert Fisher

LAW SCHOOL

Founded in 1859, Mark D. West, Dean

Master of Laws

Ahmed Abdulla Rashed
Salem Alabsi
Josephine Helene Arnoux
Kamil Baranik
Cheewin Chiangkan
Amelie Germaine Andrea Doublet
Rosalind Anne Elphick
Carlos Humberto Garcia Guzman
Pablo Raul Garcia Reyes
Ryusuke Hatakeyama
Camille T. Horne
Mayumi Inaba
Ronald Ishikawa
Xia Jiang
Piyada Kittisuwan
Ju Hyun Lee
Sophia Lekakis
Beiming Liu
Kenji Nakada
Junko Ogushi
Kazuki Okubo
Yuka Okuzawa
Efrain Olmedo
Moshe Aharon Ostrovsky
Anacandy Perusquia Velazquez
Peng Qian

Jean-David Riutort
Matti Manuel Rockenbauch
Marco Antonio Rosas Zambrano
Nino Rukhadze
Stefanie Katrin Saghy
Aviram Shahal
Priska Sufhana
Kowa Takata
Yen-Shou Tsai
Tetsuro Wakayama
Vishakha Vedani Wijenayake
Yue Wu

Master of Laws, International Tax

Thomas Patrick-Marie Chaperot
Yiyun Fu
Kenichi Homan
Yuval Peled
Kenjiro Tomita
Martin Gustavo Vallespinos

Haiyan Xu
Mujun Zhang
Juris Doctor

Christine E. Adams
Valian Afshar
Brad Scott Ahrens
James Henry Ahrens II
Mohammad Alharoun
Daniel R. Alster
Ethan Alexander Anderson
Mary Soo Anderson
Blair E. Andres
Sebastien D. Angel
Emad Ansari
Claudia I. Arno
Anisha Asher
Kate Whitman Aufses
Suraj Balakrishnan
Emma Chen Bao
Judy Jie Bao
Rachel Lynn Barbat
Maria J. Barbosa
George Mehriz Barchini, Jr.
Jacob J. Barde
KeAndra Z. Barlow
Andrew Sho Bartlett
Danielle Fay Bass
Peter Burton Baumhart
Paige K. Becker
Collins C. Belton
Michael Novick Bendetson
Gregory H. Berman
Marcy Gray Blattner
Scott Phillip Bloomberg
Eric B. Boettcher
Valerie Carol Brannon
Brian Lee Brodsky
Brendan Pulido Brown
Tiara R. Brown
Julian E. Bulaon
Adam Brownell Bulkley
Jordan Lee Bunn
Jake Philip Burme
Christopher Vincent Burtley
Rachel Lynn Capler
Nicholas J. Carreri
Javier Jose Castro
Daniel R. Cellucci
Yu-Hao Paul Chang
Jessie Chen
Ling Choi Jackie Cheng
Andrew John Clopton
Ryan Cloud
Alexander Colbert-Taylor
William Patrick Conlon
Molly K. Conway
Mia Ann Cromarty
Nikki Michele Cronin
Christina M. Culver
Nicholas Irish DeCoster
Lauren Isabel del Valle
Courtney Marie DelGiudice
Daniel Sebastian Dena
Molly Estelle Dobberke
Dang Viet Duong
Matthew Michael Dybas
Abigail Lorraine Perl Edwards
Rebecca Clare Eisenbrey
Shariel Hatem El-Gabri
Samatha J. Ellingson
Matthew D. Evans
Kelly E. Fabian
Emily S. Fabre
Michael Lawrence Fialkoff
Joshua Royle Fireman
Kate Monroe FitzGerald
Justin Wyatt Fore
Jonathan B. Forman
Ciara I. Foster
Frank Evan Freeman
Collin S. Gannon
Jake Dylan Gatof
Kyle Richard Gaughan
Miriam Gillon
Sara J. Ginsberg
Jennifer L. Gitter
Andrew M. Goddeeris
Spencer A. Gottlieb
Alexander Anthony Graham
Max Aaron Greenwald
Alexandra Leigh Grossbaum
Joseph Michael Guerra
Bhavna Gupta
Andrew R. Guy
Sabrina L. Hadinoto
George Kenneth Haines IV
Daniel Jon Halainen
Samantha Michelle Mutsumi Hall
Kyle David Hamilton
David Daniel Hamstra
Justin E. Han
Alex E. Haney
Syed S. Haq
Blake Emmorey Harrison
Dorothy Julia Heebner
Arin C. Heinz
James W. Herr
Annalyce Shufelt Herrera
Vivian Ho
Marcus Rodney Hoffman
Brian D. Howe
Adam F. Jardine
Jeffrey Ameen Jay
Amro M. M. Jayousi
Young Hei Jo
Kurt Andrew Johnson
Vanessa M. Johnson
Matthew J. Justice
Thomas Elias Kadri
Masanari Katsumi
Priyah Kaul
Jeremy C. Kazzaz
Claire Elizabeth Kelly
Christopher S. Kendig
Sean Killeen
Sean Lynden King
Justin D. Kingsolver
Samantha Anne Kirby
Amina Louise Kirk
Nicholas Joseph Klenow
Alexandre Eric Klimonas
Jarred Alexander Klorfein
Jonathan B. Koch
Jason S. Koo
Jessica Ashley Kraft
Danielle Johanna Krumholz
Surya Kundu
Awi Kupfer
Joshua J. La Vigne
Matthew Clay Langhorst
Emma Claire Lawton
Jessica Catalina Leal
Huhnkie Lee
Jonathan S. Lee
Yejee Lee
Samuel C. Leifer
Tao Li
Eun Sung Lim
Keith M. Lim
John T. Lin
Maria Litsakis
Maria Chiang Liu
Robin Y. Liu
Sandy Liu
Alice Long
Fernanda Lopez Aguilar
Claire Victoria Madill
Milo Reed Madole
Andrei F. Malikov
Hugh H. Manahan
Rex William Manning
Elizabeth Z. Marcus
Takayuki Matsushita
Alyssa Dorothy McAnney
Matthew T. McCurdy
Anand A. Mehta
Katherine Elizabeth Meier-Davis
Nathan R. Menard
Fernin Miguel Mendez
Courtney Elizabeth Mercier
Bibeane Isabel Metsch-Garcia
Leah Ariel Mintz
Erica Brittany Mitchell
Alejandro J. Montenegro
Justin Michael Montis
Zachary Adam Morgenstern
Alexander Milton Moss
Noha Khaled Moustafa
Edward James Mroczkowski
Julia Catherine Muhnickel
Katie Grace Mullins
Thomas James Murphy
Sindhoori Nakeeran
Law School

Juris Doctor

Arman Naraghi-Pour  
Robert E. Niemeier  
Brian Matthew Nowinski  
Sean Michael O’Neill  
Jeannely Orozco Alcalá  
Daniel Corey Osher  
Harsha Panduranga  
Michael Stephen Papadopoulos  
Melan A. Patel  
Rakesh R. Patel  
Leah Bloomfield Patterson  
Kevin J. Petersen  
Ellen J. Peterson  
M. Jeanette Pitts  
Julia Kathryn Potter  
Kevin Andrew Potter  
Charles James Ramsey  
Katherine A. Rasmussen  
Anne C. Recinos  
Timothy Richard Reid  
Chad D. Richards  
Patrick L. Rieder  
Freya Lioba Riedlin  
Zachary C. Robock  
David Aaron Rood  
Emily A. Rose  
Marcel T. Rosner  
William Roth  
Patrick N. Ryan  
Andrew C. Sand  
Zachary Aaron Sarnoff  

Jeremy Bradford Savage  
Michael O’Hearn Schaeppi  
Aaron Herschel Tilchin Schaer  
Stephen A. Scheele  
Collin M. Scheuermann  
Nathan Reint Schuur  
Daniella R. Scioscia-Regencia  
Shainee S. Shah  
Madison A. Shanko  
Mary L. Shelly  
Daniel D. Shin  
Kelsey Drew Shulan  
Ashley Rae Sizemore-Smith  
Michael Zachary Spitalnik  
Sarah A. Sraders  
Joshua W. Strazanac  
Jack H. Stringfield  
Chardon Stuart  
Jared Ryan Sugarman  
Justin Yunho Suk  
Emily J. Suran  
Daniel Shives Sutton  
Hannah S. Swanson  
Molly G. Sykes  
Adrean S. Taylor  
Danica C. Taylor  
Ryan M. Teel  
Perry Isaac Teicher  
Eli M. Temkin  
Brian Richard Tengel  
Adam C. Tieger  
Patrick A. Tighe  
Alison Katarina Toivola  
Matthew Kenneth Trawick  
Andrew Clifford Tremble  
Vanessa L. Triplett  
Jonah I. Trotz-Liboff  
Brittany Lynn Turner  
Benjamin Joseph Unterreiner  
Brendan T. Vandor  
Nayda Verier-Taylor  
Holly K. Victorson  
Kei G. Wakabayashi  
Aaron W. Walker  
Adam J. Walker  
Jessica Lynn Wall  
Micah Z. Siegel Wallace  
Katherine C. Warren  
Silke Grace Watson  
Andrew Jonathan Weisberg  
Daniel E. Wells  
Allyson C. Werntz  
Alexander Hammond Wharton  
Erin Elizabeth Whitney  
Gregory Arthur Wilkowski  
Gracie Harper Willis  
Anna B. Wolonciej  
Angela E. Xu  
Daniel K. Yarbrough  
Lynn Zheng  
Evan Russell Zinaman

Doctor of the Science of Law

Robert Allan Olender

School of Dentistry

Founded in 1875, Laurie K. McCauley, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Dental Hygiene

Sally K. Ammar  
Jaimie Lynne Bilk  
Ashley Christina Brasseur  
Lauri Sofia Cladera  
Jessica Lynn Cordell  
Stephanie Ann Denn  
Nada Djedovic  

Tabita Denise Filimon  
Margaret Abigail Hellner  
Nasim Kasmikha  
Kathryn Anne Kupczyk  
Kristyn Elise Lantz  
Hannming Lu  
Rita Numan  
Angela A. Pietrobono  
Haley Farinas Prevo  
Amira Hassan Sidahmed-Bakri  
Rachel Marie Swanson  
Kristin Marie Wilson  
Ashley Ann Wolfe
**SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY**

Doctor of Dental Surgery

Amanda Akasheh  
Lior Aljadeff  
Kristin Yoshiko Arita  
John Michael Bakarich  
Kerri Marie Barberio  
Patrick Barone  
Sarah Joanne Baxter  
Shelly A. Bedayse  
Ali Samir Beydoun  
Joel Michael Booth  
Ashley Jean Brintlinger  
Thomas Brown  
Cassandra Campbell  
Michelle Dannette Cardinal  
Joelyn Richelle Carroll  
Samah Chamamit  
Janelle Leeann Cooper  
Mary Darghali  
Seth G. Dawson  
Jessica Ann Delgado  
Colby Dimond  
Marian Rommel Dinkha  
Alexandra Dodds  
Steven Dow  
Molly Marie Doyle  
Jesse Ivey Edwards III  
Daniel Steven Eisinger  
Dennis Albert Engstrom  
Emily Jade Eubanks  
Karl Michael Evanoff  
Karra Lynn Evans  
Alena Marie Fear  
Steven James Feddick  
Kari Noelle Fletcher  
Jessica John Gillis  
Andrea Elizabeth Godawa  
Kevin R. Goles  
Krishna Dileep Chowdari Gorantla  
Rachel Elizabeth Greene  
Mark Nicholas Grinzinger  
Anthony James Guinn  
Caitlynn Rose Haas  
Robert M. Haddad  
Nidal H. Hammoud  
Min Suk Han  
Eric Lendburgh Heisser  
Hsuan Hsia  
Tim Hung  
Alexander J. Hunt  
Jennifer Hunter  
John Paul Hwang  
Neha Kiran Jain  
Wonseok Jang  
Lauren Marie Johnson  
Stephanie Katherine Johnson  
Nam Eok Joo  
Diora Christina Jouya  
Shalini S. Kamodia  
Arlene Kewallal  
Raymond Jihoon Kim  
Sung Kim  
Awaro Kokoiy  
Kathryn Julie Kunisch  
Alice M. Lee  
Sean K. Lee  
Amy Barbara Lesch  
Jessica A. Licht  
Saliah Genea Miles  
Amanda Leigh Miller  
Christopher Callis Nquette  
Seo Jin Oh  
Douglas David Orzel  
Alisha Bhupen Paal  
Joo Hyoung Park  
Kinnari B. Patel  
Manan Harshadray Patel  
Andrew John Peterson  
Justin M. Pisano  
Shana Hartley Pitman  
Joelle Lynn Prose  
Alissa Nicole Pullos  
Ovy Quantanal  
Tanya Rajdev  
Swathi Guduru Reddy  
Jaime Michelle Reichlmayr  
Nataliya Aazami Roshan-Zamir  
Michael Scott Ruszkowski  
Evan Sachs  
Samy Salhada  
Deepali Batra-Sareen  
Jacob G. Schering  
Anthony W. B. Schiro  
Jeffrey Steven Selasky  
Ameen Ryan Shahnam  
Brandan Samir Shoukri  
Maggie Elizabeth Silvasi  
Tristen Renee Smith  
Eric Allen Stefanski  
Brittany Elizabeth Strawman  
Kyle Marshall Tangney  
Kyle Lemart Taylor  
Michael Geo Thomas  
Sarah Ann Tomaka  
Katherine Uppleger  
Samuel Skinner Upton  
Milook Uzri  
Saiulini Velamakanni  
John F. Vinckier  
Jacob Charles Williams  
Laura Ann Yetter  
Sylvia Marissa Zannis

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

**Master of Science**

**Dental Hygiene**  
Heather Lynn Messenger

**Restorative Dentistry**  
Haitham Alquorain  
Solafah Trabzouni
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

Founded in 1876, James T. Dalton, Dean

Bachelor of Science
Alexander Benet

Doctor of Pharmacy

Azadeh Ali Moghaddam
Kallie A. Amer
Marissa Berens
Kara K. Brockhaus
Kristina Marie Brooks
Lauren May Brown
Sara Whitney Brown
Andrew Lloyd Bruce
Miguel O. Caraballo
Carol C. Chan
Jeremy Tsin Kai Chan
Xinwei Chen
Jennifer Younji Choi
Stacey S. Chung
Joshua Michael Clark
Kierstein Alana Coerper
Julia A. Cusano
Ryan K. DasGupta
Sarah Alyse Dean
Christopher Shawn Dolan
Kathryn Marie Dudzinski
Danielle Fan
Jessica Elizabeth Fennelly
Hamzat Abisoye Feshitan
Julie Christine Francisco
Audrey Renee Glubzinski
Sonja Grinfeld

Jamie Lynn Haase
Mariam Mustapha Hamadi
Nicole M. Henige
Tracy Hsu
Peter Michael Janson
Poonam Kumari Jevwani
Joseph Michael Johnson
Hyeon Hye Laura Kang
Janet Soyeun Kim
Benjamin Moshe Korman
Karin Lynn Koseck
Sarah Lakehal-Ayat
Elizabeth Laswell
Lauren Denise Leader
An Lee
Eliza Nanni Lee
Hwayoung Hailey Lee
Joo Yeon (Joy) Lee
Sun Lee
Hannah Yunluk Mak
Michael Patrick McCormick
Jian Ping Mei
Rahim F. Merchant
Deven Marie Millay
Joslyn Diane Neal
Rachael Ashley Neil
Han Ngoc Nghiem

Khoa Nguyen
Gregory J. Paige
Jeffrey Lee Pawlowski
Aimrie Lindsey Ream
Steven P. Ren
Kristye Jewell Russell
Gianni Bruno Scappaticci
Abigale Raimonda Scott
Suhail A. Shaikh
James R. Sindelar
John Carl Slindee
Michael Allen Straub
Yihan Sun
Melissa Tai
Sarah Ann Thomas
Hong-Diem Thi Tran
Tri Tran
Lamanh Vu
Vera Vulaj
Mei Wei
Shanedah Tavonne Williams
Mohamad I. Vassine
Thoraya Youness
Cassidy Jill Zammit
Matthew Joseph Zedro
Chloe Zhang

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Pharmaceutical Sciences
Morgan Belinda Giles
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Aerospace Engineering
Gregory A. Allen
Theodore Alexander Binkowski
Matthew Stewart Borland
Emma Claire Boyd
Zachary Carbone
Gina Louise Cardella
Fabian Chacón
Henry Cho
Tyler Andrew Corrigan
Avinash Subramanian Devalla
Nickolas Dias Cecilio
James Romme Dietrich
Xiang Gao
Michael Thomas Gapczynski
Gaurav Gidwani
Robert John Griffin
Tess Julia Hatch
Dakota James Heidt
David Scott Hershey
Mohammad Shafaet Islam
Jared Donovan Jackson
Javier Jimenez Serrano
Andrew J. Kanei
Michael Gerard Koltiska
Ian Matthew Krenz
Christopher William Labadie
Lindun Lai
Michael Jay Lauckner
Jasmine Marie LeFlore
Yinglong Li
Emily Rose Little
Yizhi Liu
Heather Alyssa Logan
Ao Luo
Joshua Michael Lynch
Bryan Peter Masserang
Ritika Mehta
Jiahong Min
Jonathan Eric Shea Minker
Wesley Nicholas Moy
Maaz Ahmad Mushtaq
Naoki Nakamura
Meghan Elizabeth Ostermann
John Charles Palladino
Brandon M. Ponder
Ari David Porter
William Garrison Puerner
Justin Michael Ruff
Sandro Salgueiro
Andrew Walter Schiff
Roni Y. Schneider
Kelvin Chun Lok Siu
Michael Joseph Stratton II
Luqin Sun
Richard Lee Sutherland, Jr.
Famim Talukder
Kevin David Tebbe
David Bradley Thompson
Jonathan Hugh Van Ness
Aaron William Vander Heyden
John Joseph Shada Williams
Jian Wu
Ningyuan Zhang
Shun Zhang
Yixin Zhao
Evan Marcel Zimny

Biomedical Engineering
Rohan Krishna Addala
Alyssa Siao-Li Aldrink
Tabenna Arinze Anens
Ali Hussein Bacharouch
Thomas Michael Balawajder
Kyle Robert Bettinger
Joseph Samuel Burzynski
Peter Caintic
Lisa Marie Carver
Jackie Soyoun Cha
Hannah Grace Cheriyang
Christopher John Chermside-Scabbo
Andrew Chou
Emily Kai Cortright
Kayla Marie Curtis
Gabriel Isaac David
Cameren Patrick Dillon
Raymond J. DiTullio
Zachary Scott Gala
Jin Gao
Kirtana Sai Ratna Ghandikota
Marikha Elise Grabowski
Jon Stanley Heiselman
Jacob J. Heller
Alexander Singh Hershey
Matthew Thomas Hill
Srixian Hong
Barış İzmirlı
Justin (Dae-Jun) Kim
Ki Hyun Kim
Kristina Kim
Laura Grace Kruger
Samuel Conner Kujawski
Anand A. Kumar
Ashvin V. Kumar
Kyle Thomas Balancio Lee
Maxwell Jacob Lounds
Anitha Menon
David Robert Mertz
Kara Maureen Miller
Sarah Elizabeth Ottum
Bari Jessica Padover
Spencer Scott Paris
Brij Ashokkumar Patel
Casey Patnode
Allison Rogers Powell
Chelsea Nicole Powell
Joshua Alexander Rosefelt
Jacob Aaron Schiftan
Yuxin Shi
Gillian Maxx Sissman
Laura Rose Slykhous

Shriram Srinivasa-Narasimhan
Lydia Su
Kyle Ventura
Anirudh Vinnakota
Xianglong Wang
Chadwick Thomas Warhola
Alexander Charles Waselewski
Eric Andrew Waselewski
Andrew Ross Willner
Kayla Marie Wlock
Marcus William Wogan
Rachel Taylor Wold

Chemical Engineering
Benjamin William Anderson
Anthony George Argires
Dexter Charles Benda
Rajeev Sundar Bhatt
James Patrick Brogan
Joseph Andrew Brosses
Charles Michael Buicocchi
Stephen Joseph Campbell
Kimberly Ann Cantrell
Daniel Joseph Carlson
Zachary Joseph Carruthers
Guo Kang Cheong
Keegan Clegg Cisowski
Stephanie Diane Cohen
Dustin Michael DeMink
Leo Patrick Devota
Antonios Dimitri Dimopoulos
Zachary Thomas Dowling
Christopher James Dunlay
Jeffrey George Elliott
Emily Jane Enzerra
Daniel John Frantz
Emily Elaine Gibara
Eric William Giuffrida
Katy Graham
Travis Ryan Graham
Stephanie Michelle Guthrie
Brook Cahill Handler
Michael Thomas Hatty
Ellen Marie Henrichs
Catherine Jean Hu
Jeremy Jaymes Hummel
Samantha Lee Hurley
Alec Zachary Inman
Pauline Kearns
Nicole Keller
Ian Michael Kenney
Edward Cyrus Khodaei
Yoke Ping Khoo
Eugene Kim
James Kim
Zachary Mitchell Klaver
Caroline Valenzuela Kramer
Justin Lee Krauss
Aubrey Ann Kress
Steven Douglas Kummeth
Dax A. Lamar
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Sangmin Lee
Lee Sin Lim
Brian Lu
Jordan Taylor Mahorn
David Marsh
Robert Vincent Matthews
David James Mees
Lindsay K. Merlotti
Jacob Eaton Michalski
Lindsey Elizabeth Miller
Daniel Kent Moore
Andrew Trevor Morris
Timothy John Newberger
Steven Merton Niedzielski
Nik Amirul Hakim B. Nik Azhar
Uzoma Oluchi Nwabara
Nadia Dalila Ourchane
Digan Kirtish Parikh
Taran Joseph Pennebacker
Aaron Zachariah Priluck
Vanna Quon
Galang Bintang Ramadhan
Andrew Trevor
Ning Ding
Matt Drago
Ryan Joseph Gaiss
Zoe Camille Heins
Nick Taylor Hoyt
Tzu-Chi Huang
Thomas Joseph Idzkowski II
Michaela Patricia Ackenhussen Johns
Brendon Christopher Junge
Jonathan Mark Keizer
Gojko Max Kilibarda
Jennifer Anne Koloms
Andrew W. Kryzsnik
Dongyuan Li
Nolan Yeu Parker Loh
Trebecca Raquel McDonald
Ryan James Mettlach
Maranda Kim Elyse Miller
Michael John Partenio
Julia Kelly Pierce
Michael Anthony Presta
Ryan Demitri Sarmiento
Swayam Sikaria
Sixuan Sun
Sean Patrick Tarmidi
Rachel Lynn Thompson
Alex Vitez Willets
Hantao Yang
Dong Zhang

Computer Engineering
Madhav Achar
Benjamin Maurice Alberts
George Edward Allen II
Joshua Ryan Buchsbaum
Haowei Cai
Riley Michael Chapin
David Chen
Wei Chen
Winston D. Chen
Khari Nile Cousins
Shuodong Dang
Jerry Christopher Dault
Nicholas David Dedenbach
David Paul Domanico
Zhuoran Fan
Christopher Daniel Fulara
Shamik Luthra Ganguly
Patrick Allen Hayes
Jay Carl Hendricks
Christopher Wilkinson Heyer
Jung-Mao Hsieh
Dili Hu
Yuchen Huang
Andrew Huh
Batu Inal
Alexander Ryan Jaeckel
Sunjay Eswar Josyula
Justin William Kaput
Stefan Larson
Diego Ivan Lozano Treviño
Austin Maliszewski
Brian Thomas Margosian
Breoshtshala Katara Tajia Martin
Aida Meirbekova
Leif Thurston Millar
Ketan Krishna Murthy
Sarah Rae Parix
Francis Nicholas Petelin
Andrew Benjamin Pollack
Arthur Henry Rajala
Jonathan Rim
Saharat Rodjanamongkol
Peter Ernest Romanelli
Ahmed Mubik Saleh
Mark Joseph Schulte
Matthew Alan Schulte
Nikki Venne Schumaker
Whitney Elyse Smith
Scott Xinliang Su
Tao Yang
Rui Zhang
Yichen Zhao
Jacob Michael Zylema

Civil Engineering
Khaled Bassam Abbas
Malek Daniel Atassi
Jordan David Bell
Luke Brandon Benbow
Cameron James-Greenwalt
Cohle Leigh Cataline
Wai Kit Chan
Thomas Christopher Chen
Ryan James Chong
Joel Thomas Conzelmann
Daniel Bristol Cook
Thomas Andrew Coto
Katrina Marie Crimmins
Michelle Joan D’Cruz

Computer Science
Caleb Alexander
Michael Christopher Angileri
Theodore Alexander Arapoglou
Gregory Foster Azevedo
Iqbal Hussain Bablu
Brian Scott Beecher
Eric Samuel Belfer
Alexander Nicholas Berman
Isaac Reid Bowen
Evan Isaac Cann
Cody William Cannon
Philipp Cannons
Theodore James Champlin
Robert Joseph Chan
Shuo Chen
James Cheng
Joshua Cheng
Anthony Yiu Chuen Chiang
Joseph Robert Constantakis
Noah Emmanuel Crocker
Taylor Joseph Cronk
Jack Joseph Cross
Patrick Nathan D’Agostino
Chenyang Dai
Armaan M. Dandavati
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Aaron Francis Dimet
Zhiqi Dong
Brendan Joseph Driscoll
Michael Scott Ensing
Ernst Thomas Erdmann
Ali Alexander Usama Fayyad
Austin D. Freight
Catherine Elisabeth Fisher
Nathan Raymond Fralick
Brian Santiago Fulper
Nolan Ryan Gage
Vijay Bharath Ganesh
Kristen Taylor Gattoni
Nicholas B. Gerard
Omid Ghomeshi
Robert Philip Glew
Sean Mitchell Goodrich
Nicholas Pollack Gottschlich
Nicholas G. M. Hanley-Steemers
Brian Hare
Noah D. Harrington
Jacob Daniel Hash
Theodore James Thibault Heiser
Bradley William Hekman
Zachary Michael Herbst
Cameron Michael Herringshaw
Qiyu Hu
Shiyong Hu
Dylan Robert Hurd
Jeffrey Hanson Hurray
William Benjamin Irwin
Kaleb Samuel Iswara
Qiujun Jiang
Colin David Jokisch
Yohei Kanehara
Eric Michael Keranen
Carl Howard Kershaw
Jeffrey Adlor Keyser
Jonathan A. Kim
Spencer Gunn-Hee Kim
Matthew Terrance Kliemann
Ryan R. Knisley
Laura Knuttila
Matthew Lian-Fong Ko
Alyssa Nicole Kornyllo
Patrick Joseph Korth
Bryant In Ku
Christopher Michael Labiak
Ian Benjamin Lai
Traye Willard LaMere
Alexandros Lancaster
Daniel Keilun Lao
Eddy Lee
Sheng Liang
Christopher Shihao Long
Di Lu
Jiexi Cici Lu
Luca Luo
Daniel Scott MacLennan
Siegfried Alexander Martin
Allison Yvonne McDonald
Lauren Alysa McGlenn
Christopher Carse McMeeking
Michael Benjamin Meyerson
Robert Michael Micatka
Andrew Richard Modell
Mehmed Muhamemov
Troy Joseph Nemeth
Matthew E. Neubauer
Trong Duc Nguyen
Natasja Michelle Nielsen
Haoran Ning
Spencer Nozfinger
Brooke Noonan
Zachary Michael Nowicki
Kevin Shan Ong
Stephen Richard Osentoski
Addison Tyrone Parker
Samuel Anthony Parrotte
Zak Thornton Pasikowski
Michael William Pasquare
Deep P. Patel
Asher S. Perlmutter
Jonathan Paul Perry
Aaron Jeffrey Podell
Michael Lee Pollinger
Jonathan Michael Portugal
Ryan William Powall
Chelsea Elizabeth Pugh
David Ryan Purser
Connie Yue Qi
Ali Hayder Radha
Vishnu Prakash Rajendran
Robert Eugene Reneker
Derek David Rocco
Nathaniel Rubin
Zane A. Salem
Jaleel A. Salhi
Jonah Max Scheinerman
Braden Robert Schmidt
Brian T. Schwartz
Thomas M. Seidel
Alan Teen-Loon Seto
Derek A. Shaffer
Zhongyi Shi
Nathan Erik Fleishman Shields
Robert Jacob Linial Small
Daniel Jake Sofferman
Robert Mark Soltesz
Jay Aditya Soni
Neil Sood
Alex Mittal Stephen
Jonathan William Stricker
Weiija Sun
Debra Lulu Tang
Oliver Qian Tang
Galen Andrew Tarrant
Eric Thomas Taseski
Astin Luisedeg Teferi
Russell Joseph Trupiano
Yi-Ling Tung
Benjamin Allen VanderSloot
Alison Rae Verge
Anurag Veturi
Dantong Wang
Danyang Wang
Dingding Wang
Hongji Wang
Jianing Wang
Jingkui Wang
Xiaofei Wang
Yungang Wang
Zhan Wang
Zhinan Wang
Zhiyao Wang
Evan Michael Ward
Kevin Anthony Weijun Wegienka
Stuart Taylor Wheaton
Max A. Wilkinson
Guy Wilson, Jr.
Patrick James Wilson
Jack R. Wink
Ryan Jeffrey Wooster
Hongyu Wu
Timothy Russell Wurman
Shenshi Xiao
Jason Xie
Bingjie Xu
Peng Xu
Renjie Xu
Austin David Yarger
Jiayu Ye
Haowei Yu
Kejun Yu
Xiaoyi Yu
Robert Dalton Zautke
Rishi Manish Zaveri
Nina Zeng
Boren Zhang
Chunhao Zhang
Yicong Zhang
Heri Zhao
Wenman Zhou
Ruihao Zhu
Yingying Zhu
David William Zick
Austin S. Zimmer

Earth System Science and Engineering

Alexander Clark Coulter
Houraa M. Daher
Barbara Rae Doyle
Ranya Ilayian
Kevin George Kacan
Scott David Loeffler
Benjamin David Lowden
Kelsey Ann Prieur
Jordan Thomas Swift
Edwin Tang
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Anthony Derek Torres
Faith M. Vowler

Electrical Engineering
Stephen Frederick Bank
Travis Charles Bowers
Yue Cao
Lauren Catherine Carlson
Samuel Chen
Samuel Thomas Cook
Catherine Marie Culkin
Saurabh Satish Deo
Mingke Du
Malik Mustafa Eteer
Emmanuel A. Gansallo
Nicole Stephanie Gerdov
George Kanem Goddard
Kyle N. Gordon
Qiliu Guo
Xiaoming Guo
Joshua Aaron Harris
Siija He
Arturo Daniel Holt
Abben Hung
Jing Ji
Cheng Jiang
Mengmeng Jie
Ryan Jones
Tae-Hyung Kang
Arjun Krishan Khurana
Shuyu Kong
Charles Peter Lacy
Trey Anthony Lanham
Robert Fredrich LaVoie
Patrick Edward Leavy
Yen Ying Lee
Brian Douglas Leu
Edward Spencer Levins
Jiabo Li
Alex Hann-Yun Liao
Albert Liu
Steven Liu
Cynthia You Lu
Lucas Alexander Mason
Daniel John Morizio
Paul Daniel Myers
Colin Wake Nangle
Amlan Nayak
Kevin Shan Ong
Jiachen Peng
Cameron Julia Polack
Rosser Ognianov Pomakov
Daniel Marek Popiel
Frankie Brandon Reed
Robert Ray Roscoe
Kwesi Joe Rutledge
Megan Bai-Shuan Sah
Abu-Bakr M. Samory
Nathan James Sawicki
Skylar Lee Schmidt
Mihir Janak Sheth
Gautham Pradeepkumar Sholingar
Shayna Nicole Simon
Joshua Xavier Snowden
Shan Su
Chetan Krishna Sukh
Srinath Swaminathan
Braden John Swantick
Ferdinando Paul Ulisse
Siju Varughese
Rushikesh Chetan Ved
Aaron William Wade
Danyang Wang
Hongji Wang
Nicholas Haoran Wang
Anthony Richard Ward
Joeson Wong
Andrew Duncan Wood
Maxine Yuan Xiu
Bangqi Xu
Yilei Xu
Si Hui Yang
Yaguz Can Yildiz
Kevin Jone-Lum Yu
Huajun Zhang
Lucy Zhang
Zelin Zhang
Yunkai Zhao

Engineering Physics
Foivos Antoulakis
Adam Quinn Cowherd
Samuel Micah Rosing
Mitchell Charles Worner

Environmental Engineering
Luke Brandon Benbow
Cameron James-Greenwalt
Carpenter
Sarah Slatin Coleman
Thomas Andrew Coto
Ayana Jeanette Davis
Lauren Nicole Edson
Caleb Christopher Fair
Elizabeh Marie Girgen
David Evan Glubzinski
Hannah Leah Goldman
Michaela Patricia Ackenhusen Johns
Thomas Justice Johnson
Hannah Louise Jones
Sarah Kathryin Levine
Genevieve Pearl Magdziuk
Matthew Charles Oxley
Julia Kelly Pierce
Hannah Ruth Rockwell
Khai Yin Siew
Marie Michelle St. Peter
Colin T. Sullivan
Yen Ming Teo
Olivia K. Velzy
Katherine Elizabeth White

Industrial and Operations Engineering
Evan Patrick Adkins
Izgi Akcoraoglu
Philip Charles Allen
Brooks Gordon Allwardt
Soona A. Amhaz
Brad Hunter Baltutat
Chenze Bao
Sarah L. Beddor
Sharmin Begum
Eric Samuel Belfer
Alexander Edward Birch
Kelsey Anne Blake
Kristen Marie Bland
Philip James Bonello
Emily Jean Burns
Christopher Brian Burtraw
Troy Justin Carroll
Devin Alan Chan
Jennifer Amy Chen
Kevin Chen
Erica Chiang
Jonathom Minjin Chin
Patrick Daniel Clark
Aaron Brody Cohen
Jessica L. Cosentino
Cassandra Michelle Cowhy
Bradley Haller Davies
Kevin William Davis
Carlin C. Delisi
Daniel Joseph D’Hondt
Benjamin Michael Dirkse
Anh Thuy Duong
Amanda Laura Ejups
Joshua Joseph Esbrook
Ian Redinger Fisk
Paul Carter Good
Micah Samuel Grand
Yuhao Gu
Mayank S. Gupta
Brett Johnston Hamel
Sunnie Han
Daniel Richard Harras
Bretton James Henderson
Cheng Hua
Jinbo Huang
Clarke Putnam Hughes
Benjamin A. Jablonski
Jordan Alan Jackimowicz
Nathan Michael Janes
Filip Aleksandar Jankovic
Jacob David Jarrad
Zijian Jing
Kate Barbara Johnson
Olivia Triefenberg Jones
Mitchell Lee Jurries
Daniel Kalip
Jill Anne Kelly
Kyle Steven Kelly
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Samuel Attix Kinch
David Bliss Kinrich
Nathan David Kliger
David Masao Klippel
Alexander Koroleff
Jared Kenneth Kott
Devon Rae Kraus
Elise Eleni Lang
Spencer Kai Tai Lau
Mitchell Steven Lawyer
Albert M. Lee
Jer Kae Lee
John Taeyoung Lee
Paul Young Lee
Andrew W. Li
Jihan Li
Maggie Li
Yang Li
Ken Ling
Jennifer Fang Liu
Jianyu Liu
Michelle Lu
Gregory Alan Ludema
Benjamin Ben-Ben Ma
Branden Sharif Mansour
Peter Timothy Mayoros
Emma Helen McGregor
Mitul Bharat Mehta
Olivia Alexis Melendez
Antonio Menéndez Verastegui
Arjun Kaul Motta
Matthew Christopher Nelson
Dominic Bradford Notarantonio
Allison Quinn O’Leary
Elizabeth Laurel Sarah Olin
Matthew Ray Olstein
Anjana Reddy Pakala
Brendan Chun-Yan Pan
Sagar Vrajesh Patel
Robert Kenneth Pecsi
Michael David Pelton
Hershel S. Perlmutter
Joseph Louis Porcari
Chao Qin
Ye Quan
Shubha Ranjan
Leah Menaka Raschid
Rachel Alyson Risko
Alexander Duncan Robinson
Daniel Gregory Rodak
Guillermo Rosenbalt
Brandon Scott Rosenblum
Remy Daniel Russell
Jason Charles Samwick
Alexa Anne Saplala
Stephanie Diane Saunders
Andrew Ryan Scheffer
Nina Teall Scheinberg
Paul Louis Schneider
Brendan Francis Schultz
Rashi Sharan
Eriu Shi
Margot Abigail Smith
Jayesh Srivastava
Holly Rita Steinberger
Taylor Marie Sturtevant
Konrad Alois Thaler
Austin Michael Timmer
Sarah Marie Tommelein
Molly Helen Tortolani
Kaitlyn Marie Turner
Carali Mae Van Otteren
Rushikesh Chetan Ved
Hai Xuan Vu
Dylan Caroline Waldman
Ji Wang
Sarah Elizabeth Webster
Nate Wernette
Robert Charles Whitaker
Matthew Blake Dickinson Wile
Randolph Williams
Taylor Joseph Williams
Joshua Robert Wollman
Kyle Mason Wozniak
Kedi Wu
Venkata Koushik Bharadwaj Yadati
Xuanqi Yang
Xinpei Zhou

Materials Science and Engineering

Emma Rebecca Backman
Thomas Manos Bajis
Marcus Edward Brown
Mitchell Norman Burke
Daniel Keith Carabell
Alan Chen
Andrew Ping Wei Chen
Siyu Chen
William Yu Chen
James M. Cole
Benjamin Jacob Croop
Sarah Lindsay Doering
Justin William Flietstra
Paige Noelle Gertenberger
Charles Andrew Hasemann
Aaron Donald Helwig
David Alexander Hinz
Eric Noll Horst
Jillian Murphy Jackson
Trevor Austin Jarratt
Peter Daniel Jay
Xiaofen Ji
Odorich Chimere Kanu
Simon Marc Kaufmann
Shobhita Kramadhati
Brianna LaBelle-Hahn
Jocelyn Chu Lai
Ryan Richard Lanigan
Lawrence Kyungjoon Lee
Rachel Jane Liu
Steven Patrick Lovera
Kelsey Lynn Luibrand
Krishna Madhukar Mahajan
Matthew Marlowe
Hyeonseong Min
Priyanka Shridhara Murthy
Kunal Naik
Yutaka Oshikiri
Josie-lynn Kaye Patalon
Brett Daniel Richardson
Laura Ann Schickling
Martin Jeffrey Sisolak
Andrew Evans Smith
Paul Michael Smith
Zachary David Sprintz
Peter Xinyang Su
Elayne Morgan Thomas
Cherice Alexandra Todd
Marissa Ann Viscomi
Gabriella Monique Willis
Brenda Wu
Xinyue Yang
Chris Kyoung Jae Yu
RuiLin Zhang
Dylan Scott Zwiers

Mechanical Engineering

Aakash Agarwal
Mario Nino Arjona
Jack Martin Barch
Stephen Matthew Barch
Brandon A. Bartneck
Brad Steven Baskin
Kirsten Boelkins
Monya Grace Bransky
Marcus Edward Brown
Ariana Marie Bruno
James Michael Butler
Gregory Caputo
Nolan Scott Carbeck
Raymond Y. Chen
William Yu Chen
Aditya Chintalapati
Henrietta Cho
Joseph Eugene Cho
Paul Choi
Robin H. Choi
Beverly Chou
Jessica Chow
Cameron Joseph Chudy
Kevin Collao
Michael John Compagner
Bridget Flynn Cook
Lisa Allison Cooper
Abigail E. Crane
William Lamont Creighton
William H. Crowe
Elizabeth Helen Daykin
Kaitlin Dorothy Devane
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Nathaniel Joseph Diroff  Mukhzamir Bin Mahathir  Konrad Maxwell Tech
David Patrick Durm  Peter Mardaleichvili  Jasmine Alena Tompkins
Eljon Elezi  Lucas Paul Marshall  Kevin Y. Tse
Marissa Ashley Elwart  Joe Martin  Scott Joseph Tweedy
William John Falconer  Matthew James Marzolf  Evan Matthew VanBeelen
Ian Edson Fitzner  Ryan Matheny  Brent P. Vece
Andrew Curtis Fletcher  Cameron David McBride  Vincent Thomas Viggato
Brian Eric Freeburg  Zane Smith McCormick  Rachel Vuncanon Vitali
Michael Jay Frontera  Jonathan Robert Meines  Katherine Richelle Wagner
Seth Alexander Gable  Taylor Anne Meister  Kevin Joseph Waksmundzki
David Gao  Vivek Parshen Merchant  Calvin Wang
Sierra George  Travis A. Milstein  Michael Jay Wang
Peter James Gerow  Arjun Mody  Qi Wang
Daniel Gildin  Mary Nicole Molepske  Stephen Patrick Ward
Daniel Anderson Gorham  Cameron Jeff Naderi  Peter Marinus Warendorf
James Leo Gorton  Tanay Rahul Nerurkar  Adrian N. Warga Kane
Evan D. Griffith  Guangzhun Nie  Kevin Anthony Weijun Wegienka
Zachary Alan Grifka  Andrew D. Nienhuis  Kevin Glen Weishuhn
Sophie Elisabeth Hardig  Threyas Gupta Parat  Kevin Thomas Wiese
Colin Luongo Harman  Elizabeth Keevan Pascoe  Scott Mitchell Wigler
Martin T. Harris  David James Pawlak  Aaron Thomas Wilson
Justin Chad Hart  David Pei  Annie Marie Wilson
William H. Hartman  Zifeng Peng  Benjamin Charles Woolsey
Carlea Lynn Hazzard  Rianna Penn  Mark Phillip Wottreng
Haley Marie Hendricks  Bianca Lynn Pillarella  Samuelina Mae Wright
Joseph William Hendrickson  Alexander John Price  Yiwen Wu
Bryce Franklin Henney  Jeremy Paul Ross  Fangzhou Xia
Daniel James Hiemstra  Joshua Kirk Rumsey  Yalim Yildirim
Kelsey Anne Hockstad  Saketh Samayamantri  John Riley Young
David Robert Hodgson  Karen Anne Schumann  Karin Elizabeth Ytterbo
Cameron Thomas Gerald Hoffman  Robert Fenton Self  Xiang Zhang
Michelle Lynn Howard  Mark Stephen Severance  Jiawei Zhou
Brad Richard Huisken  Paarth Shah  Noam Asaf Zimet
Colin Luongo Harman  Danielle Renee Shelton  Zachary Ray Zimmerman
Martin T. Harris  Brennan O’Neill Shoberg  Jonathan William Zwier

Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering

Melvin Alvin  Karen Anne Schumann  Melvin Alvin
Mark Bauerle  Robert Fenton Self  Mark Bauerle
Zachary Roger Bayoff  Mark Stephen Severance  Zachary Roger Bayoff
Lisa Jeannette Bergeron  Paarth Shah  Lisa Jeannette Bergeron
Elizabeth Virginia Brown  Danielle Renee Shelton  Elizabeth Virginia Brown
Benjamin John Clemens  Brennan O’Neill Shoberg  Benjamin John Clemens
Lauren Elizabeth Cromer  Robert Thomas Shone  Lauren Elizabeth Cromer
Fan Dong  James Vincent Short  Fan Dong
Sean Wesley Fabian  Rosalie Florence Shyu  Sean Wesley Fabian
Seth Schreiber Fireman  Aneel A. Singh  Seth Schreiber Fireman
Conner James Goodrum  Nicholas William Skriba  Conner James Goodrum
Eric Mitchell Helder  Elizabeth Ann Smith  Eric Mitchell Helder
Daniel Henry Hogsed  William James Sobnosky  Daniel Henry Hogsed
Chang Huang  Patrick David Soderborg  Chang Huang
Maxx Alexander Killman  Robert Eber Karl Squiers  Maxx Alexander Killman
Reed Andrew Lillie  Sean Patrick Stalhandske  Reed Andrew Lillie
Monica Brooks Mathis  Michael Winston Steiger  Monica Brooks Mathis
Jie Mei  Adam Yuki Stewart  Jie Mei
Maria Eduarda Camargo Meirelles  Anqi Sun  Maria Eduarda Camargo Meirelles
Benjamin Edward Nagle  Eric Ford Tamm  Benjamin Edward Nagle
Bradley Evan Olson  William Sherman Otte III  Bradley Evan Olson
William Thomas Ozark  Yiwen Wu  William Thomas Ozark
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Nicholas Reed Posh
Alexander Americo Gonzalez Ramos
Alexander Rockwood
Zachary Yong Rogers
Adam Reed Spahn
Matthew Robert Springstead
Emily Rose Tunila
Ryan Thomas Turzewski
Mengze Wang
Renee Kathryn Wiwel
Wenzhe Xu
Hakan Yilmaz
Jibin Yuan
Xinyi Zeng
Matthew Thomas Zupan

Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences
Alexander Louis Borman
Daniel Lee Clemens
Charles Drew Corbin
Sylvia Marie Domanico
Sheldon C Eng
Kenneth Wesley Engeling
Andrew Powell Fitzgerald
Chad David Gibson
Sean Evan Gray

Master of Engineering

Applied Climate
Justin Tsu

Automotive Engineering
Dharmik Girishkumar Patel
Satyajith Prabhakar Shettigar

Construction Engineering and Management
Manuel Antonio Martinez
Jade Matthew Warner
Kyle Soutar Welch
Zhuxin Yao

Energy Systems Engineering
Roghaiyeh Ansari
Jaebeom Bae
Braulio Eugenio Chiguichon
Elkin Espitia
Marzia Fatema
Nicholas P. Irish
Eric David Piper
Brian Neal Siskoy
Adriane Quinn Wolfe

Global Automotive and Manufacturing Engineering
Miguel Alejandro Carino Galvan
Alejandro Chavez Martinez

Pharmaceutical Engineering
Davin Rautiola

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Certificate of Graduate Studies

Plasma Science and Engineering
Chuanfei Dong
Kentaro Hara

Structural Engineering
Craig Bryant Collins
Master of Science

**Atmospheric, Oceanic and Space Sciences**
Nathan John Boll
Omar Claudius Gates
Lara Marie Nelly Hue
James Andrew Kessler
Dogacan Su Ozturk
Lois Keller Smith
Judit Szente
Diana Rose Thatcher
Bofang Zhang

**Biomedical Engineering**
Nicholas Anthony Caccamo
Qin Chen
Thomas Allan Davidson
Gabriela Amparo Diaz
Susannah Marie Engdahl
Abeselom Assefa Fanta
Ahmad Asif A Jiman
Eshita Khera
Abbeer Khurram
Yige Li
Sol Ie Lim
Kerrie Anne Maron
Pengyan Qin
Nidhi Vipul Shah
Paul Joseph Snyder
Vinita Nishikant Talgaonkar
Samuel James Tuck
Eric Paul Westfall

**Computer Science and Engineering**
Sen Cai
I-Che Chen
Pingpan Cheng
Reed Coke
Lisa Armelle Dion
Travis Martin Finkenauer
Zhihzhao Jin
Steven Joshua Jones
Jonathan Emerson Juett
John Kloosterman
Shravya Reddy Kuchikulla
Christopher Rosevear Lesch
Elizabeth Catherine Mamantov
Ashkan Nikravesh
Irving Olmedo
Jasjit Amarjit Singh
Joel Matthew Van Der Woude
Dana Elizabeth Wilson
Steven Richard Wilson
Yunqi Zhang
Xiongzhong Zhou

**Electrical Engineering**
Aramis Phillip Alvarez
Brian Edward Baca
Fuxi Cai
Xing Chen
Chih-Wei Chien
Ali Darvishian
Elizabeth Frances Cloos Dreyer
Laura Elaine Elgin
Kaiwen Guo
Eric Haengel
Arnab Shashi Hazari
Anup Anilkumar Jadhav
Sunmin Jang
Jiarui Kang
Kising Hubert Lee
Chang Liu
Yuchen Liu
Yizhou Lu
Yufei Qian
Aunnasha Sengupta
Chengxue Shao
Wenbo Shao
Kaam Tosun
Yi-Kai Tseng
Ali Uyurs
Aneesh Venugopal
Cheng Chung Wang
Ruochen Xie
Zexi Xu
Chun-Hua Yeh
Walter Eduardo Zartare
Yiqun Zhang
Tiantian Zhao
Jiang Zhu

**Industrial and Operations Engineering**
Caner Arslan
Ashley Gregory
Sang Hyuk Ji
Xin Ju
Shijun Ma
Ashley M. McDowell
Dinesh Patro
Shi Jie Sejay Tan
Hao Xu
Yiling Zhang

**Macromolecular Science and Engineering**
Grace Yi-Jen Lyu

**Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering**
Daniel Yong Burke
Kunal Rajeshwar Khanade
Shiyu Wang

**Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences**
Molly Margaret McCulloch

**Robotics**
Zhiyuan Zuo

Master of Science in Engineering

**Aerospace Engineering**
Duane Elton Achterhof
Ahmad Ali Ansari
Isaac Mendel Asher
Daniel Byron Biggs
Corin L. Bowen
Timothy Ryan Brooks
David Alan Burdette, Jr.
Matthew Allan Busch
Minnae Patrice Chabwera
Evgueni Chepelevski
Peter Gabriel Cross
Jacob Joseph France
Kyle Matthew Hanquist
David Charles Hash
Master of Science in Engineering

Sicheng He
Evan William Hilgemann
Ryan Christopher Kitson
Brian Joseph Marker
Jose Manuel Marquez
Jose Fernando Munoz Sandoval
Joshua Robert Synowiec
Rahim Noor Vallyani
Christopher Michael Verga
Charles Evan Wyman
Antai Xie
Yin Yu
Takayuki Yukimoto
Qiming Zhong

Biomedical Engineering

Sarah Ibrahim Abdulhamid
Bora Mustafa Aqabigum
Thomas David Angers
Ryan Zachary Bell
Xing Dong Chen
Noel Nikhil Deshpande
Braden Farrell Deweese
Patrick Jonathon Dunlop-Karagianis
Gautam Elango Edhayan
David John Feddema
Rachel Danielle Ferguson
Kaity Forde
Justin Lee Gasparovich
Ashley Lynn Godin
Stephanie Ann Goretsky
Gogol Guha
Melanie DePaul Hamilton
Christina Catherine Healy
Elizabeth Curtiss Hyde
Andrew John Kalenkiewicz
Umakanthan Suseela Kavin
Tyler Adam Kulaga
Tanay Kulkarni
Doga Kumusoglu
Lanxin Liu
Andrew Lynch
Scott Edward Mansfield
David Thomas Martel
Elizabeth Anne Mays
Uziel Mendez
Kaitlyn Linda Minchella
Sanda Sai Mong
Vivek Peyaver
Maggie Jean Pistella
Nabeel Salka
Anjali L. Saripalli
Dhavan Niles Shah
Nelson Alexander Smith
Samantha Rose Spierling
Shriram Srinivasa-Narasimhan
Hari Sriram
Brian Joseph Markert
Samantha Lynn Stephenson
Matthew L. Tan
Abishek Thigagaraj
Kyle Richard Thompson
Nathan Louis Tinetti
Andrew Tyler Vazquez
Anirudh Vunnakota
Edward Peter Washabaugh IV
Christina Marie White
Sydney Nicole Williams
Kyle A. Wolok
Li Yuan

Chemical Engineering

Abdulrazaq Abiodun Adams
Elizabeth Baumeister
Nishanth Bharadwaj Bobba
Zhaozhi Cheng
Megan Dunn
Ning He
David Christopher Hietala
Jennifer Nicole Jocz
Jonathan Frederick Kucharyson
Sydney Marie Laramie
Deepika Mutukuri
Stacy Ramcharan
Maithri Venkat
Wei-Chung Wen
Trenton John Wilke

Civil Engineering

Hamza Bilal
Vinay Damodaran
Clark Thomas Green
Samuel Elliot Gross
Bingjie Li
Amy Jo Murdick
Rudy Nie
Hayley Allison Pline
Richard Joseph Polan
Frank Martin Sedlar
David Michael Tuckey
Manuel Alejandro Vega Loo
Yingqing Wang
Eric Weinberg
Donghui Xu
Ziwei Zhong

Computer Science and Engineering

Jonathan Bruce Beaumont
Philip Michael Bunge
Michael Emerson Christen
Christopher Craig Hunter Harris
Allen Todd Hillaker
Justine Charmaine Kunz
Cheng Li
Sheng Fa Lin
Luis Molina
Kyle Steven Nekritz
Justin Paupore
Arash Khani Ushani
Tse-Chi Wang

Construction Engineering and Management

Xinhang Li

Electrical Engineering

Eric Aikins
Ricky Flores-Flores
Anton Frolenkov
Wei-Heng Hsu
Che-Lin Huang
Benjamin Philip Isaacoff
Kanghwan Kim
Stanley Sanghil Kim
Michael Charles Kines
Bryan Li
Matthew Wayne Lindstrom
Junqiao Long
Eun Seong Moon
Seyedmohammad Mousavi
Guanhao Qiao
Poornashree Rajendra
Elizabeth Ahuva Shtrahman
Matthew Allen Skach
Skylar J. Skrzyniarz
Ted Slevin
Byeongseop Song
Bin Tian
Adam Weiss
Yu Xing
Qing Xu
Adam Allan Zander
Chao Zhang
Meng Zhao
Jiachen Zheng

Electrical Engineering-Systems

Siva Aduri
Ali Abdulhameed Al-Heji
Ameen Basim Al-Khafaji
Alfredo Bravo Iniguez
Plengrapi Buason
Esteban Luis Castro-Feliciano
Debra Gi Chen
Jianning Chen
Daniel Lee De’Tone
Bowen Ge
Mitsuhito Hirose
Benjamin Philip Kirsch
Il Taek Kwon
Yu-Chen Lee
Shannon Liu
Yuntian Lu
Shikhar Mann
Rudy Nie
Christopher Rudy Ranella
Jaeyoon Shim
Jiawei Wang
Pengyu Xiao
Ruochen Yao
Zichao Yu
Master of Science in Engineering

Environmental Engineering
Diana Christine Bach
Ho-Zhen Chen
Hyunwook Cho
Gina Elita Cortese
Robert Miles Ellenberg
Gregory James Ewing
Wei Jiang
Brieland Garrett Jones
Andrew James Layman
Pedro David Puente
Raghav Rajupalle Reddy
Christina Dawn Reynolds
Xiaoxiang Wang
Chenju Yang
Hui Zhang
Yicong Zhu

Materials Science and Engineering
Evan Michael Anderson
Daniel Allen Diaz
Ban Xuan Dong
Thomas Lee Grubb
Ariel Eugene Mann
Ian Alf Nilsen
Alan Anthony Olvera
Anurag Panda
Thomas John Rudolf
Deokwon Seo
Steven David Walker

Financial Engineering
Guanglei Cao
Wenyao Li
Yuzhi Niu
Tony Tian-Yi Zhang

Industrial and Operations Engineering
Yadrianna Nohely De La Monserrate
Acosta-Sojo
Arjun Raj Bhalla
Melissa Christine Boelstler
Brian Thomas Bonomi
Luke James Bruski
Saloni Chokhani
David M. Chudy
Ian Anthony Foster
Abhishek Goyal
Brittany Alexandra Gutberg
Patrick Kenneth Hamilton
Nikki Haven
Lawrence P. Jau
Hecjin Jeong
Janette Pauline Kuo
Ting-Yi Li
Shair Ashfaq Malik
Glen Joseph McCormick III
Zachary Thomas Noskey
Andrew Christopher Orso
Evan Pan
Shannon Chelsea Pawloski
Benjamin Edward Ranta
Lincoln Molyneux Spencer
Benjamin Adam Steadman
Michael Preston Taborn II
George Tam
Ronaldo Andres Tobar Thommel
Di Wu
Yuan Xiang

Mechanical Engineering
Mohammad Kh A A Kh Alzuabi
Christopher Joseph Anslow
Samuel Olusola Ayinde
Wei Jin Eugene Bong
Darian DeBreaux Bridges
Xiangji Bu
Qinan Cao
Yan Chang
Bokai Chen
Wenran Chen
Zhengjie Cui
Aaron Christopher Frantz
Tianyang Han
Xu Han
Yongxiang He
Steve Hvang
Robert Jacob Isenberg
Weiran Jiang
Taejin Kim
Akshay Kini
Bret Michael Kirchner
Yen-Chun Lin
Jiangqi Luo
Keke Lyu
Jie Ma
Lauren Marie Mancia
Ruijiao Miao
David Scott Moore
Haesun Park
Nicholas Michael Putman
Jason Quint
Keval Shrihari Ramani

Anusarn Sangnimnuan
Yunli Shao
Ripudaman Singh
Daniel Francis Slavin
Suyash Tandon
Haomin Wang
Hongyu Wang
Zhenlin Wang
Dan Wei
Jin-Gen Wu
Wei Wu
Jeong Seop Yoon
Kaijing Yuan
Yingrui Zhan
Ping Zhang
Qian Zhang

Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering
Brian Thomas Bonomi
Ian Anthony Foster
Tyler Connor Groll
Brandon Michael Harrison
Jonathan Patrick Holbert
Daniel Adam Kowalshyn
Michael Robert Laurence
Nathaniel William Meredith
Jose David Mesa
Kevin Andrew Schumaker
Maexanna Joziwiak Stover
Michael Joseph Sypniewski

Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences
Joseph James Foy
Michael Gregory Jarrett
Ali Hassan Jawad
Adrian Lopez
Barclay James Oudersluys
Tony H. Shin
Ciara Brooke Sivels
Stephen Andrew Taller
Gerrit Lee Vancoevering
Steven Lee Ward
A. ALFRED TAUBMAN
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING

Founded in 1913, Monica Ponce de Leon, Dean

Bachelor of Science

Nicole Katerina Agathocleous
Darvin Orlando Alcantara, Sr.
Grace Elizabeth Alli
Jasmine Alnoman
Alyssa B. Appel
Sarah Elizabeth Arthur
Lindsey Ann Bartz
Carrie Rosamae Behmlander
Ashish Bhandari
Evan Joseph Brutsch
Stephen Jeffrey Busscher
Landon Floyd Carpenter
Ashley Chang
Te-Wei Chen
Wai Kit Ching
Sean Madden Clifford
Scott Ryan Crandall
Hillary Claire Davlin
Jeffrey K. DeWitt
Joseph Michael Diamond
Elliot Jeffrey Evans
Richard B. Foley
Christopher Dale Fris
Mueed Ghazizadeh
Mark Thurman Gibbons
Anne Marie Graziano
Cody James Griffin
Monica M. Griffin
Lauren Ashley Grzbowski
Bjornar Skaar Haveland
Patricia Jean Hazle
Grant James Hildebrandt
Ashley Nicole Howard
Mark Huang
Catherine Elizabeth Jahnke
Min Kyeong Ji
Alyssa Margaret Kargl
Nicholas Andrew Koelzer
Jasmine Denise Luzi
Aigerim Mangibayeva
Rachel W. Miu
Taylor Owen Mortorff
Ronald Vasile Ostezan
Benjamin Ira Palevsky
Michael Joseph Paul
Jamie Christopher Pesch
Lena M. Pfeiffer
Qetuwrah Lee Reed
Mitchell Lee Roessing
Nathaniel James Rosneck
Edward Julius Sachs IV
Roger Salinas
Nicholas Ernest Setiobudi
Ke Shi
Aaron Patrick Sondgeroth
Tyler Jason Suomala
Omari J. Tabor
Jenna Lauren Tacher
Austin Arthur Theut
Karen Nicole Toomasian
James Bordeaux Watxer
Nathan Michael Wesseldyk
Cheuk Fu Jeffrey Wong
Yurong Wu
Zhujing Zhang

Master of Architecture

Syed Omar Ali
Vanessa Hasselmann Argento
Brian Ray Barber
Alexandra Frances Bernetich
Matthew Ingram Biglin
Rebecca Payne Braun
Amber Dawn Brewster
Dustin Brugmann
George Cowan Carter
Caitlin Maureen Cashner
Stefan Franco Cavezzali
Monica Yin Wing Chan
Derek Wade Chang
Esther Joy Chao
Youyou Chen
Soo Hyuk Choi
Jamie Piché Colburn
Mauricio Cornejo
Andrew Timothy Davis
BreSheena J. Davis
Andrew David Delle Bovi
Rui Ding
Gregory DiRienzo
Ryan Doigde
Ethan Everett Dome
Joseph Donelko, Jr.
Jeff Stephen Dragon
Timotei Dudas
Ellen Carroll Duff
Peter DeCamp Dumbadze
Brienne Marie DuRoss
Brooke Marie Fairbanks
Yuqing Feng
Kate Elizabeth Flynn
Jhana Rainbo Frederiksen
Christopher William Gaiddica
Katherine A. Giglio
Cody James Glen
Zachary Berman Gong
Alina T. Granville
Kevin Lawrence Gurtowsky
Hao He
Chance Daniel Heath
Cory M. Heck
Noel Hernandez
Grant Herron
Chengyu Huang
Rowena Ispolanti
Yuxuan Jiang
Matthew John Joniec
James Brewster Joslin
Mark William Keller
Samuel Kim
Laura Elaine Kiyokane
Andrew Young Ko
Jonathan Richard Lain
Michael Anthony Lapico
Michelangelo Nicholas LaTona
Yunjae Lee
Clarke Graham Lewis
Ying Li
Andy Lin
Jie Liu
Yojaio Lomeli
Adrián López Medina
Krystal Yan Yin Lung
Jordan David Lutren
Lauren Elizabeth MacKenzie
Lisa Marie Macfarlane
Erik Richard Majcher
Christopher Makowiecki
Katherine Marie Marcyan
Parisa Mard Mehdibiadi
Andres F. Marin
William Hilliard Martin
Manuel Antonio Martinez
Eldo Paul Mathew
Mary Claire Matucheski
Paul Cooper McBride
Victoria Joan McGovern
Lucien C. Menair
Sidney Patricia Migoski
John Albert Monnat
James Vincent Montesano
Dustin Andrew Murphy
Sardar Jawwad Hasan Nakai
Jennifer Nguyen
Mengyue Niu
Sheung Chui Carol Nung
Youngtack Oh
Luis Eduardo Orozco
Yunzhi Ou
Brianne Jenee Papendick
Carla Andreina Landa
Carmen Kathryn Petersen
Lindsey Kay Petersen
Emma Kimball Pierce
Justin Landon Ping
Zac A. Potts
Luke Victor Rondel
Stephen William Sarver
Ryan Adam Scanlan
Daniel Christian Sebald
Kenneth Christopher Secco
Samuel D. Seeger
A. Alfred Taubman
College of Architecture and Urban Planning

Master of Architecture

Seyed Alireza Seyedahmadian
Tyler William Smith
Martina D. Stoycheva
Maria Angelica Sturchio
Jian Sun
Ya Suo
Kevin L. Swanson
Caitlin Miller Sylvain
Danielle Marie Tellez
Samuel Vincent Tremont
Austin David Tsai

Solomon Harding Tucker II
Jayme Elizabeth Van Oot
Anisha Rohit Varma
Kasey Plakmeyer Vliet
Jiahui Wang
Weishu Wang
Xutao Wang
Kathryn Elizabeth Wilson
Robyn Dawn Wolochow
Heidi Wong
Shaomin Laura-Anne Wong
Di Wu

Yinglin Wu
Yu Ting Wu
Jing Yang
Yao Yao
Jaclyn Nicole Zaborski
Bin Zhang
Weiija Zhang
Xiaoqian Zhang
Xinyuan Zhang
Alexandra Nicole Fryer Ziemb
Jody K. Zimmer

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Architecture
George Cowan Carter

Niloufar Emami
Omid Oliyan Torghabehi

Master of Urban Planning

Urban and Regional Planning

Joshua Stephen Bailis
Alexandro Bazan
Matthew John Bourke
Allyson Elizabeth Bove
Erin Elizabeth Bozarth
Oren Michael Brandvain
Robert Edward Cabral
Sarah Jane Clark
Pier Amelia Davis
Hannah Martha Seaver Dean
Yichun Ding
Fan Fan
Samantha Rachael Farr
Nicholas Robert Fazio
Matt Aaron Ferris-Smith
Andrew Madigan Godde
Jordan E. Greenman
Melanie Stephanie Haake
Christopher B. Herlich

Danielle Brooke Jacobs
Daniel Kennedy
Mabel Esther Kessler
Amina Louise Kirk
Seul Lee
Jonathan Lin
Carolyn Frances Lusch
Julia Ann Mantey
Evan Avadis Markarian
Alexandra Markiewicz
Lauren Atalana Marsiglia
Gregg T. May
Lucina Alcalá Navarro
Luke Norman
Tolulope Elizabeth Olorode
Katrina Orcino
Douglas James Plowman
Patricia Embick Pontau
Arthur Pierce Prokosch
Lucas Reigstad

Shirley Ann Rempe
Kelly Richardson
Allison Roland
Pamela Marie Schaeffer
Evan Reed Severs
Lacey Sigan
Jamie Kyle Smichik
Douglas Thomas Smith
Valerie Tran
Charles Yuha Tso
Lauren Tucker
Julia Lee Upfal
David VanDeusen
Bradley David Vogelsmeier
Matt Warfield
Charlotte Marie Wilson
Xiang Yan
Xiao Yang
Nan Yu
Li Zeng
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Founded in 1921, Deborah Loewenberg Ball, Dean

Bachelor of Arts in Education

Lauren Nicole Abrams
Heather Michelle Barnes
Erica Rae Bedner
Molly Elizabeth Boehme
Brooke Marie Elizabeth Bolender
Jacob James Bremer
Tyler William Brochhagen
Kimberlin Nicole Butler
Taylor Amanda Carroll
Donna K. Choe
Joseph Michael Coeling
Natalia Rose Collins
Layla Leah Daniels
Brian Quinn Dardis
Rebecca Ann DeCamp
Alexis Marie Dudas
Rachel Ann Dyer
Julie Emra
Jacob Engels
Elana Margaret Fata

Rachael Alexa Ferreira
Emily Lauren Finkelstein
Kristin Elizabeth George
Claire Rose Gersabeck
Megan Elizabeth Gilson
Josie Gittleson
Megan Elizabeth Goldstein
Rebecca Zoe Gottfried
Hannah Gamber Gottlieb
Bethany Kay Harrigan
Danny Jacob Hurvitz
Sarah Ikenberry
Lauren Elizabeth Kartje
Christine Kim
Jennifer Hee Kim
Amanda Diane Ladaich
Kelsey Marie Lafferty
Bethlyn Lucas
Katherine Louise Maragioglio
Laura Beverly Martorana

Austin Scott Matthews
Shannon Carol McGovern
Katherine Elizabeth Morrison
Emily W. Nagy
Elizabeth R. Origer
Erica Akashi Porto
Deepthi Kiran Ramachandran
Alyssa Marie Sandoval
Kimberly Jean Schornhorst
Carolyn M. Seiger
Cameron Michael Shane
Alisen Louann Shepherd
Kaitlynn Elizabeth Wargo
Abigail Jeanette Waynick
Domonique Marie Weston
Jillian Kimberly Wiedrich
Paige Cristina Wittmann
Katelyn Callaghan Wolfe

Bachelor of Science in Education

Gina Maria Bugli
Sarah Elizabeth Klug
Jerel Alan Merrill

Marissa Ann Ramirez
Christine Jadge Shay
Sophia Michele Wensman

Barbara Lynn Wolohon

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Educational Studies
Terrance Samino Buck
Zachary A. Ellis
Owen G. Henkel
Teneisha Sade’ Jones
Mariama Kurbally
Yan Liang
Patrick Thomas Love
Britni Russell

Zhou Shen
Samuel Corless Stern
Jourdan C. Sutton
Charles Eugene Brooks Wilkes II
Gina Mueller Williams

Heather Jean Hanosh
Fatema Haque
Prabhdeep Singh Kehal
Heidi Kirby
Jonathan Lyman McNaughtan
Tony Rice II

Higher Education
Emily Beth Avers
Chloe Angelica Davenport
Bachelor of Business Administration

Micaela Emily Aaronson  Jessica L. Cosentino  Eric Daniel Greenhaus
Anuj Abrol  Caroline Ashley Cuffe  Eric Seth Gruskin
Rahul Kumar Ahluwalia  Yuke Cui  Richard Huang Gu
Aamia Ali  Chad Andrew Cutler  Lasonic L. Guan
Ellis Allen  Andy Dai  Vinay Chetan Guduguntla
Ambish Jonathan Amarathan  Shuodong Dang  Eshan Gupta
Benjamin James Anonic  Kevin Michael Daniels  Ross Scott Gusler
Jason Michael Anterasian  Ryan Thomas Davidson  Caron Rose Gwizdz
Darren Mark Appel  Matthew Robert Davis  Ibrahim Yousif Hamati
Elizabeth Rose Aronson  Raymond Anthony De Simone  Irfan Masood Hameedi
Victor Eladio Arribas  Elisia Marie Thérese Marthe Cécile  Yuexin Peter Han
Alexis Harrison Asch  de Smet  Calvin Charles Handelman
Ashley Marie Austin  Dylan Michael Delaney  Vincent T. Hanks
Kevin Scott Bain  Ryan Matthew Delecki  Mark Andrew Hanson
Ria Nitin Barad  John Joseph Dennehy  Amanda Jane Harris
Nicholas Fadi Bashour  Andrew Jacob DeNooyer  Jonathan Michael Hart
Alan Patrick Belden Enkerlin  Steven Matthew Denowitz  Jared Benjamin Helfman
Macy Nicole Berg  Amish Avinash Desai  Kali Renee Hengsteler
Victor Jake Bergman  Amit Uday Deshpande  Wade Louis Henney
Kathleen Ann Bergmann  John Joseph DeWulf  Alexander Ryan Hessler
Anne Elizabeth Berk  Apoorv Dhir  Megan N. Hilebr
Carlos Shelton Bernace  Sam Michael Dickens  Jordan Rae Hill
Macle Nicole Berg  Ryan Corrigan Dillon  Grant F. Hilzinger
Melanie Deborah Betel  Anne Elise Diffenderfer  Chad Jeffrey Hoeksema
Ishan Biswas  Ryan Corrigan Dillon  Philip Hofer
Susan Kathryn Blake  Lianne Elena DiMambro  Tyler Cosmas Hoffman
Alex Joseph Bloomquist  Erin Marie Dingrando  Alexander John Hong
Alexander Ross Bodner  Dean James Duffy  Jeffrey Stuart Horwitz
Blake Daniel Bogdanovich  Glen Adam Dunayer  Andrew Jonathan Hurwitz
Michael Andres Boone  Michael James Egan  Amanda Bari Jacobson
Jared Michael Bosma  Jessica Lauren Ender  Eric James Jacobson
Jack Evan Braun  David John Farnum  Andrea Marie Johnson
Elena Noel Brennan  Nicholas James Fazzari  Sara Elizabeth Johnson
Alec Michael Brodsky  Justin Percy Feldman  Olivia Jane Jones
Melissa Erin Brooks  Chaoyi Feng  Tyler Day Jones
Brett Andrew Burian  Jennifer Marie Ferrante  Bryan David Junke
Jonathon Ross Burke  David Michael Fisher  Sunjay Eswar Josyula
Ian Jeffrey Burleigh  Brendan Patrick Fitzgerald  Michael Sheldon Justus
Matt Burns  Dominik Elie Fleifel  Andrew Max Kamhi
Stephen Edward Butler  Kelly Elizabeth Forman  Jeffrey Samuel Kaplan
Paul Thomas Byrne  Daniel Scott Freed  Veena Katragadda
Eli Marcel Cahan  Benjamin Joel Friedman  Isaac Katz
Jaime Ann Cameron  Daniel Stuart Freedman  Jake Alexander Kaufman
Brandon Robert Canniff  Cassandra Elizabeth Gelo  Rajat Kumar Khare
Andrew John Carras  Andrew John Giannotto  Nathan Jay Kim
Iheb S. Chalouat  Gaurav Gidwani  Naomi Marie Kiura
Zubin Chandra  Kaitlin Page Girbach  Tyler Jordan Klatt
Bernard Vee Tak Chang  Justin Richard Glanda  Joshua Evan Kleiman
Christopher Chen  LeAnn Georgina Chia Ling Goh  Max Gideon Klein
Danielle M. Chen  Ajay Vikram Gokhale  Ross Matthew Kleinrock
Siyi Chen  Alex Zachary Gold  John Charles Klimkowski
Benjamin Sherman Cherry  Chase Michael Goldbaum  Daniel Jordan Knittel
Audrey Marie Chitkara  Eliot Asher Goldfarb  Suhind Krishna Das Kodali
Alexander Michael Pierce Clisham  Aaron James Goldstein  Sreenidhi Kolli
Adam Bos Clover  Lauren Nicole Goldstein  Mary Kate Kramer
Michael Vincent Chiang Co  Andrew Karr Goldstone  Kelly Elizabeth Krater
Michael Thomas Comizio  Corey Michael Goodstein  Jesse Abraham Krumholz
Paige Nicole Comrie  Matthew Dylan Gottlieb  Bennett Lai
Maureen Elizabeth Conley  Bradford Russell Gowland  Phyllis Kay Lam
Pietro Conte  Kathleen Elizabeth Grace  Jack Francis Lang

Bachelor of Business Administration
Bachelor of Business Administration

Stephen M. Ross School of Business

Bachelor of Business Administration

Kaitlin Lapka
Brian B. Laskin
Yin Yan Claudia Lau
Carmen M. Lee
Edward Lee
Margo Louise Lee
Rachel Yealim Lee
Jordan L. Leibowitz
Alim Leung
Samantha Michelle Levin
Benjamin Gordon Levine
Justin Mitchell Levine
Beixi Li
Elizabeth Li
Alex Stephen Lieberman
Michael James Lin
Daniel B. Liu
Andrew Robert Lockman
Michael Dennis Londeck
Maxwell Jacob Lounds
Stephanie Lu
Ashley Marie Lyles
Zachary Harris Lyman
David Paul Madden
Nicholas Michael Maher
Abhishek Swaminathan
Manjunathan
Tyler Anthony Martinez
Scott Dillon Matza
Sam Maurer-Hollaender
John Patrick McCarthy
Brittany Lee McCormack
Kaitlin Elizabeth McGowan
Eric Matthew McNerney
Katherine Anne McKinley
James Patrick McNulty
Devin Murphy McParlane
Patrick John McVickers
Justin Lee Meyers
Benjamin Weiler Miller
Daniel Aaron Miller
Glenn Allen Miller, Jr.
Matthew Jacob Miller
Dylan Richard Minto
Xian Mo
Chelsi Lane-Michele Modest
Nicholas Thomas Moeller
Clint William Mondi
Nicola Stefanie Montagna
Andrew Scott Munerance
Joseph Paul Murray
Aimal Suhail Muzaffar
Elizabeth Umeoy Nakamura
Jae Joon Nam
Jacob Owen Nankin
Sririya Sridhar Navalpakam
David Tri Nugraha
Michael James Nussbaum
Philip Samuel Nydick
Danielle Rebecca Olgin
Benjamin Charles Olson
Mark Orans
Thomas Lauth Orr
Jordan Harris Orringer
Joshua James Oswald
Ryan Stephen Overhiser
Sumana Reddy Palle
Jae Hyung Park
Yuri Park
Emily Anne Parsons
Neel Gautam Patel
Tatum Scheffler Payne
Max Nathan Penn
Zachary Eli Perelman
Carolyn Gassia Philip
Valerie Rose Pilossof
Caitlin Sara Pitofsky
Michael Maxwell Pokorny
Austin Poon
CJ Porter
David Samuel Portney
Andrew Burton Portnoy
Alisha Ann Qu
Diana McDonough Radson
Zane Alexander Ragan
Jay Nikhil Raina
Rahul Raina
Jarred Raisen
Ishika Dey Rajan
Lee C. Rarrick
Roshan H. Ray
Amy Lauren Regenstein
Mercedes Anne Reid
Zach Paul Reilly
Stephanie Rose Resis
Joshua Max Rivlin
Garrett Matthew Rizk
Zachary Douglas Robbins
Jonathan Joseph Robinson
Alexandra Nicole Rodney
Daniel Benjamin Rosen
Joshua Daniel Rosenberg
Jonathan Matthew Rosenhan
Tyler Keith Rospond
David Michael Rub
Elizabeth Preiss Rubin
Christina Gerane Rzepka
Sarah Elizabeth Sachse
Pranav Sagar
Lorenzo Jose Salacata
Eduardo Salas
Anna Christiane Saleh
Yusi Sang
Maik Schöttker
Andrew Eric Schwartz
Jason Michael Schwartz
Keaton George Schwarz
Kenneth Charles Chung Seifert
Nicole Taylor Semel
Pooja Shah
Rishi Upendra Shah
Peter James Shahn
Danni Carlin Shapiro
Leanne D. Shashilo
Anqi Angel Shen
Sophia Margaret Shu
David Michael Siegel
Blake Alexander Simons
Michael Ryan Simsa
Eric Matthew Sink
Donald David Slominski
Jacob Robert Smyth
Douglas Lee Solomon
Samanthah. Soma
Aashka M. Soni
Alexandra Mary Spaulding
Mark Edward Speier
Joshua Victor Sperling
Brandon Paul Spiegle
Michael James Spinello
Sarah Margaret Spiteri
Malavica Sridhar
William Alexander St Lezin
Lec Hayden Stern
Daniel Alexander Stolar
Jonathan William Stricker
Jason Matthew Stupay
Reid Elliott Swanger
Sidney Gee Boon Tai
Daniel Scott Tarockoff
Irwin Xavier Tejeda
Nayan James Telang
Jason Andrew Tepper
Vivek Rakesh Thakkar
Kathryn Mary Thibideau
Daniel Thomas
Samuel Louis Thomas
Eric Howard Tian
Eric Stephen Totaro
Cindy Joyce Tran
Kelly Marie Trenary
Amy Daniele Tytar
Amanda Uziel
Aditya Vedapudi
Megan Ann Vitale
Shelby Leigh Wagner
Matthew Paul Wales
Vickie Wan
Angela Wang
Haolin Wang
Spencer Tyson Ward
Richard Henry Warner
Elizabeth Macleod Watson
Matthew Jordan Weiss
Nicole Marie Werner
Charles Michael White
Michael Wayne Wilkinson
Taylor R. Williams
Andrew Robert Wood
Jingjing Wu
Bachelor of Business Administration

Karen Yetin Wu  Nung Yoo  Yi Zhou
Yifei Xu  Sae Yeon Yoo  Joseph J. Zimmer
Nathan Aaron Yagoda  Susan Xuehan Zhang  Othmane Zoheir
David Wonho Yang  Lucille Zhao
Maxwell John Yoas  Rex Zhou

Master of Accounting

Aaron Robert Allen  Mark Paul Henley  Michael Rozman Proppe
Kristin Marion Ammon  Alexander Hsu  Laura Perl Ratner
Katherine Appleman  Whitney Hwang  Howard Taylor Robins
Richard Bennett Atkins, Jr.  Ryutaro Kamiya  Lindsay Ilene Rosenthal
Lindsey Bander  Jeffrey Randall Kong  Melissa Ann Rutzen
Brandon Pierce Beaupre  Jamie Lynn Kosberg  Sara Ann Schinske
Michael Francis Beck  Matthew David Krieger  Kathryn N. Schultz
Kristen Nicole Boschma  Christopher John Kurtz  Nicholas William Schweiger
Madeline Abigail Campbell  Hsung-Chia Lee  Patrick Michael Sharpe
Leslie Katherine Carter  John Hing Li  Xinzhao Shi
Chia-Jen Chang  Chunzi Liang  Hyoseul Shin
Jie Chen  Christine Liu  Emily Lauren Slaga
Lily Hsin-Yu Chen  Yixuan Ma  Corey Benjamin Spevack
Charles William Adrian Coop  Lisa Marie Marchlewski  Chris M. Struck
Charles David Daniels  Jessica Marie Marsh  Xinwei Tan
Ellen Katherine Dubois  Stephanie Anne Maxwell  Joseph Lee Vanderstelt
Alison Elizabeth Dunbar  Yiru Meng  Kendall Nicole Verbeek
Bradley Michael Elliston  Elly Mioduszewski  Christopher Francis Vucinaj
Alex John Engebretson  Benjamin James Okolski  Yue Wang
Sarah Fintushel  Nicole Kathy Owens  Yunkui Wang
Robert Lee Fox III  Marisa Christina Pacella  Yulong Yin
Mark Paul Henley  Zachary Alexander Papadakis  Qingyang Yu
Xun Gong  Michael J. Park  Adam Richard Zahn
Brian Kenneth Green  Marcella Pearl  Cheng Zhen
Sara Michelle Gyselinck  Brian Andrew Perrine
Spencer Jake Hazan  Brianne Beth Fleprzak

Master of Business Administration

Angus John Abrams  Paul Joseph Barbeau  Daniel Austin Black
Vijay Kalmanje Acharya  Samuel Ross Barnes  Tyler James Blackney
Nicholas J. Adam  Sarah Geraldine Barnes  Jeffrey Thomas Blank
Aaron Adams  Kelcey John Barnette  Chen Blatman
Kalpana Adlakha  Dev Barpanda  Cortland Alexander Blomquist
Abhilesh Agarwal  Edgar Barraza  Geoffrey Aaron Bloom
Brittany Christine Agee  Allison Mercedes Barros  Ajit Anil Bodas
Kurtis Aguilar  Fernanda B.R. Soares  Jennifer S. Boldt
Tolulope Timothy Agunbiade  Shlomi Chay Barsheshet  Neena Reddy Bolla
Hosung Ahn  Nir Belsky  Evan Jacob Botsford
Stephen J. Ahn  Tiffani Michelle Bender  Jordan Michael Bouchard
Sarah Renee Al-Atrakchi  William James Benish  Alvaro Daniel Bracamonte
Brian Christopher Aldrich  Shilpa Benjamin  Hinestroza
Lauren Rachel Amster  Luiz Gustavo Berbert Arias  Brian Lee Brodsky
Kunal Arora  Stephanie Quitasol Bernabe  Ann Gideon Brophy
Saloni Arora  Ashley Ann Bernath  Andrew Brower
Adrian Ernst Arvizo  Yodit Tesfaye Beyene  Justin Brown
Dhiyva Asokan  Eshna Bhaduri  Megan Brown
Marisa Ayala  Suneel Kumar Bhambri  Samuel Ronald Brown
Roberto Ayala  Mahesh Bhat  Benjamin Buabin
Ali Asim Bajwa  Nikhila Srinivas Bhat  Tri Minh Bui
Satish K. Bapanapalli  Nickhil Avinash Bhave  Jessica Carly Bunn
Master of Business Administration

Jason Thomas Burk
Sarah Burleigh
William Gerard Burns, Jr.
Jeremy Burston
Christopher Cain Caires
Joey Michael Campbell
David McLean Canfield
Nydia Cárdenas
Paul Ahren Cardosi
Peter R. Carroll
Ryan Stephen Cashman
Jason Cassar
Daniel Kent Cassavar
Esteban Castellanos
Javier Castellanos
Jordan Michael Catrine
Rebecca Yvonne Cervantes
Gopal Chakrabarti
Gobin Chandra
Rishi Chandra
Alan Chang
Irene Chang
Alyssa Chapital
Sourav Chauhan
Anthony Lawrence Chen
Eric Chen
Yee Chen
Yuan Chen
Jessy Yan Cheng
Vikas Rishi Chhabra
Thomas Edward Childers
Monique Childress
Charles Andrei Chivvis
Ally Hye Cho
Michael Taeyun Cho
Yoon-Seok Choi
Lawrence Chang-Yu Chou
Kyle Timm Christensen
Jen-Ju Chu
Pei-Yu Chu
David M. Chudy
Jeremy David Cohen
Daniel Michael Collins
Brian Earl Cone
Armand Joseph Conti
Jenny Alexandra Cooper
Michael Duffey Cooper
Darryl Dwayne Cooper, Jr.
Erich Ann Corcoran
Joshua Alexander Cornfeld
Steven Allen-Herbert Cox
Gabriel A. Craft
Eric Lynn Crawford
Kevin Douglas Cronk
Olivia Denise Croom
Melissa Crowe
Pradeep Christopher Cruz
Menna Jane Cunningham
Eduardo Da Silveira Gomes
Prateek Dahlia
Matthew Ryan Dalton
Tylon Jamaal Daniels
Klajdi Dautaj
Alberto Delai Dabus
Mona Zhang Delderfield
Emrah Demir
Frederick Duane Denny
Nirmal Deshpande
Sumeet V. Deshpande
Brian Elliott Dethloff
Kiren Elaine Devereux
Nicholas E. Devita
Anubhav Dhawan
Joseph A. DiMauro
Engine Ding
Mark Donell Dodge
Bradley Howard Dolbin
Colleen Marie Doyle
Ryan Drassinower Kaufman
George Drossinos
Katherine Anne Drummond
Bo Du
Robert J. Duda, Jr.
Vikramaditya Dulam
Lauren B. Dumont
Dang Viet Duong
Laura Qidong Durgin
Melinda Louise Dykowski
Ryan Michael Eames
Kareem Edwards
Nicole Virginia Egge
Zachary Sunil Samuel Eisenberg
Rami Eldam
Julie Marie Ellenberger
Kenneth Michael Fahey
Lorri L. Fairchild
Nathan Andrew Falstad
Hamdi Ghaith Fariz
Jordan Ryan Feenstra
Deborah Phoebe Feld
Jay Kyle Fells
Elizabeth Proctor Ferguson
Arcelci Fernandez
Andrew Michael Ferrera
Daniel John Flanagan
William Fleming
Thomas Jeffrey Fleszar
Andrew M. Foley
Sufen Fong
Gregory Anthony Fortner
Jason Alan Frank
Ava Yael Friedmann
Jane Elizabeth Fuerst
Jeffrey Allen Gaither
Satish Gandhi
Timothy Peter Gantz
Gregory James Garcia
Dhaval Garg
Peter A. Gargula
Alex R. Garn

Jamie M. Gentosso
Thomas Gentzel
Gustavo Geremias Pintor
Brandon Gershowitz
Anand Rajeev Ghotge
Travis Anthony Ciguere
Thomas G. Gildersleeve
Fernando Henrique Gines
Matthew Charles Girolamo
Prakhar Goel
Elizabeth Horton Goheen
Eric Golsen Menaim
Adeolumide Ieolu Oko-Adegoroye
Christopher Adam Golski
Christine Golub
Joshua Aaron Golub
Sathishkumar Embuswamy
Gopalaswamy
Robert Douglas Gorman
Hannah Clare Gornik
Shekhar P. Gowda
Asit A. Goyal
Umang Goyal
Arif Omer Gozen
Scott Clinton Granger
Allison Tompt Green
Bradley Greenbaum
Jonathan William Greenberg
Chris Griffith
Peter Charles Grimes
Daniel Joseph Gross
Scott Austin Gross
Kyle Jared Grubman
Glen Gu
Nikhil Guidakandula
Robert Guenaga
Nikki Gugielmo
Rachel Yan Guo
Avik Gupta
Miti Gupta
Nikhil Gupta
Nikhil K. Gupta
Nikhil Kumar Gupta
Brittany Alexandra Gutberg
Brian Michael Gutbrod
Kate L. Haessler
Trevor Luke Hagan
Benjamin Christopher Hamm
Kelly Marie Hansen
Matthew Richard Hare
Stuart Harrison
Omar Adnan Hasan
Ateeq Ahmed Haseeb
Ryan Havane
Michael Gregory Haynes
Alison Ruth Hedquist
Scott Craig Hegstrom
Ishita Helm
Jonathan Russell Helm
Owen Siôn Gruffydd Henkel
Master of Business Administration

Rocio Del Pilar Hernandez
Rodriguez
Elizabeth J. Hershman
Diane Hilligoss
Huong Hoang
Madelene Yoke Cheng Hoe
James Patrick Holms
Marcus P. Holzer
Victoria Princess Hon
Audrey Martha Horn
Jason Michael Hover
Nathan M. Hoyt
Samuel Hsiao
Chan-Wei Hsu
Howard Hsu
David Jonathan Huang
John Ming Huang
Vanessa Huang
Joshua Matthew Hudson
Meng Huo
Carolyn Ching-I Hwang
Daniah Syed Hyder
Maggie Ilczuk
Christopher David Irvine
Alexander Joel Issenman
Lacey Segal Jacobson
Gaurav Jain
John Edward James
Ursula Gabriela Jessee
Hongbo Jiang
Jennifer Jin
Charles Malcolm Johnson
Matthew Charles Johnson
Nick Adam Johnson
Nora Johnson
Bryce Lanier Jones
Ajay M. Kamble
Masaki Kaneko
John Taek Kang
Venkat Reddy Kasireddy
Charles A. Kawashima
Jonathan David Kaylor
Rehan Kazmi
Elana Rose Kelber
Glenn Ellis Kenton
Alina Syed Khan
Hend Nazih Khatib
Olivia Jane Khazan
Saloni Khemka
Maanuv Khurana
Daniel McLean Kidle
Jill Elizabeth Kiepura
Jeremy D. Kiger
Matthew James Kilfoyle
Hyongkyeong Kim
Jason Jinsam Kim
Jay Kim
Whitney E. Klefsaas
Douglas N. Klein
Daniel Justin Klingenstein
Lori Christine Klose
Jessica Rachel Knapp
John Robert Knauss
Andrew Christopher Knoll
Christopher Steven Koinis
Elton Kojo Morimitsu
Bahar Konak
Elisa Cristina Koniecny
Dakota William Korth
Douglas R. Kraft
Nicholas Edward Kranz
Andrew George Krulewitz
Gavin Kuangparichat
Saurabh Kumar
Shantanu Kumar
Karun Kurien
Chintanami Kurse
Su Hyun Kwon
Christopher Derek LaChance
Eric Anderson Lally
Frederick James LaMontagne
Michael James Lamson
Kendall Alice Lane
Laurence Edward Lang
Worodon Laohapand
Robert Brian Larson
Claire Elyse Lazo
Noah Thomas Leask
Jenny Lee
Jonathan P. Lee
Kate Kyungmin Lee
Narissa Lee
Nicholas Joseph Leiby
Pascale Raymonde Aeroueil
Patricia Sharon Leung
Benjamin Levitt
Jorge Ley
Ricky Xiaxi Li
Brian N. Liebovitz
David A. Lilly
John Y. Lin
Aditya Lingampally
Colin Litow
Jiangtao Liu
Peng-Tzu Liu
Yao Liu
Yimin Liu
Rohit Lokray
Chao-Yen Lu
Flora Lu
Maite Madrazo
Nnamdi Obioha Maduagwu
Adam Lee Malecki
Yousaf Malhanoe
Mark J. Mangurian
Rahul Mann
Anant Mansingh
Paige Elaine Manz
Joseph Andrew Marek
Amy Deborah Margolin
Nicaila Matthews
Justin Christopher Mayer
Shawn M. McBride
Maura Teresa McCagh
James Michael McCloud
Colin Andrew McCormick
Mallory Jane McLaughlin
Richard Bruce McMackin
Kathleen Patricia McMicken
Andres Medeiros Garcia
Roberta J. Medema
Cesar Manuel Medina
Paul D. Meier
Brandon Christopher Adam
Meloche
Juan Pablo Mendez Echenagucia
Andrea Menegazzo
Thomas Scott Menke
Shadi Mere
Adrienne Renee Meyer
Julia Meyer
Timothy Richard Michaels
Alison Miles
Nicholas Michael Miller
Therese L. Miranda-Blackney
Suleiman Mirzad
Karly Jean Mitchell
Sohini Mitra
Yoshito Miyazaki
Angela Clara Morgan
Will Morrison
Pedro Gilberto Moya
Alexander Munns
Rochelle Alyce Murray
Julie Ann Myerholtz
Dmytro Nadtochii
Kethaki A. Nair
Sandhya Seru Nakhasi
Jonathan Christian Biggar Nestor
Tin Nguyen
Matthew David Niemczak
Paul Nikandrou
Aleksandr Nikolaev
Jason Edward Noran
Nicholas James Northington
Kenneth Uzoma Nsofor
Nkemdilim Nwankwo
Aaron J. Oaks
Gleb Obertas
Matthew B. Ogdahl
Danio Orlville Andre O’Hara
Luis Alfredo Ordonez Murra
Albert H. Ou
Christian L. Paiva
Palaniappan Palaniappan, Jr.
Sanja Samirana Panda
Alex Michael Papo
Elizabeth Helen Pariano
Neha Jyotin Parikh
Andrea Leigh Park
Master of Business Administration

Jin Woo Park  
Jiwon Nicholas Park  
Divij Pasrija  
Mamta R. Patel  
Abhilash Paul  
Brian Michael Paul  
Levi Christian Pearson  
Daniel James Andrew Pelech  
Andrew Steven Peterson  
Ashley Marie Pezzella-Saenz  
Mark Christopher Pinto  
Zeron Steve Piotrowski  
Lauren Marisa Pitts  
Michael Patrick Policinski  
William Edward Ponkowski  
Laxmikant Poojary  
Ebony Aisha Pope  
Rama Sri Durga Viswanath Poruri Venkata  
Emily Marie Potter  
Andrew James Prekop  
Melanie Preston  
Raymond August-Zonca Prost  
Alexandra Mara Pulst-Korenberg  
Brandon Paul Pyle  
Justin Patrick Quisenberry  
Dominik Rabinovich  
Paul Rabinovich  
Eugenio Raigosa  
Ryan Alden Rakauskas  
Prabhakaran Ramadoss  
Sundar Ramanan  
Candace Ramsey  
Justin Henry Rand  
Benjamin Edward Ranta  
Renu Mohan Rao  
Andrew Carl Raser  
Aditya D. Rastogi  
Heather Eileen Ray  
Alanna Marie Rebecca  
Janov Ross Reynolds  
Tony Rice II  
Sarah Kaylor Richardson  
Anisa Marie Riddell  
Daniel Rife  
Yevgeniy Rikhterman  
Maged Kadry Rizk  
Patrick Avery Rockefeller  
Jonathan Frederick Rohs  
Brice Steele Rolston, Jr.  
Andrew Mark Romant  
Julia Margaret Rominger  
Luke Victor Rondell  
Francis James Roney, Jr.  
Hannah Rose Rosethko  
William R. Ross  
Mitchell Aaron Rotenberg  
Roy H. Rubinstein  
Julia Ruedig  
Luis Miguel Ruiz Schuler  
Rebecca Spring Rutishauser  
Christopher Rutledge  
Lauren D. Ryan  
Abhijit Sadhu  
Maritza Akemi Saito Diaz  
Koichi Sakamaki  
Umme Salma  
Adam Saltman  
Elyse Lucia Samardzich  
Harinee Sampath  
Molly Lauren Sandler  
Carlos-Alberto Sandoval-Mendo  
Karthik Sankar  
Greg Sanker  
Jefferson Santos  
Felipe Santos Silva Fonseca  
Anoosha Saran  
Luck Saraya  
Thomas Wraith Sargeantson  
Serge Savchuk  
Quinn Dobson Sawyer  
Adam John Scampini  
James Michael Schneidewind  
Diana Susan Schonfeld  
Peter Francis Schultz  
Michael David Schuman  
Caitlin Schwab  
Kyle E. E. Schwalst  
Phillip Alton Scott  
Kenneth J. Scriber  
Jared Albert Seaman  
Matthew Seiler  
Benjamin Kevin Sevald  
Ahmet Cagri Sever  
Christopher Michael Shaffner  
Anuj Shah  
Ting Shan  
Kshitij Sharma  
Mannmohan Sharma  
Nikhil Sharma  
Brian Shimko  
Saumil Shrivastava  
Nayan Shukla  
Li-Fang Shyu  
Antonio Abel Sifuentes  
Stephen Loyd Signor  
Jamie Kyle Simchik  
Richard Clay Simmon  
DeMarcus Ferillo Simmons  
Sean Michael Simpson  
Ravender Pal Singh  
Abhishek Sinha  
Aditya Kumar Sinha  
Atishay Anand Sinha  
Alvin Siu  
Benjamin John Sivulka  
Daniel John Skibitsky  
Gregory Steven Skowronski  
Zachary Isaac Slabotsky  
Maxim Olegovich Slavin  
Nicole Alexandra Slezak  
Andrew Matthew Smith  
Randall M. Smith  
Snehanshu  
Roman Sobachevskiy  
Pamela Soberman  
Daniel Soifer Kriger  
Daniel Bryan Sosnay  
Lincoln Molyneux Spencer  
Miranda O’Donnell Spradlin  
Benjamin A. Steadman  
Ellen Renee Straber  
Patrick James Street  
Julie M. Strickland  
Erin Alyse Strong  
Guilherme Stussi Fernandes  
Jennifer Eileen Suh  
Michael William Sullivan  
Jon Michael Summersett  
Krishnan K. Sundaresan  
Krishna Prasad Suryanarayan  
Jourdan Christopher Sutton  
Dancy Susan Syriac  
Jacob William Talbot  
Tim Tam  
Neil Girish Tambe  
Claire Barrett Tanner  
Rahul Hanuman Prasad Tapariya  
Walter Cesar Tartuce Gois  
Kelley Duane Tate  
Christopher Douglas Taylor  
Razaki Tchitou  
Perry Isaac Teicher  
Shreya R. Thacker  
Darren Lee Thomas  
Stefanie A. Thomas  
Alexander Alan Thorpe  
Robert N. Tiballi  
James J. Tighe  
Victoria Sherice Tinsley  
Prashant Tomar  
 Zak Tomich  
 Luis Gustavo Tozaki Dib  
 Hoang Thanh Tran  
 Rajat Trehan  
 Atman T. Trivedi  
 David James Trogan  
 Natalie Katherine Trusz  
 Ina Tsotsoria  
 Matthew Lincoln Tuck  
 Nikhil Tuli  
 Max Hughes Tunnicliff  
 Shawn Tydlaska  
 William Claudell Tyson  
 Yusuke Uehara  
 Elizabeth Tiffany Urschel  
 Brandon Roddy Van Heyde  
 Claire Carpenter Van Horn  
 Grant Verner Van Horn
Master of Business Administration

Mary C. Vandewiele
Sheena Elizabeth VanLeuven
Ashwin Ram Venkatraman
Parthiv Varadarajan
Marshall L. Veerkamp
Vijay B. Venkatesan
Ganesh Ram Venkatraman
Asha Venkitadri
Benedict Friedrich Voit
Yva Mabel Vojvodic Perez
Milan Vujanovic
Kelvin Bao Vuong
Saurabh Vyas
Jaspreet Singh Wadhwa
Stephen H. Wai
Bretton Charles Wall
Melinda Jean Walraven
Markus Stefan Walther
David Wang
Han-En Wang
Shu Wang
Yi Wang
Dana Lacey Washington
Janelle Watson
Dehou Wei
Wenkai Wei
Elana Judith Weil
Shannon Lynn Weiner
Kristin S. Welch
Ayesha Soares Wenzloff
Joseph Ronald White
Benjamin Park Widseth
Kory James Wilcox
Erik L. Williams
Jeff David Williams
Marjorie Celeste Williams
Matthew Douglas Williams
Kedon Aldin Wilson
Melanie A. Winowiecki
Caroline M. Wolfe
Jay Daniel Wolfgram
Gregory Allen Woodall

Master of Management

Lindsay Elizabeth Allen
Hannah Avrin
Chase Bernhardt
Gabrielle Marjorie Marie Carels
Jessica Emma Carroll
Robert Magee Cermak
Stephen Tyler Charette
Emily Cummings
Jordan Rachel Dickstein
Benjamin Case DiPietro
Neil Kamal Dwivedi
Thomas Michael Fleming
David Trask Freund

Kathryn Anne Funk
Alberto Garcia Guerra
Claire Josephine Garner
Matthew Joseph Gaus
Jeremy Matthew Gurwitch
AJ Harris
Massimiliano Dhikara Hasan
Omar Hashwi
Jennifer Ruth Herstein
Sophie Patricia Hoehg
Brandon Craig Isaacs
Courtney Beth Jarvis
Andrew Hovgard Madsen IV
Katharine Gillan Marenghi
Brandon Marshall McCutchen
Lauren Nicole Opatowski
Brennan Paul Ouellette
Eleanor Susanne Polley
Kit Price
Nikita Ramanathan
Caroline Rose Schiff
Joshua Schostak
Anna Semenova
William Randolph Reis Stern
Nagini Velagapudi
Breelyn Rachel Williams

Master of Supply Chain Management

Ashley Gregory
Sang Hyuk Ji
SCHOOL OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT
Founded in 1927, Marie Lynn Miranda, Samuel A. Graham Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Environment
Laura Elizabeth Addison
Zoe Indigo Allen-Wickler
Emma Leah Argiroff
Brynn Michelle Arnall
Sarah Michele Ballew
Jamie Dalton Bastian
Emily Katherine Beard
Sequoyah J. Burke-Combs
Sarah Margaret Cissell
Beatrice Elsa Cook
Michelle Jeanne DiMuzio
Justin Patrick Gehr
Mara Beth Geller
Hannah Kathleen Patricia Gingerich
Isaac William Hochrein
Paige Katherine Jones
Katie Rae Kirwin
Lauren Elizabeth Kissel
Rebekah Anne Kreckman
Maxwell Bruno Lewis
Rebecca Joy Liebenschutz
Adam Molnar
Alice Shirley Murphy
Robert Maxwell Olsen
Sara Rose Pizzo
Max Emanuel Schwartz
Marissa Faye Silverberg
Andrew Whitney Stolberg
Nina Rose Tannenbaum
Mikaela Grace Taylor
Christian Matthew Van Epps
Chloe Elizabeth White
Meredith Ann Witt
Meghan Marie Wolf

Bachelor of Science

Environment
Taahir Kasim Ali
Julie Lyn Arbitt
David Steven Balash
Alexandra Margaret Bandeian
Meghan Elizabeth Bond
Kevin Jacob Bosma
Brian Scott Chambers
Victoria Ann Chrumka
Jillian Claire DeMars
John David Den Uyl
Daniel Scott Edelstein
Mobashira Farooqi
Kelsey Anne Fortier
Tomás Marshall Fuentes-Afflick
Alessandra Anne Garvin
Anne Elizabeth Gibbons
Joshua Blue Hirakawa Goldman
Samuel L. Hahn
Sophie Louise Harrison
Andrea Nicole Haugen
Janice Ying-En Ho
Sean Hollowell
Ashley Victoria Howard
Julia Christine Kehoe
Heather Margaret Kirkpatrick
Maria Anna Laukaitis
Leah Louis-Prescott
Emma Pawlna Machinski
Perry Maddox
Paige Rae Matthews
Paola Gabriela Mendez
Kerri Ann Metz
Rachel Elizabeth Omerza
Ryan John Przybylski
Dillon Lee Rodriguez
Karın Elisabeth Roszwell
Jayna Marie Sames
Amanda J. Schoonover
Will Samuel Schrier
Maxfield Sorkin
Carissa Johanna Stouwie
Lisa Michelle Surnow
Catherine Fongchane Tao
Joanna Kay Thelen
Alexander James Thompson
Miles Scott Trealout
Eric Jakob Vanderhoef
Erin Elizabeth Wallace
Corey Francis Walsh
Sarah E. Washabaugh
Kristin Victoria Wing
Yuka Yamanishi
John Sellers Yates III
Moriah Lee Young

Bachelor of Science in Chemistry

Jennifer Berry

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Policy and Behavior

Alexandra Belinky

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Landscape Architecture

Robert Edward Cabral
Angela Joan Cesere
Li Chen
Fei Dong
Emily Ann Gehle
Jenny Marie Hebert
Sydney Kristine Johnson
Kevin Li
Ying Li
Amy Elizabeth Motzny
Robert Francis Primeau
Nolan Thomas Sandberg
Samuel Joseph Sikanas
Christy Denise Summers Tremewan
Lumin Wang
Peter B. Widin
Lauren Yelen
Master of Science

Natural Resources and Environment

Stephen Jinhyuk Ahn
Brittany Cheyanne Anstead
Daniella Rachel Barraza
Rebecca Jean Baylor
Alexandro Bazan
Zicheng Bi
Alice Jane Bowe
Oren Michael Brandvain
Alexandra Elizabeth Brewer
Katherine Elizabeth Browne
Hassan Bukhari
Justin David Burdine
Beatriz Stephanie Canas
Sara Czernysz Cawley
Luis Humberto Cecco Vazquez de Mercado
Rachel Mildred Chalat
Han-Yu Chan
Kiran Prakash Chawla
Yiyao Chen
Whitney Marie Conard
Jenny Alexandra Cooper
Yuan yuan Cui
Vincent Richard Deem
Esther Maria D’Mello
Katherine Anne Drummond
Sisimac Alli Duchicela
Julia Ann Elkin
Kenneth Michael Fahey
Matt Aaron Ferris-Smith
Jeremy Good
Ashley Green
Katherine Gregory
Courtney Grosvenor
Ashlyn Rose Gurley
Dania Michelle Gutierrez
Danielle Haggard
Benjamin Dwyer Hall
Benjamin Christopher Hamm
Blake Evan Heidenreich
Meghan Hemken
Travis Vincent Hlavaty
Meng Hu
Kristiane Lee Huber
Dana K. Jackman
Nathan David Jacobson
Ursula Gabriela Jessee
Wufan Jia
Brieland Garrett Jones
Bailey Anne Keeler
Jill Elizabeth Kiepura
Kuan-Ho Lai
Andrew James Layman
Keely Ledbetter
Nathaniel Dougherty Lichten
Ekaterina Loshakova
Nicolas Caulfield Louis
Michelle Terese Mabson
Henrik Bjorn Mader
Matte Madrazo
Kimberly Kristin Martin
Mallory Jane McLaughlin
Julie Beth McLaughlin
Puneeth Mestrappa Venkatarama Reddy
Therese Miranda-Blackney
Daniel Mitler
Samuel Albin Molnar
Will Morrison
Amy Jo Murdick
Gwen Elizabeth Oster
Alex Michael Papo
Robert Dravo Pettit
Juliana Pino
Patricia Embick Pontau
Wing Sze Poon
Arthur Pierce Prokosch
Rebecca Katharine Robinson
Devan Fiana Rostorfer
Julia Ruedig
Oluwafemi Samson Sawyerr
Samantha Mulford Shattuck
Brett Seth Simon
August James Steigmeyer
Frank Sturges
Purnima Subramanian
Jacob William Talbot
Sheena Elizabeth Van Leuven
Jessica Lynn Wall
Markus Stefan Walther
David Wang
Eric Weinberg
Kyle Soutar Welch
Andrew Wheatley
Lauren Margaret White
Jay Daniel Wolkgram
Catherine T. Wytzychak
Ryan Thomas Young
Connie Yu
Li Zeng
Pearl Zhu Zeng
Nathan Zhang
Xiaoyue Zhao
Yi Zhen
Yicong Zhu
Todd Ziegler

School of Music, Theatre & Dance

Founded in 1940, Christopher Kendall, Dean

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Dance
Kaliana Basoukeas
Catherine CJ Burroughs
Emma Katherine Fath
Hillary Veronica Kooistra
Rebecca Sumi Matsumoto
James Loc Nguyen
Ambika Raina
Katherine Gregory
Courtney Grosvenor
Hannah Lucille Schon
Alexis Crystal Turner
Honora Grace Wood

Interarts
William Joseph Filkowski
Chris Stephan Ford
Deanna Volodymyra Klapischak

Jazz and Contemplative Studies
James Donald Cornelison

Jazz and Contemporary Improvisation
Ji Hoon Kang
Bachelor of Fine Arts

**Jazz Studies**
Clayton Joseph Hopkins  
Rachel Beatrice Talon Mazer  
Evan Zavada

**Musical Theatre**
Margaret Cummings Aldridge  
Brittany Benitez Browning  
Woody Alden Buck  
Rachel Anne Eskenazi-Gold  
Eleanor Curran Fishman  
Brian Thomas Flores  
Alexandra Elizabeth Fragoso  
Logan Christopher Jones  
Storm Alexis Lever  
Charlotte Perry Maltby  
Isabelle Joan McCalla  
Henry Philip Nettleton  
Mackenzie Caleb Orr  
Alex Land Prakken  
Alexandra Scolari  
Emma Sue Sohlberg  
Dylan James Edward Stasack

**Performing Arts Technology:**  
**Media Concentration**
Andrew Seth Goulston  
Steven Stavropoulos

**Performing Arts Technology:**  
**Music Concentration**
Alexander James Huryk  
(Bae Inwook)  
Summer Brianna Krinsky

**Theatre Design and Production**
Angela Marie Alvarez  
Lucy Barbour Briggs  
Elana Silverman Lantry  
Miriam Sarah Helfand Michaels

**Theatre Performance:**  
**Acting**
Joshua Paul Aber  
Caitlin S. Chou  
Danielle Amanda Cohn  
Alexandra Vita DeMaio  
Avery John Howard DiUbaldo  
Lena Drake  
Elana Menucha Gantman  
Nicole J. Gellman  
Lucas Peter Kane  
Jackson Knight Pierce  
Elizabeth Cecilia Raynes  
Samantha Leia Rhr  
Phillip Alexander Rice  
Teagan Margaret Rose  
Emily Renee Shimskey

**Theatre Performance:**  
**Directing**
Ruby Alexandra Grammatico  
Scott Robert Kloosterman

Bachelor of Music

**Composition**
Nadine Lienne Dyskant-Miller  
John Clay Gonzalez  
Edmund Ross Ura

**Music and Technology**
Bryan Thomas Mathison

**Music Education:**  
**Choral**
Olivia Rose Nienhouse  
Hannah Elizabeth Sparrow

**Music Education:**  
**Instrumental**
Jeffrey Thomas Garcia  
Miriam Chappell Johnson  
Megan Jessica Lathan  
Elizabeth Leah Seidner  
Grecia Serrano-Navarro  
Dalal Majid Yassawi

**Music History**
Grace Elizabeth Jackson

**Music Theory**
Elizabeth Leigh Crecca

**Performance:**  
**Clarinet**
Clifton Kwan-Ho Chan  
Rachel Mogannam Rosenbaum  
John Ryan Walters

**Performance:**  
**Flute**
Hyunsu Yoon  
Yuanqi Zhang

**Performance:**  
**French Horn**
Jordan Marcia Miller

**Performance:**  
**Oboe**
Mackenzie Andrew Cowcer  
Madeline Rose Doyle  
Charles Perry Maddox

**Performance:**  
**Organ**
Joshua Robert Boyd  
Morgan Michael Byrd

**Performance:**  
**Percussion**
Dylan Hunter Chee Greene  
Christina Marie Manceor  
Patterson Danger McKinney  
Arlo William Shultis  
Ye Young Yoon

**Performance:**  
**Piano**
Elizabeth Leigh Crecca

**Performance:**  
**Trombone**
Jamie Dalton Bastian  
Alison Cathleen Hendricks  
Micah Robert Smiley  
Grace Amelia Wolfe  
Benjamin Daniel Zisook

**Performance:**  
**Tuba**
Jonathan Jones

**Performance:**  
**Viola**
Alexander David Fox  
Amy Irene Pikler  
Chisato Suga

**Performance:**  
**Violin**
Jenny Wan

**Performance:**  
**Voice**
Paul Robert Brunfield  
Nora Cecilia Burgard  
Darren Robert Fedewa  
Jenna Elise Hane  
Zoe Marie Hart  
Kevin Thomas Harvey  
Marlena López Hildery  
Marina Renee Hogue  
Melissa Renee Sondhi

**Wind Instruments**
Nathaniel James Hoshal
Bachelor of Musical Arts

Performance: Organ
Benjamin Charles Woolsey

Performance: Piano
Kaidi Wu

Performance: Voice
Grace Elizabeth Jackson
Justin Jay Lu
James Michael Schmid

Bachelor of Science

Sound Engineering
Jarrett Michael Floyd
Nicholas B. Gerard
Brian Leonard Kelley
Evan William Klee-Peregon
Peter John Pisano Leonard
Samuel Jacob Naples
Alexander Patrick O’Neill
Kirill Ravikovitch
Skyler Lee Schmidt
Austin William Stawowczyk
Dylan Michael Sundberg

Bachelor of Theatre Arts

Erica Anne Watson
Performing Arts Management
Ryan Wilfred Lucas
Jocelyn Christine Weberg

Master of Music

Chamber Music
Sage Boris
Megan Nicole Chartier
Peng-Chian Chen
Hsin-Yi Huang
Grace Ye-Eun Kim
YooBin Lee
Jarrett Girard McCourt
Curtis Masao Noborikawa III
Catherine Outerbridge
Amanda Ross
Bryce Christopher Schmidt
Christopher Aaron Sies
Spencer David Wallin
Hannah Christine Weaver
Huizi Zhang
Tristan Laurence Rais-Sherman

Improvisation
Michael Scott Gozzard
Joseph O’Mara

Performance: Bassoon
John Roles

Performance: Cello
Ruby Brallier
Megan Nicole Chartier
Martin Nocedal

Performance: Clarinet
Margaret Joyce Albrecht
Kensley Behel
Anna Darnell
Kinsey Fournier
Curtis Masao Noborikawa III
Clarissa Osborn

Performance: Euphonium
Angel Elizondo

Performance: French Horn
Jahn White

Performance: Oboe
James Homme
Jessica Wilkins

Performance: Percussion
Christopher Aaron Sies
Hannah Christine Weaver

Performance: Piano
Peng-Chian Chen
Hsin-Yi Huang
Annie Jeng
Hyun Jeong Kang
Dan Young Kwon
Huizi Zhang

Performance: Trombone
John Gruber

Performance: Trumpet
Sage Boris
Amanda Ross
Bryce Christopher Schmidt
Spencer David Wallin

Performance: Tuba
Jarrett Girard McCourt

Performance: Viola
Rebecca Boelzner
Emma Dansak
Omar Shelly

Performance: Violin
Immanuel Tzemach Abraham
Mallory Bray
Michael DiBarry
Grace Megumi Kawamura
Grace Ye-Eun Kim
Tsu-Hao Kuo
Laura Enri Longman
George Millsap
Catherine Outerbridge
Zachary Lev Ragent

Performance: Voice
Francisco Ignacio Bedoy Solorzano
Antonina Nikolayevna Chekhovskaya
Katy Clark
SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE

Master of Music

Sarah Coit  John Daugherty  Natasha Drake  Ross Green  Anthony LaFrinier  Angela Therese Nieman  Meghan Michelle Pope

Luke Randall  Lonnie T. Reed  Elaina Robbins  Tessa Romano  Lani Anne Stait  Alexander Turpin  Victoria Ann Wood

Specialist in Music

Collaborative Piano
Kirill Kuzmin

Performance: Flute
Hannah Weiss

Performance: Cello
Soojung Kim

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Media Arts
Simon Elliot Alexander-Adams  Eric Sheffield

Music: Musicology
William David Scott  Christopher Douglas Smith

Master of Fine Arts

Dance
Amy Guilmette

SCHOOL OF NURSING
Founded in 1941, Kathleen Potempa, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Jamie Fisher
Sarah Catherine Fisher
Whitney Friday
Christina Taylor George
Monica Joan Gingell
Regan Elizabeth Gollehr
Jillian Frances Grabowski
Alexa Gura
Erin Marie Hamilton
Lindsay Grace Hill
Lauren Hruska
Lauren Claire Huissen
Alisha Jackson
Grace Kanzawa
Anna Kingsinger
Brianna Kline
Katie Elaine Knakiewicz
Allison Kosiaan
Kelsey Elizabeth Kraemer
Magdalene Kузnia
Mariesha-Ann Gloria Lala
Katie Lange
Misha Levandoski
Alexandra Fay Longnecker
Maureen Mallas
Abby Marie Mejeur
Kathleen Madeleine Merenius
Maria Michel
Hillary Bliss Miller
Grace S. Min
Emily Kathryn Morris
Sara Caitlin Murrin
Regina Nofs
Hea Oh
Jaclyn Nicole Oja
Miranda Ojeda
Kellee Lauren Olson
Jalisa Page
Amanda Rachel Paulsen
Alice Peng
Emily Janina Pichan
Haley Jean Pline
Raleigh Poxson
Beth Ann Pressley
Aubrey Margaret Quick
Katelyn Quinlan
Shekinaх Dawn Reser
Emily Michelle Rice
Jennessa L. Rooker
Kayli Kirsten Rosendall
Frank Schymik
Samantha Michelle Scott
Monica Sehgal
Katherine Ann Seraydarian
Jordan Rachel Shifman
Meghan Ariana Smith
Paulina Solis
Rachel Andrea Sonego
Sarah Nicole Stettin
Molly Carlene Sutika
Gabriela Sze
Catherine Helen Szedlak
Sara Sztukowski
Brooke Marie Irene Szymanski
Caroline Tackett
Jamie Tanner
Rachel Marie Trumbo
Zoe Tseng
Shelley Ann Turzewski
Sarah Katherine Venadam
Leontine Marie Wallace
Imani Nneka Watkins
Amy West
Patrick J. Wiltse
Kayla Wolff
Mary Katherine Wood
Emily Young
Kathryn Layne Young
Kelly Lynn Zelinski

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Acute Care Pediatric Nurse Practitioner
Michelle Elizabeth Dwyer

Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
Meredith Victoria Beems
Katie Carrer
Nicole Brooke Hutchcraft
Ashley Amber Maresh
Kimberly Lombardi Moore
Gregory Louis Morey
Maggie Katheryn Palmer
Robert Fredrick Poskie
Lenah Bassam Radwan
Viktoriya Senkiv
Patrick Joseph Troy
Stacy D. Warner
Teressa Marie Withers
Rachel E. Wood

Adult-Gerontology Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Anita Neogi Biswas
Hollie Brieske
Caryn Colandra Clark-Burton
Hope Delecce

Community/Public Health/Home Care Nursing
Mallorie Louise Kettlehut

Family Nurse Practitioner
Katrina Nichole Allen
Gabrielle Lara Artymovich
Stephanie Joyce Bagi
Lauren Marie Brodie
Bridget Mary Burns
Eman Dahan
Katelyn Marie D’Onofrio
Mallory Elizabeth Fox
Rebecca Marie Hanson
Chelsea Cailyn Honstain
Kihyoo Kang
Limangi Patel Madhavan
Michelle Ann Munch

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Nurse Midwife
Caitlin Marie Dahmer
Rebekah Grace Fayette
Karissa Brooke Hawley
Lauren Ashley Mangold
TinaMarie L. McGinnis
Erin Christine Schaub
Kathryn Jean Sibbold
Kerrie Meghan Tollerud
Tess Morgan Weidner

Nursing Business and Health Systems
Shanen Marie Beck
Mera Choi
Jose Gabriel Laforteza Galinato
Susan Renee Pasley
Kristin Michelle Sarzynski
SCHOOL OF NURSING

Master of Science
Primary Care Pediatric Nurse Practitioner
Adriana Bernadette Collins
Kimberly Ann Dunleavy
Andrea Hill
Amanda Felicia Indrei
Shannon Lee Korte
Erin Michelle Walton

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Founded in 1941, Martin Philbert, Dean

Master of Health Informatics
Chandra Sekhar Bondugula
Bo Sylling Borgnakke
Lawrence Chang
Ryan Anna Collins
Justin DiCenso
Yuanfang Fu
Ariel Ann Greenway
Monica Guo
Zhaoxian Hu
Andrew Mark Miller
Gerald Patrick Shaeffer
Asif Sheikh
Jenny Marie Vanderlist
Anna Vantsevich
Noga Yaniv

Master of Health Services Administration
Health Management and Policy
Sarah Abou-El-Seoud
Kanwal Ali
Zubana Ali
Yaqoota Aziz
Rachel Elizabeth Barnes
Grant Valenti Boyer
Heather Ann Burger
Noah Madhu Chhibber
Lilian Chung
Patrick Coblentz
Rachel Dahlen
Jillian Davenport
David Ence
Christine Elizabeth Greenough
Emily Hearst
Nikhila Kasibhotla
KyoungEun Kim
Saurabh Kukreti
Sahil Manhas
Katie McGillis
Kisha Jo McPherson
Tanvi Mehta
Ryan Miller
Daniel Wilson Dantas de Moura
McKinsey Muir
Rafael Daney Nieves
Thomas M. O’Toole
Preeti Padale
Neena Elza Philips
Charlise Danielle Randall
Thomas D. Riley
Jared Charles Roberts
Anthony Saint Jean
Ayla Smith
Brayton Robert Statham
Emily Ann Stebbins
Juliana Stebbins
Kendall Troyer
Cathy Eugenia Twu
Joanna Lins Van Beek
Dayani A. Waas
Sean White

Health Management and Policy and Business Administration
Cortland Alexander Blomquist
William Claudell Tyson
Bretton Charles Wall

Master of Public Health
Biostatistics
Yifan Wu

Environmental Health Sciences
Derek Ager
Walter Robert Aksent
Sally Faiz Askar
Allison Burk
Katrina Burns
Elana Elkin
Rachel Galante
Claire He
Katherine Ryan Helmick

Chrstina Leigh James
Kaitlyn Noelle Jefferson
Danielle Lee
Kaitlyn Ailene Leffert
Cheny Liu
Jeannie Jinhua Liu
Xiaotong Liu
Michelle Marie Long
Michelle Terese Mabson
Maria Mazzocchi
Taichi Murata
Yetunde Ameenat Odutayo
James Michael Prendergast
Surya Devi Sabapathy
Anna Sadovnikova
Kelly Serfing
Jiayun Tang
Elise Tolbert
Hao Xu
Charles Lu Zhou

Epidemiology
Micah B. Aaron
Patrick J. Albertus
Christopher Barnett
Elizabeth Carole Boyd
Binxin Cao
Xiaoxue Chen
Master of Public Health

EJ Concors
Jennifer Marie Eberle
Leon Masunde Espira
Stephanie Laura Filipp
Chelsea Catherine Foo
Clifford Lewis Fosmore
Charles Gaber
Kayla Getz
Parta Hatamizadeh
Babak Khamsehi
Sarah R. LaMar
Elizabeth Ly
Farnaz Malik
Julia Ann Mantey
Guangmei Mao
Megan Mullins
Meredith Leigh Pedde
Alexander Scott Riordan
Jamaica Robinson
Tanis Rozeveld
Tamara Sonia Rushovich
Jillian Schrager
Douglas Strane
Kayla Lindsey Vanden Esschert
Miranda Michelle West
Abby Winkler
Yuan Xin
Ye Yuan
Qisu Zhang

Global Health Epidemiology

Hannah Bonville
Lora Perry Campredon
Amanda J. Meyer
Patricia Reynolds
Kati Turner
Elizabeth Wetzel
Sherry Yin

Health Behavior and Health Education

Olompia Ackall
Aisha Naz Ahmed
Amal Abdallah Alsamawi
Hilary Armstrong
Katherine Aucoot
Kathryn Elizabeth Beck
Sara Ashley Blanks
Cortney Kiyo Bouse
Heather Boyd
Diana Fernanda Caicedo
Sneha Challa
Nashia Akmal Choudhury
Adarsh Conjeevaram
Kathleen Mara Davey
Adriana Diaz-Mariñelarena
Jacqueline Grace Dufek
Cailin Falato
Laura Rose Haiderer Gossiaux
Michael Raymond Grisafe
Mark Hammond
Sookyun (Ariel) Hwang
Danielle Brooke Jacobs
Kathryn Janda
Janet Comella Jansen
Pamela Latrice Johnson
Kim M. Kotzky
Theresa Kowalski
Ian Lang
Knoll Larkin
Bianca M. Lawrence
Chia Lee
Sonya Alene Lewis
Suzanne Lim
Catherine Yu-Ting Lu
Gillian Goldsmith Mayman
Belen Michael
Amanda Alice Milliken
Allison Moffitt
Andrea Satta Momoh
Crystal Moy
Kate O’Connor
Fatima Ogaily
Shannon Patrick
Ava Phisuthikul
Elliot Evan Popoff
Minakshi Raj
Sabrina Kristine Riera
Elena Patrice Rosenberg-Carlson
Karolina Jean Schantz
Erica Frances Schonman
Julia Schroeder
Meagan Shallcross
Lilly Shapiro
Michelle Adler Silver
Triantafili Sirdenis
Amy K. Starr
Ashley Tomasi
Margaret Traeger
Sarah Louise Wesolek-Greenspoon
Jacob Russell Williams
Shayla Wilson
Nalinga Yuan
Yasameen Farangis Zamani

Health Behavior and Health Education and Social Work

Gloria Mirella Villalpando Zamora

Health Management and Policy

Allison Bretz
Colby Chambers
Alan Shiao-Feng Chu
Kahlie Dufresne
Erin Glesne-Smith
Caroline Ross Herion
Elyne Nelson Kahn
Nandakishor Kapa
Mark Kluk
Dimitra Kuruppu
Maria Kuznetsova

Health Management and Policy and Business Administration

Sarah Kaylor Richardson

Health Management and Policy and Public Policy

Lauren Elizabeth Marshall
Adrianna Leigh McIntyre

Hospital and Molecular Epidemiology

Bushra Abbas
Jennifer Andonian
Kristen Alyse Angel
Anjali Bisht
Ashley Bomkamp
Jordan Bosco
Jie Cao
Anna Rose Frick
Marten R. Hawkins
Alexandra Hayward
Hannah Elizabeth Maier
Portia Nicole Mason
Qiao Mu
Pierre Amatus Muroza
Christine Ann Rygjel
Bani Saluja
Janelle Nicole Stokely

Human Nutrition

Samantha Marie Cabala
Melanie Chan
Jonathan Chou
Kathryn Cleffi
Alexa M. Erickson
Kristina Halverson
Alexandra Kennedy
Michelle Ann Khadra
Hsuan-Ni Lee
Robin Lee
Sania Masoud
Alicia Lin Michelson
Laura Miller
Chelsea Moyle
Jaclyn Royer
Sarah Schreyer
Ian Robert Shollack
Kathryn Surnow
Jingyi Wang
Nora Lorraine White
Doctor of Public Health

Health Policy
Yasmina Marie Bouraoui-Karoui

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Biostatistics
Sarah Mary Abraham
Mengjiao Bai
Lauren Joann Beesley
Marco Henry Benedetti
Jedidiah Elliot Carlson
Allison Kate Cullen
Brian Greco
Amy Gu
George Birdsell Harris
Christopher John Harvey
Megan Alice Lacy
Christopher Tai-Yi Lee
Yufang Li
Paul J. Lin
Zachary Brian Madaj
Corbin Quick
Evan Lee Reynolds
Sarah Jane Scarlett
Nick Seewald
Yilun Sun
Yao Yuan Vincent Tan
Anagha Alka Tolpadi
Dongyu Wang
Zhenxun Wang
Boxian Wei
Rui Wu
Lu Xia
Xin Xin
Jiawei Xing
Ye Yang
Tae Keun Yoon
Lei Yu
Gregory John Mykhailo Zajac
Tianyu Zhan
Yong Zhang
Xutong Zhao
Yu Zhou
Danting Zhu
Lauren Marie Ziemb

Clinical Research
Mohamad Raed Issa

Clinical Research Design and Statistical Analysis
Raza Abbas
Firas Mansoor Abed
Marwan R. Al-Hajeili
Abdulrahman Farhan Alruwaily
Wan-Chu Chang
Ibrahim Nayef Dahbour

Jonathan Russell Dillman
Faris El-Khider
Cathy Goldstein
Stephen Aaron Goutman
Kathleen Kieran
Sara Marie Lenherr
Hui Liu
Yee Lu
Katherine Elizabeth Maturen
Joseph Benjamin Miller
Mark Douglas Norris
Krishna Rao
Ryan William Stidham
Mohamad Hakam Tiba
Kausik Umanath
Rujuta Umarji
Kenneth Jeffrey Woodside

Environmental Health Sciences
Hongru Shen

Toxicology
Kaitlyn Marie Collison
Katarina Elena May Klimpel
Krista Ruth Mallery

School of Social Work

Founded in 1951, Laura Lein, Dean

Master of Social Work

Yessenia Ordaz Aguirre
Ghass Albazirgan
Marley Elizabeth Andrews
Julia Nicole Bank
Lauren Leigh Barris
Sandy Kay Bowers
Laura Elizabeth Cameron
Margaret Lin Chen
Angie Cercetti
Alison R. Cox
Jerrica Janell DeLaney
Sarah Caitlin Deitert
Kristen R. Delaney
John Alexander Doering-White
Britany Sue Doughty
Madeline Leigh Eggleston
Ngozi I. Eke
Peter George Felsman
Katlyn Diane Foster
Candice Kiera Gibson
Max Ryan Glick
Krysten Danielle González
Janelle Renee Goodwill
Haviva Rome Greenbaum
Summer Nicolle Griesinger
Seth Ian Gruenwald
Nikole Marie Hampton
Bethany Joy Hedden
Jessica L. Hemming
Jessica Ann Herrmann
Megan Lynn Holden
Molly Reid Hungerford
Jeweletter Marie Johnson
Kimson Elizabeth Johnson
Karen Lynn Kohn
Hillary Kolb
Wing Tung Vivian Law
Ha Yeon Lee
Yinming Liang
Master of Social Work

Nicole Irene Lomeli
Brianna LoPiccolo
Evan Samuel Major
Douglas Fairbanks Manigault III
Ashley Elizabeth McDugald
Hannah Grace McLaughlin
Emily R. Meister
Nicolas James Renkes
Tinecia Elaine Repard
Andrew Nathan Rogers
Paige Alexandra Safyer
Shelby Elizabeth Sauer
Diana Claire Saum
Lisa Ann Schmidtke
Rebecca Lorraine Schnee
Ashley Schwedt
Ursula Arthea Seals
Barrie Esther Seigle
Kanika Seyoum
Lisa Renee Shapiro
Lloyd Edward Shelton
James Samuel Shoemaker
Kyllee Ann Smith
Lauren Elizabeth TIngia
Azania China Tripp
Olivia Jane VanSickle
Palak Vani
Matt Warfield
Natalya Wawrin
Emily Elizabeth Wilson
Jamie L. Wood
Jessica Marie Zacny
Yangye Zhou

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-FLINT

Founded in 1956, Susan E. Borrego, Chancellor

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Bachelor of Applied Science

Ashley N. Alcala
Xavier A. Brewer
Stacey A. Brooks
Kyle L. Cawood
Monique C. Chatelain
Paul A. Clarke
Kellie D. Jackson
Mable J. Lundy
Kassandra M. Ohlsson
Nicholas S. Rule
Brittany J. Stromer
Daniel S. Sturgis

Bachelor of Arts

Andrew R. Aguirre
Ramzy N. Aiyash
Hana Al-Harastani
Mohamed M. Almiasi
Mohammed A. Alsai
Neketia C. Alyatim
Adelynn T. Anderson
Alexis R. Angel
Aaron D. Ayala
Bethany L. Baryo
Devon R. Bates
Daniel H. Battles
Sara M. Bellamy
Nathan L. Bendall
Leslie-Ann M. Blalock
Eileen M. Blauvelt
James J. Blewett
Courtney M. Booms
Gerald R. Bradshaw III
Katie J. Brokaw
Vanessa E. Broughton
Courtney A. Bujalski
Genelle P. Bundle
Alyson L. Burch
Jill S. Busha
Emily G. Carter
Katie M. Cawood
Shuolin Chen
Zacharia E. Chouikh
Katrina E. Chrismer
Madeline M. Ciak
Lauren M. Clinie
Matthew R. Coggins
Justin D. Combes
Sarah R. Conway
Jacob J. Cornea
Letesha L. Cunningham
Taryn A. Curatti
Joy M. Daggett
Lashaya D. Darisaw
Kaylie A. Davis
John W. Dawson
Alex R. Day
Chantel L. DiDominicis
Stephanie R. Dietz
James E. Dixon, Jr.
Melissa L. Dondineau
Ashlyn C. Dotson
Andrea L. Edwards
Jared W. Emmerling
Sarah N. Evangelista
Kathryn M. Farkas
Casey J. Foote
Patrick T. Forystek
Marlena A. Frasier
Matthew M. Frierson
Crystal L. Garcia
Giselle R. Gark
Evan F. Ghoujeghi
Mariah C. Gorman
Mary Grace Gottler
Stephanie M. Grant
Daniel A. Grasso
Bachelor of Arts

Jamiersen A. Green
Sa’Quoya L. Green
Carmen M. Hackett
Hannah E. Hall
Shawntae D. Harris
Tamasha R. Hart
Charmaine M. Harvey
Elizabeth A. Henke
Brittany A. Henneberry
Briana L. Hetherington
Kermyra G. Hinkle
Josy L. Holstine
Adrienne S. Howells
Vincent C. Hughes
Kevin J. Humphreys
Diana M. Hyde
Ronald D. Isaac, Jr.
Brandon D. Jakeway
Erin M. Jenkinson
Kevin A. Johnston
Ciarra C. Jones
Travis D. Jones
Edith S. Juno
George A. Kallis
Nicholas A. Karstens
Mary C. Kelly
Joshua D. Kennedy
Megan L. Kolinski
Andrea M. Lasley
Savannah P. Lee
Kearstyn K. Leese
Tekia T. Long
Mark S. Look II
Thomas J. Mann
Janelle N. Manuel
Amanda V. Martin
Robert B. McCullough III
Jamie A. McFall
Haylee A. McKenzie
Alexandria N. McLean
Paul T. Melrose
Alireza A. Mirahmadi
Alana C. Misura
Margaret S. Mitchell
McKenzie S. Mora
Jessica M. Morgan
Rachel M. Mote
Nathaniel L. Neefe
Susan M. Newball
Jason S. Newbold
Geoffrey S. Nims
Emily E. Nordman
Anna N. Novak
Buffy J. Oliver
Kyle A. Osborn
Lindsay L. Parish
Jayelin N. Parker
Eric K. Patty
Shawntez Paul
Roman G. Peabody
Kim Peterson
Melanie J. Pomeroy
Dwayne D. Price
Melody A. Prince
Ryan M. Riker
Elias S. Rishmawi
Martin W. Rivera-Salas
Kyle A. Rogers
Allison P. Ross
Thomas W. Ross
Nicholas S. Rule
Jason M. Sackett
Irwyn K. Sadien
Savannah H. Saintpierre
Dylan M. Salisbury
Tory D. Schultz
Rhonda L. Scott
Sara E. Sengthammavong
Carlene M. Sherrill
Andrew R. Simmert
Daniel R. Smith
Ellen T. Smith
Sarah L. Smith
Raymond E. Smith, Jr.
Cloe L. Smith-Westphall
Katherine M. Snuggs
Elena J. Sobrino
Sachin Sohal
Jeffrey A. Spangler
Raven M. Springsteen
Caleb J. Stephens
Rachel A. Strickland
Jeremiah L. Sweezea
Jessica G. Szikszy
Brittney L. Thomas
Melissa R. Tinnin
Crystal L. Turner
Racquel C. Turner
Ethan D. Veenhuis
Rachel J. Walker
Brittini M. Ward
Lauren B. Watkins
Kourtney T. Wilczewski
Joey W. Woods
Christina M. Worth
Yaqiup A. Yafai
Joshua Q. Young
Jessica K. Zaleski
Rachel L. Zuniga

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Stephen E. AuBuchon
Dorelle H. Brock
Joseph J. Chism
Robert J. Downer
Marlena A. Frasier
Brian D. Halm
 Seahawks

Mary C. Kelly
Jacquyn J. Leary
Amye E. Liqua
Nicholas N. Looney
Andrew R. Madar
Kassie P. McGlashen
Brittany M. Norcross

Elizabeth D. Olmstead
Nicholas M. Statson
Shekinah Tapplin
Samantha C. Tino
Mark A. Vukelich
Archie S. Walker
Pandora L. Wallace

Bachelor of Science

Tobi E. Adesbi
Lucas E. Aebersold
Noah F. Al-Armanazi
Hisham Aljabban
Thomas E. Alvey
Owen T. Ananich
Erika L. Anderson
Kendra L. Babcock
Duha Bakleh
Chad T. Baunoch
Jessica L. Beemer
Britny J. Blackmun
Morgan J. Boyer
Jeffrey A. Burt, Jr.
Alexander J. Carnacchi
Kiara S. Carpenter
Jennifer M. Charlton
Xingyu Chen
Mary K. Christensen
Daniel R. Coffey
Kayla L. Conner
Ryan M. Daily
Alexander A. Daly
Sasha R. Davis
Bachelor of Science

Heather M. DeButts  
Rebecca M. DeLonge  
Audrey M. Dick  
Jennifer M. Dieck  
Daniel Djurovski  
Ross T. Domke  
Tyler J. Doyon  
Autumn J. Duehring  
Steven M. Duvernois  
Kerry M. Esckelson  
Rebecca E. Etson  
Si Fei  
Benjamin L. Frye  
Brendt P. Gerics  
Ayanha Ghosh  
Courtney C. Gies  
Neelam A. Gire  
Holly L. Goetterman  
Tamara C. Goetz  
Kyle A. Gosciaki  
Bryan D. Granger  
Jade B. Guccione  
Adam R. Hall  
Michelle B. Hathaway  
Amberly N. Hauger  
Christine A. Hilderbrandt  
Wai Chun Hohmann  
Jackson L. Hrbek  
Anqi Hu  
Jenny Hu  
Amber Rose Humphrey  
Siobhan A. Ingersoll  
Jodie L. Insalaco  
Isatou Jallow  
Tyler J. Jedinak  
Benjamin J. Jennings  
Kevin A. Johnston  
Cory L. Jones  
Edith S. Juno  
Mantas Kazhukauskas  
Zachary T. Kentala  
Alexander M. Khobeir  
Zena F. Khorfan  
Cheryl A. Kimack  
Tanner J. Kostelic  
Rudy N. Kovacs  
Matthew M. Krellwitz  
Tiffany M. Kroll  
Brandi L. Lacroix  
Kara L. Laird  
Connie Lam  
Samantha A. Lang  
Taylor M. Lawson  
Jeremy W. Lively  
Praneeth M. Manam  
Brandon J. Marshall  
Sherry B. Mask  
Danielle L. Masters  
David W. McLaren  
Radwaan R. Mir  
Daniel M. Misura  
Miranda L. Mooney  
Israel A. Moore  
Mohamed O. Mukhtar  
Shelly R. Nason  
Ronald S. Noble  
Jillian L. Oberley  
Johnathan W. Ostrowski  
Damon M. Owens  
Nicolas A. Paul  
Joseph C. Pavia  
Yang Pei  
Robert K. Perry  
Jena K. Petzold  
Kaitlyn A. Pitcher  
Chryslor J. Raible  
Kali L. Redmond  
Kathleen M. Robinson  
Eric L. Rochelle  
Alex B. Rourke  
Elizabeth A. Ruscitto  
Irwyn K. Sadien  
Deanna L. Satkowski  
Randi M. Schmidt  
Viktoriah R. Serra  
Amanda L. Shanes  
Desmond D. Sheppard  
Kurt J. Shuler  
Damien D. Siwik  
Jordan E. Sleva  
Brandy N. Smith  
Jarett D. Smith  
Kaleigh C. Smith  
Deja L. Snodgrass  
Eric P. Spiker  
Demi L. Stanton  
Kylie A. Steele  
Micah L. Stewart  
Andrew P. Sullenger  
Chelsea A. Taylor  
Jessica L. Teeples  
James L. Terry III  
Cassandra M. Thomas  
Chad A. Thompson  
Thomas E. Thompson  
Chastity M. Timm  
Jacob I. Travers  
Brittany N. Urban  
Danielle L. Verkennes  
Juan J. Villareal  
Kathryn N. Vincent  
Jasmin M. Walker  
Kelly M. Walsh  
Samantha M. Waterman  
Jessica A. Wilkowski  
Lauren D. Williams  
Raelyn K. Williams  
Heather N. Wilson  
Dallas W. Woodward  
Shytance T. Wren  
David T. Yeoman  
Jessica K. Zaleski  
Rui Zhang

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Olugbadebo Adeyemi  
Kawshik Ahmed  
Jonathan G. Arcocha  
Sarah A. Boxey  
Zongchen Du  
Frank D. Hyde  
Joseph G. Jerisk  
Justin A. Ladd  
Connie Lam  
Scott P. Sier  
Qijun Tang  
Morgaen H. Vauter  
Siwen Zhao  
Jianchao Zhong

Master of Arts

Joyce A. Dixon  
Tara M. Fritz  
Emily Gehman  
Rebecca J. Hawley  
Yujin Kang  
Craig H. Lackie  
LaFreisha S. McPike  
Jared Morningstar  
Claudia B. Quezada Garrido  
Carice D. Wagner
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-FLINT

Master of Science

Nithin Agaram
Shashank Rao Alnani
Adithya Aitha
Wajdan A. Al Malwi
Basim Almutawa
Zahra Alyaseen
Arwa A. Asiri
Rajani Bassety
Solomon A. Bheri
Nadim I. Burbar
Satyanarayana Raju Cherukuri
Richard M. Finn

Andrew Frank
Madhusudhan Reddy Gaade
Aisha M. Hamdi
Fnu Hari Prasanth
Christopher W. Hnatyk
Anusha Jaladi
Raghava Rao Jonnalagadda
Sumanth Reddy Kandukoori
Shahd A. Karrar
Anil Kumar Kasum
Lalitha Smruthi Koppu
Angela C. Lewis

Michael F. Malik
Evan L. McDaniel
Sri Teja Mogli
Vinod Kumar Nannapaneni
Shannon O’Connor
Francisca A. Opoku Boateng
Sairam Rachakonda
Adam E. Robinson
Felix C. Sab
Sravan Kumar Soma
Pramod Venigandla

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES

Bachelor of Science

Jordan K. Aho
Emily A. Beaver
Chelsea C. Borkovich
Elizabeth L. Clementz
Denisha S. Coles
Jennifer M. Cozart
Bailey A. Evans
Erika L. Freeman
Bradrick E. Fuson
Adam R. Guest
Lyndsay N. Hanson

Mary E. Hirzel
Ashley R. Jacobs
Elizabeth M. Johnson
Zabrina L. Kellett
Zaynab H. Khirfan
Maggie R. Kochan
Lauren R. Larmor
Jennifer Marku
Chelsea N. Pepin
Khalilah A. Rashada
Kristina M. Richman

Karley S. Rogers
Kelsey N. Schempf
Shalae D. Smith
Jennifer L. Starr
Anthony R. Swim
Drew K. Szarenski
Brenda K. Thompson
Melissa R. Tinnin
Sara J. Ward
Tiffany L. Weiss

Bachelor of Social Work

Brittany R. Abbott
Sara L. Adams
Linda M. Bachmeier
Hollie L. Bellamy-Rodgers
Kari A. Bendt
Timothy E. Colton
Bobbie J. Dixon
Shea A. Draper
Nicole M. Droomer
Elonda M. Duncan
Leilani R. Edmonds

Ashley N. Edwards
LaKeesha D. Gates
Charmayne D. Gray
Sandra K. Holthofer
Aimee M. Johnson
Nancy C. Joiner-Wilson
Rachel M. Kaiser
Brooke A. Keel
Molly A. Klemkow
Megan K. Lloyd
Stacey L. Luck

Debra J. McGee
Jennifer G. Parks
Maureen V. Parsons
Jennifer C. Pedersen
Christian J. Przybysz
Gina L. Reynolds
Reneta R. Samona
Lisa A. Sivosky
Kyle L. Smith
Arianna J. Travis
Amanda M. Weichert

Education Specialist

Diane R. Branch
Kara R. Green

Elizabeth A. Kutchey
Eric M. Lieske
Heather L. McKinney-Rewa
Stacey Zaliagiris

Master of Arts

Gerrard Allen
Danielle A. Barkman
Joseph Bernardi
Jennifer A. Davis
Freddie L. DeRamus, Jr.
Katie A. Ewing
Samantha L. Faletti
Tyler C. Fleming
Devin D. Germain

Kelly E. Godmar
Deborah Jinnah
Wallace P. Keating
Emily R. Kuiper
Brooke Leiberman
Jennifer A. Lhota
Kimberly A. Madorski
Anna M. Moyer
Jessica L. Naismith

Mandy J. Parvin
Rachel L. Pollack
Stanley W. Prapotnik
Angela S. Seyfried
Katrina M. Wandrie
LaShaunda D. Warren
Rachel L. Wheaton
SCHOOL OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS AND STUDIES

Bachelor of Science

Ahmad M. Al-Shangiti
Abdullah G. Alamri
Abdulrahman R. Alananzi
Omotolani F. Alii
Husah A. Alqafshat
Mohammed A. Alyousif
Ibrahim A. Balhareth
Benjamin D. Bedford
Danielle J. Bergeron
Joseph E. Booker II
Brittany K. Bradburn
Adam B. Brown
John J. Burke
Cody B. Chapman
Charissa J. Crabtree
William B. Dawson
Ryan M. Dowling
Alayna M. Dudock
Stephanie R. Garza
Yvonne M. Gill
Morgan S. Hall
Brayton W. Haller
Kayla R. Harris
Matthew D. Hemingway
Evaett A. Hudson
Aimee L. Isham
Nidal G. Ishaq
Irene F. Jamaleddeine
Laura R. Jolovic
Ashley K. Judd
Chloe A. Kas-Mikha
Jordan E. Kietzman
Rudy N. Kovacs
George C. Kozan
Andrea B. Lane
Christine Le
Karen M. Lorenc
Raysaun D. Marvin
Aryn K. Mawer
Eric D. Mowery
Laura K. Munderloh
Hannah M. Murdoch
William D. Nicolai
Alexandra H. Niles
Katherine J. Olds
Kierra N. Ouedraogo
Brittany A. Parks
Christina M. Pavelock
Travis A. Penrod
Nicole A. Priegel
Katie M. Reid
Jerusha H. Ryan
Bianca M. Saab
Alyssa R. Scharrer
Emily E. Schlauf
Karlee M. Scott
Kayli L. Shaver
Jessica L. Smith
Ashley M. Sneed
Devin C. Spivey
Alicia E. Srda
Kelli J. Stokes
Katelyn R. Sypniewski
Morgan M. Szikszay
Amanda R. Timbs
Vivian C. Tripplett
Stephanie L. Tucker
Aggerita Versey
Tannis N. Visnaw
LaToya S. Washington
Noreen A. Winiarski

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Jennifer S. Adamy
Dulcie Z. Albers
Jason A. Aldrich
Whitney M. Anderson
Ryan B. Andrews
Pamela A. Bancroft
Teresa M. Bartley
Taylor M. Beach
Sherin Begum
Christy J. Bellant
Janet D. Benacquisto
Melissa A. Black
Terri D. Bollinger
Rita A. Bradybaugh
Dustin J. Brewster
Matthew J. Brunelle
Darren S. Burbank
Kayla L. Bytwerk
Alex J. Campbell
Jennifer N. Campbell
Angela C. Cuppennoll
Carol A. Deladurantey-Troy
Ronda J. Dickinson
Theresa F. Dillard
Danielle Dinkins
Veronica L. Doty
Jacob N. Dougherty
Laura C. Dziesinski
Kristina S. Eklund
Amber L. Elling
Kayla D. Evans
Tarrah M. Evans
Monia M. Farah
Alesia M. Ficaj
Quartesia R. Fields
Rachael H. Foster
Kaylee M. Freeman
Lee C. Frizzle
Laura E. Fulker
Iwana V. Gaines
Daniel A. Grasso
Kimberly S. Guthrie
Marita M. Hanna
Jessica A. Harris
Holly M. Hendershot
Jason E. Hollis
Melissa A. Hurich
Bryan R. Johnson
Cassandra M. Johnson
Pamela A. Kavañagh-Caveth
Patricia C. Keckan
Courtney N. Kempisty
Heather A. Kessler
Stacy A. King
Jillian M. Krause
Chasity M. Lewis
Christina M. Liebzeit
Lauren N. Locke
Donna M. Long
Martha N. Macharia
Jennifer L. Macom
Jessica A. Maldonado
Nicole L. Malewska
Lindsay A. Marlett
Jeannette L. Matthews
Cynthia H. McDonald
Alicia C. McNary
Danielle M. Merrow
Shapla P. Miah
Joseph S. Mollinger
MaShell M. Moore
Christina M. Morrison
Melissa M. Moyer
Natalia O. Nash
Gabrielle Y. Newton
John C. O’Connor
Christine A. Obermyer
Justin M. Olson
Patrick J. Osdas
Jason W. Osgood
Cynthia M. Parsell
Avani A. Patel
Jennifer A. Paxton
Amanda L. Pentland
Stacy M. Peterson
Beatriz A. Pfeiffer
Ashley L. Poelstra
Lindsey M. Resnik
Brittney M. Rice
Martin W. Rivera-Salas
Noreen A. Winiarski
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Jessica L. Rodriguez  Mary E. Staples  Erin R. Vochaska
Rachel R. Schafer  Sarah M. Sulzman  Ashley N. Voisinet
Kristin K. Sedore  Marguerite J. Sveska  Rebecca A. Wagar
Avni G. Shah  Joan A. Tate  Jennifer J. Washington
Kaylin L. Shultz  Jacqueline G. Thornton  Jennifer R. Weibel
Sara Jane Shurlow  Nicholas J. Tolbert  Tausha L. Williams
Marie T. Sighe-Nzokou  Tiffany L. Tomkinson  Steven C. Wilson
Stephanie L. Sobot  Melissa N. Tymofy  Cindy Xiong
Ashley K. Spaulding  Danielle H. Vanassche  Kyla A. Young
Kellie J. Stamp  Danielle G. Vaughn  Teresa N. Zawacki

Master of Public Health
Doctor M. Ashe  Jonathan R. Goings  Aries Okungbowa-Ikponmwosa
Dana M. Banks  Muhammad S. Khan  Shannon M. Smith

Master of Science
Kelly J. Bauman  Rua A. Melebari  Willie B. Smith, Jr.
Tabitha Donald  Marcie L. Roberts  Kimberly Whitlock

Master of Science in Nursing
Julia A. Barrons  Cara C. Goodrich  Amy M. Stros
Linda C. Baty  Chrystal R. Harris  Sarah K. White
Sarah J. Bratt  Danielle M. Holt  Laura M. Winkelman
Kaitlin M. Denton  Maureen J. Reinsel  Li Zhu
Kirsten D. Edler  Justine M. Schrader
Lavonna L. Evans  Shannon M. Scott

Doctor of Anesthesia Practice
Adele T. Alef

Doctor of Nursing Practice
Adeola O. Akindana  Michelle R. Norman  Meghan C. Sternemann
Terri M. Brown  Cecilia M. O’Connor  Amy C. Stratton
Cheryl C. Brown-Deacon  Jenna M. Oesterle  Donna M. Sutton
Bevlin R. Duncan  Jennifer L. Parrish  Markita M. Thompson
Amanda B. Esau  Jill L. Raymer  Judith H. Tigay
Shawn M. Gorkiewicz  Amanda J. Retzbach  Rebecca Toth
Cindy R. Gustafson  Julia A. Robinson  Claire E. Veltkamp
Mary Louise Hasenauer  Tiffany N. Sande  Kristy Washington
Jessica A. Judy  Genci Shkembi  Nancy I. Welke
Anne M. McKay  Dianne E. Slager  Amanda J. Whymer
Joshua J. Middlekauff  Cheryl A. Sorn  Tina M. Woods

School of Management

Bachelor of Business Administration
Ayed A. Alanazi  Khalid M. Alharbi  Michael R. Beahon
Khalid H. Alanazi  Lee G. Allen, Jr.  Catherine R. Benscoter
Meshal S. Alfaddagh  Julie L. Baker  Eric S. Berger
Abdulaziz A. Alguraishi  Monica M. Barroso  Robert J. Bergeron
### Bachelor of Business Administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Melanie E. Boria</td>
<td>Taylor J. Keen</td>
<td>Ronnie T. Prince-Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick W. Brumley</td>
<td>Tamra S. Kellaway</td>
<td>Sharron D. Propst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaxin Chen</td>
<td>Bryon W. Killin</td>
<td>Jessica L. Rey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel W. Cowan</td>
<td>Aureonna M. Kirvan</td>
<td>Ryan Riddle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corey S. Cunningham</td>
<td>Samantha M. Kjellstrom</td>
<td>Kateryna A. Roberts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latrice A. Dale</td>
<td>Erin F. Landers</td>
<td>Alex B. Rourke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerrene D. Davidson</td>
<td>Joshua T. Larkin</td>
<td>Shannon M. Rueckert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John-Paul D. DeMers</td>
<td>Blake S. Lasota</td>
<td>Thor H. Schmidt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan D. Dean</td>
<td>Courtney J. Lauzon</td>
<td>Steven D. Schrader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven A. Dewitt</td>
<td>Teresa R. Lindhurst</td>
<td>Joseph A. Seitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audrey Ditri</td>
<td>Amy J. Loncarevic</td>
<td>Eric A. Skutt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayce R. Erwin</td>
<td>Jacob L. Lumsden</td>
<td>Joshua E. Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aynsley E. Ferguson</td>
<td>Taylor R. Luxton</td>
<td>Shashank Srinivas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah J. Ferguson</td>
<td>Ashley A. MacCormick</td>
<td>Elyssa J. Staffne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole W. Flower</td>
<td>Eric M. Maloney</td>
<td>Holly R. Steinberger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily M. Giacalone</td>
<td>Zachary T. Maloney</td>
<td>Eric S. Strittmatter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan A. Gilman</td>
<td>Gabriel M. Manzardo</td>
<td>Ashley A. Stroy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy L. Guerin</td>
<td>Jessica M. Martin</td>
<td>Devon N. Taljonick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas J. Hafern</td>
<td>Ryan K. McAvoy</td>
<td>James L. Terry III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan C. Heath</td>
<td>Colleen E. McCarthy</td>
<td>Bianca S. Torbert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra R. Hinson</td>
<td>Paige E. Milam</td>
<td>Kathryn L. Townsend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shakeyla T. Hollins</td>
<td>Stephen R. Miller</td>
<td>DeAnna L. Vsetula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew A. Horosko</td>
<td>Jamie L. Muskott</td>
<td>Samuel L. Webber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua D. Hubbard</td>
<td>Charles R. Needham III</td>
<td>JaQuita S. Welch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary I. Ishaku</td>
<td>Matthew J. Olah</td>
<td>Jordan P. Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley M. Jackson</td>
<td>Eden A. Phan</td>
<td>Brandon C. Willmon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristine A. Jozwiak</td>
<td>Erik E. Pinkelman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared A. Juetten</td>
<td>Allison R. Pope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Master of Business Administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Travis R. Emmons</td>
<td>Akiya V. Jones</td>
<td>Steven P. Sammut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda L. Ford</td>
<td>Gregory B. Liebman</td>
<td>Joseph W. Shear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan E. Gaffney</td>
<td>Matthew J. McCrandall</td>
<td>Elizabeth A. Sippola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana S. Haynes</td>
<td>Elizabeth J. Ray</td>
<td>Stephanie L. Trevino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan P. Jesiel</td>
<td>Carl Rogers</td>
<td>Jared C. Williams</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Master of Science in Accounting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Troy A. Beemer</td>
<td>Angela M. Mortimore</td>
<td>Hamna Saqib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika J. Bramer</td>
<td>Elizabeth J. Ray</td>
<td>Daniel J. Sharp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael D. Bueche</td>
<td>Kara A. Salvati</td>
<td>Brent M. Simmonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven D. Filary</td>
<td>Azka Saqib</td>
<td>Elliott W. Visuri</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Master of Public Administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ifelaja B. Adediran</td>
<td>Megan M. Kattoula</td>
<td>Thomas E. Renwick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olajumoke A. Akindele</td>
<td>Lisa M. Klink</td>
<td>Ryan M. Tackabury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasmeen A. Alqahtani</td>
<td>Sheila M. Long</td>
<td>Cynthia J. Warber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kizzie D. Baker</td>
<td>Carrie M. Moreno</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonique S. Donald</td>
<td>Felisha L. Morgan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Master of Arts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Justin R. Brown</td>
<td>Renee M. Pesci-Smith</td>
<td>Erin Waddell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karrie R. Dollinger</td>
<td>Terri A. Ringler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misti L. Frank</td>
<td>Ashley N. Rop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCES, AND LETTERS

Bachelor of Arts

Laila K. Abdouni
Zaineb D. Abdulrasul
Jasmine Ann Marie Adams
Matthew T. Ainsworth
Chelcee T. Aitchison
Nouhad H. Alame
Sara A Al-Haschemy
Mohamad Baker Alhindhi
Ahlam Mohamed Aljahmi
Fatema Salih Almuhana
Ali Abbas AlQaragholy
Zaineb D. Abdulrasul
Laila K. Abdouni
Matthew T. Ainsworth
Chelcee T. Aitchison
Nouhad H. Alame
Sara A Al-Haschemy
Mohamad Baker Alhindhi
Ahlam Mohamed Aljahmi
Fatema Salih Almuhana
Ali Abbas AlQaragholy

Anthony Thomas Della-Pella
Barbara Jeanne Divizio
Kent James Douglas
Madelyn Carey Downs
Erin Marie Drotos
Desiree Ann Edwards
Nacy Marilyn Elanjithara
Nader Elarab
Sarah Hamze Elhelou
Sarah A. Elmasri
Andrea Louise English
Zainab E. Ezeddine
Mohamed Ali Faraj
Areej Musa Fares
Eugene M. Fielder, III
Samanthia Nicole Finney
Christina Marie Frazier
Robert Mackean Fuller
Danielle Renee Funke
Stanley Robert Gadille II
Rachel Nicole Garrison
Catherine R. Gasaway
Amber Marie Gasser
Kyle Christopher Gears
Sitrillah Rabaa Gellani
Sara Elizabeth Gentile
Kiandra Helena George
Zanah Ghalawanji
Ashley Lanae Gniewek
Kristina Gojcaj
Paula Suzanne Goodrich
Michael James Gordon
Allison Marie Godelaere
Matthew Terrance Graff
Amanda Leigh Grzych
Carlos Phillip Gutierrez, III
Nezar Ghaleb Habhab
Amani M. Hachem
Ghufran Ali Hachem
Flossie J. Hall
Rita Asmat Hamade-Beydoun
Emad Rashed Hamadeh
Tina Michelle Hamze
Shantael Harbin
Derek John Harbison
Matthew John Haugh
T’Keyah Lachelle Hays
Anne E. Hefin
Sultana Hermiz
Zachary Keith Herr
David Bradley Hill
Molly Amber Hirst
Eric Robert Hondzinski
Kimdlyn Hayley HUDGINS
Candice Husaynue
Nimra Hussain
Ali El-Zein Ismail
Muna Ghassan Ismail
Sarah Jaber
Alexis Colling Jackson
Laura Reine Jacobus
David T. Jakob
Hussein H. Jaward
Taylor McKain Jeffers
Courtney Nicole Johnson
Monique Simone Johnson
Tiara Patrice Johnson
Matthew William Jones
Natalie Rose Judd
Collin Richard Keen
Daniel Thomas Keenan III
Stephen Thomas Keller
Ranequa LaKae Boyd
Lejla Keta
Fareeha Khalid
Hiba Khan
Victoria Ann Kirby
Danielle M. Konja
Michele Renee Kos
Brian Allen Kosinski
Ian Preston Kriska
Emily Anne Laessler
Cameron David Lambert
Stefan Howard Lee
Tracy M. Leese
Lauren Elizabeth Leverett
Melissa Maxine Lienhardt
Alexandra Aurora Litten
Raymond O. Lynem
Julie-Ann Marie Magdowski
Matthew David Magpantay
Ghadir Salih Mahdi
Fahed H. Makki
Mohamed H. Makki
Thomas Houssein Makled
Raghda Y. Mansour
Austin Louis Marchio
Melissa Lynn Mason
Hana Khaled Mattar
Audrey Lynn Mazer
Beth Ann McCandless
Rachel Elizabeth McCollum
Monica Lynne McCormick
Deandre Antuan McDay
Kenneth Paul McNeese, Jr.
Carlton Earl McPhail
Angela Melendez-DeJesus
Arelis Merino
Alexander S. Merrill
Christopher Manuel Merrill
Sharon Christine Mohammed
Thomas Alan Morrison II
Tina Marie Moyerahn
Robert David Muller
Osamih Munasir
Daniel David Murray
Bachelor of Arts

Mariam Mai Mustafa
Nour Kareem J. Nasiri
Shantelle Nicole Neff
Joseph Patrick Niemiec
Carolina Samantha Noguex
Jose Arturo Nunez II
Joseph Patrick Obricky
Alexander Stephen O’Connor
Jennifer Joyce Opraslu
Bianca Ellen Ormsby
Alicia Carmen Ortiz
Dominic Vincent Paolini
Emily Elizabeth Pape
Bhavesh A. Patel
Ian Robert Patterson
Nickala Lanae Paul
Rebecca Marie Paulk
Moriah Letitia Peoples
Olivia Blanche Peruski
Nicolas William Petrucci
Katherine Irene Pfannes
Siarah L. Phillips
Samantha Elise Pickering
Jerome Anthony Popowicz
Christopher Alan Popp
Donna Lynn Posont
Amanda B. Provost
Darragh Patrick Michael Punch
Rachel Marie Racette
Douglas Christopher Radcliffe
Michael James Randall
Arjun Sanjiv Raval
Rose Mary Richards
Travis James Richardson
Aaron Jacob Robertson-Majewski
Benita Lashawn Robinson
Duane Robinson
Nicolle Melissa Robinson
David Gregory Rochemont, Jr.
Sylvia Goldenkim-Garris Saldana
Jacob Aaron Salem
Benjamin Lawrence Schlacht
Jeffrey George Schultz
Charlotte Renee Shafer
Kayla A. Shagena
Fatjon Shahu
Alexander Philip Sheldon-Smith
Yasmine M. Shoman
Rickey LaVar Shuler
Alexander Andrew Sibo
Patrick Nicholas Simpson-Mahan
Angela Skinner
Aarica Theresa Smith
Alaa A. Sobh
Michael B. Sprietzer
Shantelle Asenath Staley-Martin
John E. Steckroth
Ryan Matthew Steckroth
Lauren Ashley Steelman
Emily Anne Storck
Miles Christopher Storms
Gavin Joseph Swantick
Jatia Britanny Sylvester
Timaricce Anna Szwed
Emily Ann Szymanski
Kelsey G. Tallerico
Zachary Michael Tasky
Lindsay R. Taylor
Rachael Lee Terry
Ashley M. Thomas

Bachelor of General Studies

Aqueelah Fatin Abdullah
Zainab Adel Alouieh
Farida Al-Emara
Kelly Anne Daniels
Loretta Davis-Brazil
Dagmar Kopecka Hall
Nikia Tene’ Johnson
Saet Joseph Kerimovski
Matthew Steven Mansour
Meghan Merlo
Alexander Alan Newton
Natalie Marie Rogers

Bachelor of Science

Laila K. Abdouni
Ghufran Muhammad Akram
Ariel Natallia Alber
Celeste Alexander
Zahra Emad Al-Jemelawy
Mohammed A. Alkubba
Saleh Riyadh Almkutar
Carmen Avramut
Mohamad Bakkar
Umachandar Balakumar
Alanna Elizabeth Bator
Lala Hassan Ghassan Bazzi
Mohamed A. Bazzi
Khalil Ibrahim Beidoun
Cameron Thient Berry
Michael M. Berry
Allison Marie Bielski
John Michael Bonello
Ashley Rose Cade
Shadia F. Chirri
David Vi Chung
Brandon G. Ciciotti

Amanda Rae Connolly
Ethan J. Danner
Lama Defallah Debajah
Erick Adrian Delacruz
Tyler Scott Dolin
Kareem El-Aswad
Sarah A. Elmasri
Christopher Michael Elpers
Ali Ibrahim Elsaghir
Julia A. Fobes
Aaron Robert Forest
Bachelor of Science

Nathaniel James Fuller
Rachana Gali
Catherine R. Gasaway
Kevin R. Gawne
Ali Hussein Ghandour
Moleca M. Ghannam
Robert Lewis Graff
Rabia Nisha Greval
Flossie J. Hall
Patrick Botros Hallis
Molly Amber Hirst
Rebecca Rae Hudson
Ikhalas Nasser Hussein
Yousif Raad Jajo
Wafah Jawad Kadhim
Usha Kadiyala
Andrew Kelly
Brandon Joseph Kennedy
Mohammad Umar Khan
Eleni Kiliaris
Kristine Nicole Kleiner
Sarah Elizabeth Kosinski
Michelle Colleen Logothetis
James Ivan Matchynski
Michael Mark Micheletti
Amelia Marie Mittelbrun
Wassim Issa Mohamad-Said, Sr.
Sharon Christine Mohammed
Cynthia Ann Morris
Hassan Jihad Mouzaihem
Selene Navarrete
Moriah Letitia Peoples
Lauren D. Peterson
Jenna Gabriel Powers
Amanda B. Provost
Christine Marie Purdy
David Jordan Renard
Kelly R. Reno
Robert C. Ringe
Joanne Sami Sabra
Charlotte Renee Shafer
Gamal A. Shohatee
Ali Adnan Shuayto
Deena Sleiman
Matthew Wesley Smith
Ryan Matthew Steckroth
Thomas Charles Stellini
Natasha Nicole Tao
Zahraa Hassan Tarraf
Ruishen Teh
Verica Temelkova
Haider Majid Tememi
Emily Marie Tjapkes
Dilara S. Turk
Janaki B. Vyas
Sara B. Whitaker
Emily Nicole White
Pheng Yang
Mary Zhen

Master of Public Policy

Clint R. Mytych
Anthony Sclafani
Jonathan Leslie Zadoff

Master of Science

Ying Jiang

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Liberal Studies
Michael J. Chumbley
Ray V. Coleman
Matthew Dolan

Master of Public Administration

Charlotte Ann Carrillo
John P. Dishow
Krystal Fabian Kemp
Siyang Lu
Peter Norman Mashni
Caroline Wangari Mumira
Megan J. Piwowar
Yasemin Ramadanova
Anthony Sclafani
Danielle T. Weinberg
Elizabeth A. Wright

Master of Science

Applied and Computational Math
Huda J. Drib
Ariel L. Roddy

Environmental Science
Hala Mohamad Merhi

College of Business

Bachelor of Business Administration

Kamal Alsawafy
Mariam Ahmed Alwahashi
Daniel T. Asam
Jacqueline Bacheldor
Ali Ahmed Bakri
Mohamed-Hassan Abed Banoon
Brandon Scott Barnum
Chelsea Rose Barton
Ahmad H. Bazzi
Steven Anthony Berlinski
Trevor Allen Bowman
Kristin Leigh Brooks
Donzell David Burch
Hussein Ali Charara
Carly Marie Cheedie
Bachelor of Business Administration

Deanna Marie Chwan
Christopher Alec Cieniuch
Michael John Cimino
Lindsay Nicole Colasinski
Daniel S. Colfescu
Jacob Aage Collison
Nicholas Joseph Crowley
Michael S. Deiote
Stephanie Rose DeJaeger
Elisha David Deogracias
Hayden Stewart Derr
Ryan Stanley Dward
Amanpreet K. Dhaliwal
Darron C. Dickson
Christopher Allen Diroff
Andrew John Dombrowski
Geetanjali Dutt
Vasilia D. Dyakonova
Marwaa Kassem Elsibai
Cristina Alicia Feliciano
Gregory Michael Fernandez
Jeffrey Tyler Fick
Michael Kenneth Gasparovich
Alexandria Marie Greaves
Nader Dean Hachem
Alexander Emerson Hallman
Christina Wafic Hamzey
Christopher M. Harwood
Mohamed Sami Hijazi
Scott Michael Howard
Elizabeth Jane Jedro
Armen Julian
Vincent Joseph Kashat
Molly A. Kuebler-Job
Bryan Laidlaw
Reda Marie Lakkas
Joseph Augustine Latkovic
Paulina Magdalena Leonard
Ryan Michael Liening
Stacey Lynn Lyscas
Scott D. Mac
Mariah Elisabeth Mallett
Alexandra Marquez
Asanti K. Martins
Kenneth Thomas Masiairczyk
Lisa A. McGan
Meghan R. McGinnis
Stevan Curtis Miller II
Shawn Raymond Myers
Mohamad H. Nasser
Bridge E. O’Connor
Jesse M. Parmenter
Gopi Nirmal Patel
Jahvi Bharat Patel
Sudeep Alkeshkumar Patel
Christopher S. Patrick

Master of Business Administration

Christopher B. Baker
Pavithra Balasubramanian
Michael M. Berry
Shane Allen Bladen
Shane M. Brion
Tiffany Ying Chen
Nicholas Joseph Cruzo
Jordan Adam Drescher
Devin Shane Eaton
Faize Mugbel El-Khali
Matthew Thomas Fedewa
Jennifer Susan Fields
Benjamin Fung
Kevin Andrew Gerds
Mohamed Sami Hijazi
Scott Michael Howard
Elizabeth Jane Jedro
Armen Julian
Vincent Joseph Kashat
Molly A. Kuebler-Job
Bryan Laidlaw
Reda Marie Lakkas
Joseph Augustine Latkovic
Paulina Magdalena Leonard
Ryan Michael Liening
Stacey Lynn Lyscas
Scott D. Mac
Mariah Elisabeth Mallett
Alexandra Marquez
Asanti K. Martins
Kenneth Thomas Masiairczyk
Lisa A. McGan
Meghan R. McGinnis
Stevan Curtis Miller II
Shawn Raymond Myers
Mohamad H. Nasser
Bridge E. O’Connor
Jesse M. Parmenter
Gopi Nirmal Patel
Jahvi Bharat Patel
Sudeep Alkeshkumar Patel
Christopher S. Patrick
Kayla Joy Gorton
Rafic W. Hamarneh-Vawter
Vijaya Chandramohan Kaimal
Paul Robert Kalinka
Jeffrey Charles Kлепадло
Vladimir Madik
Walter Alexander Martin
Matthew Thomas McKee
Erik James Merchant
Christopher Michael Mondro
Michael Timothy O’Malley
Nora O’Reilly
Michelle Marie Otremba
Laura Natalie Pawlusia
Prathibha Prabhakaran
Kate Renae Roberts
Javier Samayoa
Brian M. Shinney
Brandy K. Smid
Dianalynn Marie Smith
Tyler James Tagami
Nicholas Aldren Thorne
Tyler Uphaus
Jeffrey Alan Wickman
Dayna Lynn Wurster
Mark Anthony Wurth

Master of Science

Business Analytics
Jonathan Biron
Jared William Gruber
Vijaya Chandramohan Kaimal
Reecie Michelle Kwapick
Ngoc Minh Phan
Lance Piechura
Karthik Ravva
Javier Samayoa
Information Systems
Stephanie Michelle Hajjoul
Supply Chain Management
Ammer Sohaib Ahmad

Master of Science in Accounting

Michele Marie Balding
Thomas M. Forrester
Aaron Anthony Iwaniec
Oday Jalal Makke
Matthew Charles Murtha
Abigail K. Shelton
Kelly Nicole Whitson
# University of Michigan-Dearborn

## Master of Science in Finance

Mohamad Alata, Jessica Atwood, Akiko Clayton, Jonathan Colaco, Michael Constantinou, Faize Mugbel El-Khali, Aisha Iqbal, Nicole L. Lagios, Albert Hsin Lee, Emmanuel Lopez, Mark Peter Michalik, Ching Kan Ng, Brittany Robbins

## College of Education, Health, and Human Services

### Bachelor of Arts


### Bachelor of General Studies

Rama Alhoussaini, Angela Christine Jackson, Emily Cathleen Phee, Janet Guzman, Jennifer A. Makowski, William Craig Mayhew, Kelsey Ann Hadyiniak

### Bachelor of Science

Suzanne Abdallah Sareini

### Education Specialist

Leo Gerard Yaros

### Master of Arts

#### Educational Technology

Doaa Fawzi Alokush, Jilliane E. Jastren, Lauren Adele Zoumbaris, Heba A. Berry, Karen Marie Procopio

#### Master of Arts in Educational Leadership

Samia Mamoun Abbas, Lamees M. Hassoun, Kyle Lamont Lackey, Rima Hassan, Martin Francis Kirby

#### Master of Arts in Teaching

Gale Ann Arciero, Sean R. Rhoades, Dominic Robert Scala, Trixy F. Hall
Master of Education
Kaitlyn Chanel Billops
Ashley Dianne Curcio
Gregory A. Dolson
Shannon Rose Quigley
Kristen Elaine Ryan
Angela Whitcomb

Master of Science
Jessica Honore Marcou
Carrie Ann Morris

Doctor of Education
Geraldine Ann Pappas

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts
Education
Kimberly Marie Babij
David Alan Clark
Hanadi Ghassan Hourani
Samantha Elizabeth Ryan
Emily Rose Shupe
Song Song

College of Engineering and Computer Science

Bachelor of Science

Computer and Information Science
Garrett Charles Boren
Angela Jin Chen
Jean Paul Denoyer
Daniel Hassan Fawaz

Computer and Information Science Mathematics
Alfred R. Kishke
Marina Lucaj
Chelsey Padge Magnuson
Jacob Charles Maitland
Benjamin Edward Maple
Daniel Zachary McClure
Clayton David Northe
Hanadi Ghassan Hourani
Samantha Elizabeth Ryan
Emily Rose Shupe
Song Song

Software Engineering
Ahmed Basim Al-Tai
Jonathan H. Bercea
Garrett Charles Boren
Angela Jin Chen
Wajiha Fatima
Malek M. Giryou
Saba Qusay Hashem
Emil Khan
Richard T. Morgan
Christopher Miles Sims
Hussein Skaf
Grant Michael Sweeney

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Bioengineering
Miranda Lauren Batson
Madelyn C. Bielecki
Fadl Nazih Choughari
Aaron Thomas Connolly
David J. Gretka II
Mohamad Moussa Mahmoud
April Ann Parrish
Sean Ryan Rosalez
Kevin Michael Comben
Jaron Robert Finnson
Jianing Guan
Gibin George James
Balazs Juhasz
Hwarang Kim
Eric Richard Macuga
Ilir Mingo
Ammar S. Muhsen

Computer Engineering
Mikhail A. Borovikov
Mikhail A. Borovikov

Electrical Engineering
Jamil Haidar Alalouie
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Jason Todd Learst
Eric Richard Macuga
Brendan Christopher Ma-Wu
Andrea Nicole Perrie
Mohammad Arees Sous
Kenneth Edward Wojtkowiak
Saber Mohamed Yaffai
Xitong Zhu
Joseph Andre Zubor

Industrial and Systems Engineering

Ahmed-Hani Alaa El-Sharkawy
Stefania Lucia Haag
Shuyu Long

Doctor of Philosophy

Automotive Systems Engineering

Vikram Varadarajan

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Computer and Information Science

Mengtian Chen
Luyao Jiang
Jason A. Johnson
Ramya Manimala Kothapalli
Surya Teja Mavidi
Benjamin Michael Wegner
Ming Xu
Zheng Zhang
Yezi Zheng

Information Systems and Technology

Sridhar Chaduvu
Christian David-Michael Clark
Swetha Gurram
Adrain Maier
Sneha Nadadur Ramakrishna
Vamsee Deep Komarapudi
Joshua Reimer
Suma Seetharam
John Stiensma

Engineering Management

Brandon M. Demars
Justin Adam Fink
Sohail Jamal
Marsella Lydia Kewish
Hrudaya Kumar Mahapatro
Stephen Anthony Nettin
Daniel Joseph Parrino
Rizal Rusli

Program and Project Management

Entisar Abduljabbar Muslet Al Faisal
Bilal Ibrahim Antar
Najla August
Daria Aybushova
Christine E. Craig
Terrence Bernard Davis
Ahmad Ghasan Hoblos

Master of Science in Engineering

Automotive Systems Engineering

Vismay Aggarwal
Mohammad Subhi AlQawasneh
Swaroop Ayyappa Prabhu
Arjun Balapally Ashwathnarayana Gupta
Viswagya Bandreju
Xiangxing Cao
Ankit Mahesh Chitalia
Vishisht Dhangra
Sudarshan Dwarkanath

Keyur Vinay Gadhiya
Nitesh Ganesh
Yifei Guo
Charan Jagannath
Nikhil Deepak Katkar
Ziang Li
Xiuyuan Liu
Ravi Teja Nadalla
Daniel Joseph Parrino
Deepak Shivaji Patil
Prudhvi Kumar Pavuluri
Manoj Ramanna Lokanath

Trevor Joseph Madin
Jeffrey Ryan Matejin
Stephen Thomas Montgomery
Takahiro Morioka
Reilly Patrick Mullett
James Daniel Murphy
Odiseas Dimitri Papasoglu
April Ann Parrish
Douglas Joseph Perchall
Sean Ryan Rosalez
Joshua James Schultz
Brett Monroe Taulbee
Brian Dennis Wilczek
Ammar H. Yousif

Eric Eugene Inbody
Jared Henry Jabrot
William Anthony Pipes
Wesley Elton Schroeder
Abdelwahhab Adnan Shaout
Medha Shasha
Thais Holmo Batista Tuffi

Software Engineering

Saad Elias
Yashaswi Ashok Jiwatode
Anthony A. Walker

Kiran Shekarappa
Rajeswari Veluswami
Ramakrishna Kamath Vijayakumar

Computer Engineering

Nandana Doddapaneni
Neil Robert Funk
Rajiv Kaur
Daniel Luedtke
Gamal Abdulrahman Waza
Master of Science in Engineering

**Electrical Engineering**
Ankita Kailash Agrawal
Akintolu Idris Akinrinola
Jamal K. Alezzani
Jiuru Di
Jacqueline Hu
Karen R. Juzwik
Ihab Jawdat Kadhim
Usman M. Khan
Kunqiao Li
Ruixian Liao
Shiwen Liao
Robert U. Liu
Xuanchen Liu
Jiaqi Ma
Xiaoqian Ma
Brennan Michael MacDonald
Munish Manjunath
Walid Ahmed Mashra
Peijie Miao
Omer Mohamed
Maria Mercedes Quintero
Ashita Shegul Samuel Raj
Yanchen Shang
Cornelius Roy Smits
Srimathi Srivatsan
Sanjay Tadikonda
Naga Teja Thammishetti
Victor George Vulcu
Tianyu Wang
Xiaoyu Yang
Chenxi Ye
Xiyao Yuan
Ni Zhang
Rui Zhang
Yun Peng Zhang
Zheng Zhang
Yankun Zhao
Lingxuan Zhou
Qi Zhou
Xingxin Zhou

**Energy Systems Engineering**
Ibrahima Bah
Darien Kari-Renar Belcher
Seth A. Bryan

**Industrial and Systems Engineering**
Tala Ziad Al-Sharif
Sara Kay Benchley
Alin Arcadius Catana
Wanling Li
Nicole Amber Makohon
Rodolfo Juan Rodriguez
Aneesh Vellanki
Yu Wang
Shi Yan
Xiao Yu

**Manufacturing System Engineering**
Manoj Kumar Koka

**Mechanical Engineering**
Abid Maqsood Ahmad
Naji Salman Aljabar
Sidharth Badanepet
Akhil Mahadeo Bagwe
Sandeep Reddy Bobbala
Mengxing Chen
Benjamin James Chovan
Craige Allen Cowing
Jonathan Michael Del Grande
Ashesh Gopal Nath Devulapally
Steven James Dietz
Christopher Vincent Duda
Scott Robert Georges
Venkatesan Govindharajan
Di Hu
Jing Jin
Ravi Teja Kondala
Srikanth Kumar Kothamasu
Peter Kowalow
Andrew Robert Kruk
Shan Shan Li
Zhen Li
Rui Liu
Phaninder Reddy Nukala
Dennis Patrick O’Neil
Manali Patel
Rutu Sharadbhai Patel
Matthew James Perry
Sai Kalyan Pulipati
Diego Quintero
Koushik Ranga
Nicholas Reilly Ridenour
Hangxing Sha
Rachit Rajesh Shah
Yuxin Shen
Kranthi Srinivas Sri Paravastu
Blendi Sullaj
Jessica Ann Swansinger
Vineet Jason Thotakuri
Nishanth Reddy Tirupathi
Di Wu
Aishwarya Yeradla
Srikanth Reddy Yeruva
Yikai Yin
Zhefeng Zhang
Jianwei Zhao
Jiwen Zhao
Zhengtuo Zhao
Xiang Zhu

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION
Founded in 1969, Jeffrey MacKie-Mason, Dean

Bachelor of Science

Ismaen Aboubakare
Ellen Mary Anderson
Justin Michael Anderson
Cara C. Bloom
Samantha Rose Bolin
Joshua Michael Breuer
Jonah Michael Carl
Michelle Amanda Cioffi
Angela Colleen Damato
Jaclyn Ami Jaffe
Andrew Zachary Klestadt
Talia Rebecca Knobel
Abigail Rose Lepisto
Shelby Ryann Lewin
Connor Patrick McCormick
German Ostaszynski Lipiec
Jordan Seth Paul
Lauren Peng
Elizabeth Frances Pratt
Luke Rehmann
Margaret Claire Riegel
Jinesh Atul Shah
Rebecca Ann Steiner
Connor Thomas-Glenn Waldo
Jeremy Joseph Wdowik
Master of Health Informatics

Chandra Sekhar Bondugula
Bo Sylling Borgnakke
Lawrence Chang
Ryan Anna Collins
Justin DiCenso
Yuanfang Fu
Ariel Ann Greenway
Monica Guo
Zhaoxian Hu
Andrew Mark Miller

Gerald Patrick Shaeffer
Asif Sheikh
Jenny Marie Vanderlist
Anna Vantsevich
Noga Yaniv

Master of Science in Information

Iyad Abdulmohsin Addawood
Aljumana Fahad A. Almahmoud
Mallory Jean Anderson
Mark Robertson Armstrong
Haoxing Bai
Gabrielle Alanna Baros Barr
Michelle Beth Bass
Tara Marie Bell
Bryan Carlton Blake
Amine Boudalia
Emily Elizabeth Brock
Jennifer Christine Brown
Cecilia Caride
Angie Carrier
Yuan Chen
Fan-Ning Cheng
Mu-Yun Chien
Ashlee Laine Chism
Ting-Hsuan Chu
Sarah Catherine Clayton
Jaclyn Zetta Cohen
Amber Renita Copeland
Sofia Ann Dabrowski
Manoj Reddy Daredy
Lauren Caitlin Day
Alexandra deGraffenreid
Rushika Sunil Deshpande
Wirthphol Ek-Ularnpun
Sebastian Ferrari
Michelle Leilani Fiesta
Madeleine Eve Filloux
Denise Marie Foley
Yuzhou Gong
Matthew Paul Green
Michael Raymond Grisafe
Alejandro Guerrero Garcia
Lingbo Guo
Yuepei Guo
Sofia Reyna Gutierrez
Mollie Blanche Hall
Jing Han
Mengxiao Han
Sang-Jung Han
Kirsten Anne Hansen
Jean Hardy
Akash Pawankumar Harlalka
Sha He
Jasmine Shuree Hentschel
Sara Foster Hess
Kathryn Mary Horne

Chia-Hui Hsieh
Jiye Huang
Xi Huang
Adam C. Jazairi
Chihiro Jimbo
Samantha Lauren Jones
Alicia Liane Juillet
Vaishnav Kameswaran
Jashanjit Kaur
Brian A. Kerg
Eryn Killian
Eugenia Kuo
Lauren Elizabeth La Barge
Amy Ruth Lazet
Florence Shun Wah Lee
Anna Ruth Leicht
Adam Joseph Levick
Connie Li
Ruoqian Li
Silin Li
Suinan Li
Xiaochen Li
Ortal R. Lieberman
Simiao Liu
Stephen Liu
Yang Liu
Yao Liu
Nicholas Lobaito
Lisa Marie Lorenzo
Katherine Lynch
Kayla Anne MacLennan
Maria Abdul Majeed
Krista Rose Major
Rohan Jagdish Malpani
Nicholas William Malzahn
Colleen Anne Marquis
Michael Joseph McCasland
Cassandra Dawn McGuire
Nehal Molasaria
Marguerite A. Monosoff-Richards
Megan Elizabeth Morrissey
Alicia Diane Napoleon
Cinda M. Nofziger
Alix Britanny Wolfe Norton
Karen Ann Obermeyer-Kolb
Elizabeth June O’Brien
Kirsten Sarah Ornelas

Rohan Venugopal Panicker
Seungbum Park
Rolih Pathak
Alexandra Purcell
Alexandra Raine Quay
Shae M. Rafferty
Kushank RagHAV
Kristen Elaine Reid
Patricia Clare Ryan
Kruthi Sabnis Krishna
Joyce Megumi Sakata
Lily Samimi
Rachel Ann Seltz
Kejia Shao
Yuncheng Shen
Arielle I. Sokol
Huaying Song
Siddharth Soni
Michael Robert Spiegel
Harirahan Subramonyam
Gedi Tang
Ran Tao
Rob Thomas
Chung-Han Tsai
Jason Ulsh
Kritika Moolchand Versha
Corinne May Vieracker
Ashley Marie Walker
Jing Wang
Robert Shen Wang
Shu Wang
Yi-Yin Wang
Zeyu Wang
Amanda Katherine Williams
Stephanie Wooten
Mandy Wortz
Jinxi Wu
Jun Xu
Xiaotong Yang
Setsuko Yokoyama
Xinda Zeng
Fan Zhang
Mengdi Zhang
Shengjie Zhang
Sylvie Zhang
Xuanhua Zhang
Yichi Zhang
Jinyun Zhou
Xuan (Annie) Zhu
PENNY W. STAMPS SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN
Founded in 1974, Gunalan Nadarajan, Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Emma Leah Argiroff
Melanie Lauren Baer
Kalli Rose Barrone
Allison Marie Bell
Madeline Rae Berse
David John Brusstar
Melissa Ann Burke
Alexandria Marie Chase
Lynn Chen
Tashina Lee Emery-Kauppila
Aditi Gang
Emi J. Halford
Alexandra Frances Hayes
Nichole Elizabeth Homfeld
Kelsey Ann Horn
Carly Hannah Imber
Natasha Janardan
Reed Brian Kelly
Man Kuan Lei
Nolan Yeu Parker Loh
Mirae Moon
Emily Catherine Moore
Hannah Michal Frieder Nathans
Alana Brooke Weiss Nydorf
Lisa Ann Padilla
Emily Paik
Katherine Elizabeth Pekala
Stevon Rendon
Rachael Jillian Russell
Jacob Hammond Smith
Ziyi Su
Keyana Thompson-Shaw
Michael Jay Wang
So-Youe Won
Xiaohan Yang
Madeline Elise Young

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Linnea Bast
William Milo Bedell
Tara Nicole Beiser
Hanna Roma Bigoszewksa
Hillary Kate Butterworth
Alison Chandler Blomstrom
David Jin Soo Chang
Melissa Cho
Anissa Rose Ciani
Ronald Conn
Kathryn Lee Corvino
Kyle Andrew D'Arcangelo
Caili Ann Dalian
Payal Doshi
Kathryn Sydell Dresner
Jenna Leigh Gusswiler
Terence Gerard Harp
Margaret Tanner Hitch
Margaret Elizabeth Jensen
Ji Won Kim
Leah Kim
Soo Hyeon Kim
Young Eun Kim
Joshua Alexander Kochis
Samantha Nicole Machover
Jorge Luis Maldonado
Rebekah Elise Malover
Caroline Molly Marin
Elizabeth Claire McCubrey
Emily Michelle McGowan
Allison Rachel McGuire
Olivia Lanae Meadows
Maggie Miller
Katie Anne Moran
Megan Rose Savina Mulholland
Samuel Grad Oliver
Kathleen Elizabeth Parks
Viviana Lucia Pernot
Holly Therese Prouty
Kathryn Ann Reid
Sarah Elizabeth Renken
Ira Bennett Richardson
Margot Erika Robert
Mary Sterling Rountree
Britney Chapman Rupley
Kelly Michelle Sadlon
Gabriel Jonah Schindler
Alec Herbert Schweitzer
Hye Ryeong Shin
Audrey Stanton
Judy Su
Hayley Michela Tanasijevich
Emily B. Thomas
Nicholas Thomas Tilm
Tina Elizabeth Trierweiler
Catherine Durand Trowbridge
Katelyn Michelle Wollet
Carly Zelenetz

Bachelor of Fine Arts in Interarts

Performance
Willie Filkowski
Chris Stephan Ford
Anya Klapischak

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Fine Arts

Mary Catherine Ayling
Michael Joseph Bianco
Trevor Matthew King
Math Monahan
Joshua Nierodzinski
Natasa Prljetic
Cameron Peter Van Dyke
Cosmo Douglas Whyte
**School of Kinesiology**

Founded in 1984, Ronald F. Zernicke, Dean

---

**Bachelor of Arts**

**Sport Management**
- Andrea Cristina Acosta
- Spencer Colby Allen
- Sung Mo An
- Jason Michael Anteriasian
- Emina Bektas
- Russell Lee Bellomy
- Adam Jacob Bernstein
- Stephanie Ann Betrus
- Max C. Biefeldt
- Ian Jeffrey Burleigh
- Dana Kathleen Carey
- Traci Lyn Carson
- Michael J. Chiasson
- Harrison Andrew Clifford
- Devon Marie Compton
- Mark S. Costa
- Evan Paul DeRaedt
- Alexa Strauss Dettelbach
- Samuel Abbott Effinger
- Douglas Brandon Finkelstein
- Courtney Bianca Funchess
- Zachary Adam Gayer
- Andreas Z. Gikas
- Spencer Burke Goldberg
- Chad Joseph Golembski
- Emily Jane Gordy
- Kali Renee Hengsteler
- David Benjamin Herman
- Brandon James Hill
- Matthew William Hillebrand
- Chad Jeffrey Hoeksema
- Joshua Scott Kadden
- Alexios Christos Karabetsos
- Albert Simon Karschnia
- Marisa Anne Patricia Kiefer
- Colin Joseph King
- Jessica Sara Klein
- Joseph Anthony Kolanowski
- Matthew James Komie
- Kiomari I. Lopez Torres
- Shannon Brenna Lynch
- Travis Andrew Lynch
- Kevin Peter Mann
- Matthew Christian McCool
- Clare Marie McNicholas
- Bryan Alan McWethy
- William Ashton Meter
- Justin Alexander Mettel
- Andrew Irwin Montag
- Chelsea Michael Morgan
- Steven Patrick Morrow, Jr.
- Craig Woodman Mulhinch
- Cullen Hunter Munz
- Melissa Lynn Murray
- Jacob Benjamin Nierob
- Colm Edward O’Donnell
- Zachary Alexander Paiva
- Mark Douglas Panhorst
- Nickolis Andrew Pernicano
- Haley Renee Pfeil
- Zachary Douglas Robbins
- Ryan Scott Rounick
- Kelly Catherine Santiichia
- Seth Andrew Schlechter
- Scott A. Schwartz
- Andrew J. Sinelli
- Adam Philip Goslowitz
- Philip Tafet
- Keyana Thompson-Shaw
- Alec Michael Wargo
- Mariah A. Welch
- Ashlynn Sue Weller
- Cindy Yu

**Sport Management and Communications**
- William Oran Carr

---

**Bachelor of Science**

**Athletic Training**
- Taylor Dawson Bartholomew
- Sean Michael Carter
- Brandon Pecson Garcia
- Kristina Alexa Green
- Nicole Victoria Jimenez
- Renee Priscilla Jurek
- Katie Elizabeth Ann Kaminski
- Alexa Kate Mossman
- Matthew Joseph Rysdyk
- Jeremy Taylor
- Cheryl Nicole Craig
- Fiona D’Agostino
- Trevor Andrew Denton
- Gabriel Eytan Derman
- Kirk Austin Detloff
- Brittanay Durant
- Kristy Raymond Engia
- Lilly Farahani
- Michael Alexander Fayad
- Laura Kathryn Fcsani
- Paige Christine Felisky
- Kyle Gregory Frank
- Lisa Nicole Friedlander
- Michelle Alyse Friedman
- Joshua Adam Gage
- Cassandra Jo Gardner
- Anna Lacy Glaives
- Monica Rose Godoshian
- Brettton Richmond Graham
- Andrea Guytingco
- Nina Marie Harner
- Jacob Donald Joseph Haugen III
- Nicole Ann Helmboldt
- Philip Vincent Herzog
- James Yuanxin Huang
- Samantha Rose Hudson
- Noel Im
- Dylan Koijro James
- Nathan Jacob Karr
- James Patrick Kelly
- Lorenz S. Kim
- Spencer Slack Kitchin
- Catherine Marlaite Koch
- James Ryan LaFontaine
- Jennifer Marie Ledezma
- Alexandra Kay Leptich
- Richard Max Levine
- Elvie Francis Likine, Jr.
- Chelsea Kay Lister
- Jordan Michael Macoche
- Kevin Harrison Malerma
- Megan McGuinness Masten
- Taylor Zonder Mazurek
- Erin Ann Michonski
- Claire Olivia Mikulski
- Ellie Aleda Moeller
- Jylian Pearl Monahan
- Jillian Rose Nash
- Eliana Hersh Neuman
- Kimberly Maria Pais
- Nathan Thomas Palaparthi
- Andrew George Pearson
- Christian Lingquist Provenza
- Megan Jean Prusi
- Emma Elizabeth Reaves
- Kelly Elizabeth Roberts
- Brittany Ryann Robinson
- Meaghan Kristine Robinson
- Vanness ShaRay Robinson
- Elizabeth Rinehart Rolston
- Kelly Bea Rosenbaum
- Sara Reanne Satin

**Movement Science**
- Hassaan Abdel Khalik
- Chelsea Marie Adkins
- Audrey Lorraine Andrews
- Aliashgar Hashim Arastu
- Kebye Jean Arnold
- Jessica Lyndsey Axelrod
- Kunaal Bafna
- Brooke Ashley Baker
- Cal Jacob Bauer
- Nikhil Bijlani
- Gabrielle Alexis Blenden
- Brandon Adam Block
- Hanna Lynn Block
- Grant Bloempergen
- Michael Allen Bowles
- Jacqueline Nicole Carless
- Hayley Elizabeth Chamberlin
- Katelin Marie Choquette
- Emily Jane Gordy
- Kali Renee Hengsteler
- David Benjamin Herman
- Brandon James Hill
- Matthew William Hillebrand
- Chad Jeffrey Hoeksema
- Joshua Scott Kadden
- Alexios Christos Karabetsos
- Albert Simon Karschnia
- Marisa Anne Patricia Kiefer
- Colin Joseph King
- Jessica Sara Klein
- Joseph Anthony Kolanowski
- Matthew James Komie
- Kiomari I. Lopez Torres
- Shannon Brenna Lynch
- Travis Andrew Lynch
- Kevin Peter Mann
- Matthew Christian McCool
- Clare Marie McNicholas
- Bryan Alan McWethy
- William Ashton Meter
- Justin Alexander Mettel
- Andrew Irwin Montag
- Chelsea Michael Morgan
- Steven Patrick Morrow, Jr.
- Craig Woodman Mulhinch
- Cullen Hunter Munz
- Melissa Lynn Murray
- Jacob Benjamin Nierob
- Colm Edward O’Donnell
- Zachary Alexander Paiva
- Mark Douglas Panhorst
- Nickolis Andrew Pernicano
- Haley Renee Pfeil
- Zachary Douglas Robbins
- Ryan Scott Rounick
- Kelly Catherine Santiichia
- Seth Andrew Schlechter
- Scott A. Schwartz
- Andrew J. Sinelli
- Adam Philip Goslowitz
- Philip Tafet
- Keyana Thompson-Shaw
- Alec Michael Wargo
- Mariah A. Welch
- Ashlynn Sue Weller
- Cindy Yu

---
SCHOOL OF KINESIOLOGY

Bachelor of Science

Rebecka Ann Saunders
Elizabeth Rita Schaaf
Stephanie Alexandra Schaeberle
Allison Leah Schaffer
Amanda Rose Schummer
Julia Kristina Sirgedas
Kylie Monroe Smith
Elizabeth Banks Snodgrass
Anila Czelusniak Sosnowski
Amber Noel Stebelton
Kylie Jo Taphouse
Jeni Eleni Tzavaras
Alexander Louis Van Slyke
Priyanka George Villanassery
Erin Nicole Virgil
Luke Joseph Weishuhn
Ryan Joseph Werne
Lauren Elyse Williams
Joshua David Wise
Justin Wisely
Sarah Margaret Wright
Douglas J. Yang
David Gregory Yarmoluk
James Dow-Jun Yau
Michael Ryan Zinn
Aaron James Zynda

Physical Education with
Teacher Certification
Justin Dean Dozier
Christopher Lee Heald

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Kinesiology
Kimberly Bozzo
Derek Bycraft
Emma Golen
Samantha Alyce Gray
Ashley Rasheed Gross

Master of Science

Kinesiology
Stevi Brewbaker
Daniel M. Holland

GERALD R. FORD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY

Founded in 1995, Susan M. Collins, Joan and Sanford Weill Dean of Public Policy

Bachelor of Arts

Robert Walter Brandon II
James Martin Brennan
Emma Caslyn Bunin
Kathleen Gaughan Burke
Chelsea A Davis
Sam Dickstein
Robert William Dishell
Eric Freeman Ferguson
Ethan Robert Fitzgerald
Tracey Xingchen Fu
Matthew Evan Gold
Kimberly Michelle Goldman
Courtney Livingston Green
Molly Adelaide Harris
Armani Minasian Hawes
Suzanne Hiruasuna
Mackenzie Ellen Humble
Craig Thomas Kaplan
Maria Lynn Keller
Maxwell Charles Kepes
Garrett Douglas Kessler
Raeesa Omar Khan
Gabriel Noah Klauser
Katherine Rose Koziara
Blake Alexander LaFuentte
Cameron Rose Maisch
Wajdi Chibli Mallat
Meghan Kelly Maloney
Carly Sara Manes
Maya Suzanne Menlo
Daniel Alejandro Morales Campos
Patrick James O’Connor
Kyle Adam O’Meara
Jake Angelo Offenhartz
Abigail Kaitlin McKinney Orrick
Edwin Latimer Peart
Michael Chandler Puskar
Julie Caroline Ramus
Abbey Jacqueline Roggenbuck
Laurel Meredith Ruza
Jessie Marie Sahakian
Joia Nattamon Sanders
Andrew Edward Saturno
Daniel Benjamin Schwaber
Paul Adam Sherman
Patrick John Sier
Marissa Sydney Solomon
Martha Bridgeford Sorenson
Michael Isaac Stein
Richard Trey Swoope
Kayla Lynn Ulrich
Tess Erin Van Gorder
Emily Julia Viola
Jon Christopher Vreede
Madeleine Joan Wheatley
Madeleine McClain Wills
Garrett Scott Wood
John Yim
Certificate of Graduate Studies

Science, Technology and Public Policy
Yousof Azizi
Rebecca Jean Baylor Nathan John Boll Sijia Scarlett Qiu

Master of Public Administration
Sehyun An Cezanne Charles Hiroko Mawatari Nicole Casal Moore Anita Veeramani

Master of Public Policy
Kriti Vivek Agrawal Ahmed Abdullah Alawami Maanuv Khurana
Miguel Angel Bonilla Zarazaga Carmello James Libassi
Reynaldo Goicochea Michele Stephanie Majors Whitney Torr
Mohamed Abdinur Ismail Anna Leigh McIntyre
Kristina Nikole Gruca

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School
The following is a preliminary list of the candidates for degrees to be granted upon completion of formal requirements.
# Certificate of Graduate Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex Systems</th>
<th>Spatial Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hua Cai</td>
<td>Kevin Li</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# College of Literature, Science, and the Arts

Founded in 1841, Andrew D. Martin, Dean

## Bachelor in General Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>First Name</th>
<th>Last Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heather L. Beaudoin</td>
<td>Zaineb</td>
<td>Kais Al-Kalby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Michael Berus</td>
<td>Mallak</td>
<td>Ali Anani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laqueria Asean Brisco</td>
<td>Neil</td>
<td>R. Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Laura Giniel</td>
<td>Byron</td>
<td>Andronik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andre'</td>
<td>Miller Barbour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ashley</td>
<td>La'Shirl Barnes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nicholas</td>
<td>M. Battisthill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nathaniel</td>
<td>James Beck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hallie</td>
<td>Sarah Berger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phil</td>
<td>A. Bianco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Francis</td>
<td>Andrew Bituin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zoe</td>
<td>Michaela Bohrer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>Kiera Bond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eric</td>
<td>Lee Brockschmidt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexandrea</td>
<td>Nicole Burchfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Erisa</td>
<td>Caka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maegan</td>
<td>Louise Campbell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jennifer</td>
<td>Anne Cantrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Steven</td>
<td>Eric Carson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FuK-Ying</td>
<td>Cheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jade</td>
<td>Cheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ming</td>
<td>Cheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jennifer</td>
<td>Chow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Erica</td>
<td>Lynne Christopher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In Kwon</td>
<td>Chung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jake</td>
<td>Ochberg Cinti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brittany</td>
<td>Ann Clausman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pedro</td>
<td>Alejandro Hernandez Lee Cooper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert</td>
<td>Allen Corbridge II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leah</td>
<td>Brianna Counts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minzhe</td>
<td>Dai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Billy</td>
<td>Joseph Darr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Haley</td>
<td>Elizabeth Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Justin</td>
<td>Dawes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leland</td>
<td>Jonathon Dawson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zachary</td>
<td>John Determan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Bachelor of Arts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>First Name</th>
<th>Last Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jacklyn Lawrence Glines</td>
<td>Jackson</td>
<td>Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasper James Hanifi</td>
<td>Hubbard</td>
<td>Tyler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humphrey</td>
<td>Zain Khan</td>
<td>Soofi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Alane Swift</td>
<td>Kalee</td>
<td>Tsoi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarrod Arthur Lee Wilson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>First Name</th>
<th>Last Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zaineb Kais Al-Kalby</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>Marlyse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallak Ali Anani</td>
<td>Kerry</td>
<td>Edwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neil R. Anderson</td>
<td>Ariella</td>
<td>Michal Eisen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byron Andronik</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>James Ellis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Miller Barbour</td>
<td>Leah</td>
<td>Michele Elliott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley La'Shirl Barnes</td>
<td>Megan</td>
<td>J. Erskine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas M. Battisthill</td>
<td>Izhak</td>
<td>M. Farha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathaniel James Beck</td>
<td>Dylan</td>
<td>Robert Feiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallie Sarah Berger</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>James Flinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phil A. Bianco</td>
<td>Benjamin</td>
<td>David Fry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis Andrew Bituin</td>
<td>Michelle Elizabeth Garcia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoe Michaela Bohrer</td>
<td>Rachel</td>
<td>Leah Gerson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia Keirra Bond</td>
<td>Joshua</td>
<td>James Thomas Gistert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Lee Brockschmidt</td>
<td>Avery</td>
<td>Adam Gleason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandrea Nicole Burchfield</td>
<td>Andrea</td>
<td>Kim Goldwasser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erisa Caka</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>Gonzalez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maegan Louise Campbell</td>
<td>Kerstin</td>
<td>Graziadei Graham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Anne Cantrick</td>
<td>Motoya</td>
<td>K. Grier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Eric Carson</td>
<td>Hawa A.</td>
<td>Haji-Hassan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FuK-Ying Cheng</td>
<td>Erika</td>
<td>Catherine Harwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jade Cheng</td>
<td>DaShuanu L.</td>
<td>Hawkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ming Cheng</td>
<td>Caitlin C.</td>
<td>Heath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Chow</td>
<td>Sarah Ann</td>
<td>Hedin-Holden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Lynne Christopher</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Michael Henby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Kwon Chung</td>
<td>Amanda Marie Hessling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jake Ochberg Cinti</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>Lindsay Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Ann Clausman</td>
<td>Kaitlin</td>
<td>Alyce Holmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedro Alejandro Hernandez Lee Cooper</td>
<td>Brittany Lynn Honos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Allen Corbridge II</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Ryan Hosken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Brianna Counts</td>
<td>Gabrielle</td>
<td>Diane Hunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minzhe Dai</td>
<td>Ali</td>
<td>Imam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billy Joseph Darr</td>
<td>Camryn C.</td>
<td>Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Elizabeth Davis</td>
<td>Ahmad</td>
<td>Kamel Jawad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Dawes</td>
<td>Jehan</td>
<td>Haidar Jawad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leland Jonathon Dawson</td>
<td>Jae Yeon</td>
<td>Jeong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary John Determan</td>
<td>Amanda</td>
<td>Nicole Jerzykowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jayla</td>
<td>Amani Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Octavia Genai</td>
<td>Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Catherine Marlene</td>
<td>Jorge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zhuo</td>
<td>Kang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harleen</td>
<td>Kaur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Camila</td>
<td>Paz Kendall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angubeen</td>
<td>Gul Khan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dong Min</td>
<td>Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Katie</td>
<td>Mae King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nishaal</td>
<td>Kuber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jessica</td>
<td>Anne LaKind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Victor</td>
<td>Aaron Landry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nayeli</td>
<td>Lizette Langarica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniela</td>
<td>Lapciuc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ji</td>
<td>Yoon Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruining</td>
<td>Lei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raqman</td>
<td>Devon Lewis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Davaannah</td>
<td>H. Linkon-Fryzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexa</td>
<td>Grace Lynch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chun Yin</td>
<td>Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kayla</td>
<td>Brianna Maas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ian</td>
<td>Alexander Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sam M.</td>
<td>Mattenson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Salliece</td>
<td>Mackenzie-Alexandria McCain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lauren Megan</td>
<td>McCarthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shannon</td>
<td>Elizabeth McCaulley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Rennie McDowell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grant</td>
<td>Dominic Messerschmidt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marissa</td>
<td>Sue Miars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jack T.</td>
<td>Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trenton</td>
<td>Michael Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Henry</td>
<td>Louis Millison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Haeseong</td>
<td>Moon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andreea</td>
<td>T. Mosincat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shayla</td>
<td>Erin Murnane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jonathan</td>
<td>Joseph Nafso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shreya</td>
<td>Narang</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bachelor of Arts

Zachary Tyler Nyblade
Alex J. O’Connor
Michael J. O’Connor
Ryan Christopher O’Connor
Chinemelu Uzoamaka Somanona
Okafor
Chinyere Juliana Onimo
Molly Amelia Pappas
Olivia Louise Patersca
Anthony N. Pecoraro
Isabella Petnehazy
Sarah Phalen
Joshua Ryan Poirier
Annalee Porter
Agnė Radavičiūtė
Matthew Paul Ramirez
Julii Rattan
Mary Christina Raupp
Cara Lorenza Reaume
Ariel Genevieve Regner
Sanghe Rhee
Megan Marie Riethmiller
Paul Allen Rizkalla, Jr.
Allyson Leigh Roberts
Paige Marie Robinson-Frazier
Jay Martin Rose
Emma Rebecca Forrester Rosen
James Christopher Saber
Kunal Saxena
Samantha Gail Sergi
Sami Raji Shalabi
Kaitlin Emily Shaw
Zachary Michael Shive
Taylor Ruth Simon
Domonique Renee Sims
Irene Suh
Rachel Alexandra Sylora
Chavon Cherrise Taylor
Stacy Lynn Tomczyk
Andrew William Torres
Kelsey Marie Treece
Linsa Jibi Varghese
Bardia F. Vaseghi
Melissa Kathryn Vish
Daniel Paul Vollrath
Neha Parimal Vyas
Christina Maria Wade
Penny Nichole Warmanen
Ariel Michaela Weiser
Chelsey Nicole Weiss
Angey Wilson
Raynelle Michelle Witherspoon
Ja Youn Won
Joseph Juechao Xu
Ching Yi Yau
Kendal Michelle Zemmin
Enni Zhao
Wenxin Zhou
Michael Meinan Zhu
Nathaniel John Zimmeth

Bachelor of Science

Olivia Ann Aavik
Ifham Ahmed
Omar Bilal Yasin Akhter
Rabia Ashfaq
Sameer Mohuiddin Belgaumi
Jeffrey Craig Bennett, Jr.
Evan Louis Bischoff
Matthew Walter Bourjaily
Bethany Ann Canning
Nicola Saraceni Canzano
Jesse Huaimu Chen
Jun Jie Chen
Patricia Wonhyoung Choi
Michelle Kieva Clark
Aristide Coumarbatch
Magdalena Patricia Cruz
Joseph Saverio Damiani
Ashlynn Charnai’ Dye
Valeria Epshteyn
Sarah Marie Eisenberg
Chelsea Suzanne Finkbeiner
Bryan Timothy Frederick
Maya Gabel
Genevra Isabel Galura
Allison Louise Gawura
Natalie Kay Georges
Jessica Gerow
Saii S. Gharem
Alexandria Spencer Haimbaugh
Emma Rose Harman
Rexford Biondy Henka
Katrina Ann Holmberg
Bohan Huang
Andrew Clement Hufnagel
Elissa Alanna Irhamy
Shakia Willieka Le’ett Jackson
Corey Allen Johnson
Ching Yi Yau
Aditiya Swaminathan Kariakar
John Gregory Keith
Melani Kekulawala
Hayley Elizabeth Kern
Hwanwoo Kim
Ryan Kim
Lauren Candice Kryakozova
Hayley Sequoia Knouff
Jackson James Tvedten Kopka
Olga Kostakos
Natalia Sofia Latif
Daniel Louis Lecours
KT Lee
Katrina Joy Lewandowski
Sara Lin
Qianyue Liu
Yawar Alam Malik
Quinton Joseph Mandle
Hannah Kathryn Marcy
Sydnie Alonna Medina
Francis Kwabena Mensah
Mateusz Marek Mrozewski
Jacob Andrew Myers
Anum Fatima Naseem
James Van Nguyen
Boris Opengeym
Daniel C. Park
Ashley Nicole Parsons
Arsh Narendrakumar Patel
Puja Hitesh Patel
David James Paul
Feriel Kurus Presswalla
Brynne A. Raines
Aniket Ramshekar
Colleen Madeline Rathz
Neel Sanjiv Raval
Aliceeja Jade Rice
Kristin Jeanette Rybski
Sayaan Saha
Navpreet Kaur Saini
Zachary Welker Schepers
Harsimranjit Singh Sekhon
Chari Noelle Singleton
Kristin Kay Soreide
Megan Susanne Spencer
Glenn Matthew Sullivan
Aushjha Athar Syed
Jennifer Renea Sylvester
Jason Xuanfeng Tan
Taylor Anne Tarpey
Abigail Sarah Teitelbaum
Marc Edward Thomas
Wyatt Randolph Vanpoppelen
Amanda Vitale
Diana Ruihan Wang
Jeremiah Joseph Whittington
Kevin A. Winegar
Lisa Yang
Shan Ye
Yang Zhang
COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
Brandon Jon Yik

RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE

Bachelor of Arts
Vashti Jael Jazmine Armstrong  Theo Paul Munch  Taylor-Ryan Isabelle Nedda
Jacob Daniel Gorski  Megan Graham Neary  Clarence Jerome Stone

Bachelor of Science
Ryan K. Flynn

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts
Asian Studies: China
David Patrick Lundquist

Master of Science
Psychology
Babe Kawaii-Bogue

MEDICAL SCHOOL
Founded in 1850, James O. Woolliscroft, Dean

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science
Biological Chemistry
Xu Han

Health and Health Care Research
Lindsey B. De Lott

Pharmacology
Mah Jabeen
Natalie Nancy Mardirossian
Makeda Mesquitta
Zoey Tang

Physiology
Kyle David Anderson
Amar Thenappan Arunachalam
Amarinder Singh Atal
Angela Marie Bailey
Maria Elizabeth Brzozowski
Jane Elizabeth Burk Gilmore
Jacob D. Carlisle
Joshua S. Choi
Carlos Canek Cordero-Caballero
Jon Gregory Dean
Jared Scott Elenbaas
Alan R. Faber III
Feras T. Hares
Ryan Lonell Johnson
Kevin Kane
Nikhila Salil Khandwala
Cameron Theodore Kortes
Ho Wai Lau
Colleen Macke
Philip Anthony Martoccia
Joseph Anthony Miller
Tiffany Nicole Murphy
Lauren Muth
James Newton
Kaitlin Rea O’Hagan
Michael James Toth
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY
Founded in 1875, Laurie K. McCauley, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Dental Hygiene
Dawn Marie Baker
Elizabeth Ann Chislea
Jamie Lyn Fanning
Amanda Louise Morin
April Lynn Styers
Jessica Christine Troszak

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Dental Hygiene
Sara Laura Coppola
Jennifer Anne Suminski

Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology
Clayton Arthur Fisher

Orthodontics
Brent Alan Fulks
Kelly Anne Goeckner
Andrew Fredrick Kragor
Jamie Taylor Zupnik

Endodontics
Andrew John Racek

College of engineering
Founded in 1895, David C. Munson, Robert J. Vlasic Dean of Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Aerospace Engineering
Mitchell R. Borchers
Jacob Ian Groeneveld
Miki Lee
James Patrick Power

Raj Jay Vir
Raven Evlyn Zeer

Earth System Science and Engineering
Matthew Charles Irish

Chemical Engineering
Eleanore An
Alexander Timothy Klemens
Kendall Rose Moyer
Asaah Anomah Ndangoh
Martha Jane Neubauer
Jacob Villarreal Pohlenz
Nicholas Foster Walker

Akul Bali
Dominic Frank Calabrese
Keith A. Dawkins
Michael Paul Dick
Yasodakishore Mahavrathayajula Rao
Seong Hwan Song
Kevin C. Tang
George Radoslavov Tcholakov
Jay Zhang

Electrical Engineering

Industrial and Operations Engineering
Daniel Robert Adsit
Amanda Josephine Bayagich
Eric Arthur Buchsbaum
Lauren Danielle Fitzpatrick
Michaela Elise Giovannoli
Nabeel Rafa Kasim
Alp Kiremitci
Justin Graf Koehler
Katelyn Anne Loney

Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences
Jesse Colin Bradfield
Sebastian Clavijo
Lindsay Ann Janes

Zachary Lee Mandell
Mitchell Douglas McKinstry
Jonathan Alan Morof
Mitchell Joseph Musto
Joanna Michelle Nieszke
Jamie Lee Sanderson
Yağız Yar
Suyash Reddy Yellasiri

Biomedical Engineering
Joseph Grady Letner

Earth System Science and Engineering
Crystal Lan Chen
Lucas James Kennedy
Melissa Ann Sweeney

Civil Engineering
Kevin Thomas O’Connor

Mechanical Engineering
Audrey Marie Barnes
Nicholas Adam Furry
Troy Nicholas Grantham
Gulam M. Ibtaizul Islam
Gregor Willcox Seidman
Trevor Michael Sultana
Qingtian Yin

Computer Engineering
Joseph Scherping

Materials Science and Engineering

Computer Science
Arjuna Iyer
Yimin Lu
Hussein Riaz Nagree
Andrew Joseph Rauh
Samuel Zachary Scott

Zachary Lee Mandell
Mitchell Douglas McKinstry
Jonathan Alan Morof
Mitchell Joseph Musto
Joanna Michelle Nieszke
Jamie Lee Sanderson
Yağız Yar
Suyash Reddy Yellasiri

Electrical Engineering

Civil Engineering
Kevin Thomas O’Connor

Mechanical Engineering
Audrey Marie Barnes
Nicholas Adam Furry
Troy Nicholas Grantham
Gulam M. Ibtaizul Islam
Gregor Willcox Seidman
Trevor Michael Sultana
Qingtian Yin

Computer Science
Arjuna Iyer
Yimin Lu
Hussein Riaz Nagree
Andrew Joseph Rauh
Samuel Zachary Scott
Master of Engineering

**Energy Systems Engineering**
Hector A. Valerio

**Global Automotive and Manufacturing Engineering**
Lisa Lynn Muir
Miguel Saez
Rodolfo Enrique Vertiz

**Manufacturing**
Jose Enrique Azuela De la Rosa

**Structural Engineering**
Ted Saltz

**Systems Engineering and Design**
Tajeev Varman Nadarajan

Master of Entrepreneurship

C.W. Bourgeois
Courtney R. Dansby
XiaoRan Dong
Ryan Stephen Gourley

Jonathan D. Lilley
Alexander Eitan Perlman
Parul Purwar
Siddharth Tekriwal

Hao Xu
Quan Yuan
Razan Zaghmout

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

**Atmospheric, Oceanic and Space Sciences**
Trent Frey

**Biomedical Engineering**
Ahmet Emrehan Emre
Emine Sumearya Turali Emre

**Computer Science and Engineering**
Paul Carrington Foster

Master of Science in Engineering

**Industrial and Operations Engineering**
Kenneth C. Chin

**Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering**
John R. Lietz
Yakov Tzur
Michael Joseph Uggeri

Bachelor of Science

Lillian Marie Candela
Genevieve Joan Doman
Maureen McHattie Paul

Jonathan Adnan Hanna
Mary Grace Milford
Andrea Marie Partenio

Junwei Zhang

Master of Architecture

Yuva Chang
Linnea Anne Cook

Mark Steven Knutson
Jennifer Kay Wai Ng

Lauren Tucker

A. ALFRED TAUBMAN COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING

Founded in 1913, Monica Ponce de Leon, Dean
A. ALFRED TAUBMAN
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING

Master of Urban Design

Saswati Das
Yiwei Huang
Hsin-Han Lee
Shreejit Rajan Modak
Pankti Jayantkumar Sanganee
Kartiki Sharma
Sihao Xiong
Shuya Xu

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Architecture
Xuan Fei
Eleonora Alicia Flores
Brock Steven Hinze
Naveen Kumar Muthumanickam
Asa Leland Peller

Master of Urban Planning

Urban and Regional Planning
Betsy Cooper

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Founded in 1921, Deborah Loewenberg Ball, Dean

Bachelor of Arts in Education

Haya Bacharouch
Mark Joseph Jurakovich
Baljit Kaur
Sheza Mansoor
Mary Katharine Campbell Mecke
Megan Lois Rademaker

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Educational Studies
Sara U. Abraham
Sarah Adcock
Jeongyeon Ahn
Kimberly Marie Alberts
Jesse Peter Antuma
Kaitlynn Rose Arnholt
Rachel Miriam Baumgold
Elliot Wills Begley
Anna Benson
Grace Blank
David Jonathan Blumer
Michaela Bosshard
Adrian Casillas
Leticia Casseus
Lisa Cervantes
Kayla Corradini Clement
Kelly Anne Conlon
Kimberly Renee Conrad
Jessica Elizabeth Corriiveau
Angela Marie Creech
Melissa Yufei Cui
Evelyn Prins Daugherty
Jason DeCamillis
Carl Anthony Dixon
Caitlin Elise Donnelly
Kelsey Mae Ehnlle
Michelle Leigh Ewart
Lourdes Flores-Arenas
Mila Freitas Lourenco S. Molina
David Alan Fuller
Jessica Gadsden-Gray
Molly Garrett
Monique Julia Gayles
Terrell Grims, Jr.
Michelle Nicole Gracey
Anthony M. Graham
David Joseph Greco
Kelcey Anne Grogan
Katherine Nicole Grow
Jessica Guerra
Kareem Hasan Hakim
Gina Emma Hanzlik
Kimberly Harn
Setrak Vasken Haroutounian
Jessica Lynn Highfield
John Hill
Amanda Therese Hormanski
Alexander Anthony Huang
Jung Won Hyun
Lauren Rachel Israel
Meghan Elizabeth Jacokes
Danielle La Trice Johnson
James Thomas Johnson
Matthew Ryan Johnson
Tori Elisabeth Jovanovski
Michelle Kang
**Master of Arts**

Taylor Milan Kessner  
Muneer Abdul-Mateen Khalid  
Samantha Kelsey Kohl  
Caitlin Marisa Koska  
Rachel Rose Kreuzer  
Jeremy Alexander Kucera  
Shadmani Farzana Kushi  
Anna Louise Lanzetta  
Natalie Lauri  
Emily Nicole Leonard  
Delancey Litchman  
Anna Christine Luchtefeld  
Lily Ma  
Rebecca Catherine Maxon  
Richard T. Mero  
Naomi Eve Miller  
Viona Janique Miller  
Kathryn Nicole Mizzi  
Derek Brian Mohr

Mark Lee Morrow  
Joanne Christie Munekawa  
Melinda Hope Murray  
Katharine Kes Nagler  
Jennifer Ann Yoshino Nao  
Nikhita Sunil Navani  
Kimberlee Ann Odtohan  
Lisa Marie Palaian  
Ruqayyah Perkins-Williams  
Branden Trevor-Scott Prather  
Subhasree Ramadoss  
Isaura Ramirez  
Ariel Mei Roberts  
Kathleen Jane Rulkowski  
Paul Allen Sandy  
Naoko Sato  
Daniel Thomas Shackelford  
Holly Dianne Shelton  
Stephen Lloyd Smith

Samantha Elizabeth Stemmer  
Quinn Kathleen Sturges  
April Joy Surinck  
Hannah Rose Sutker  
Elizabeth Rae Swigart  
Anthony Tedaldi  
Wilbur Tong  
Amanda Michelle Tremaglio  
Sierah Tyson  
Malika Naomi Courtney Velinor  
Samantha Ann Wakefield  
John Harold Walker  
Elissa Ann Walter  
Elisabeth Nicole Wood  
Tahani Zeid  
MJ Zhang  
Michele Reilly Zmich

**Bachelor of Business Administration**

Ming Cheng  
Daniel Aaron Gantman

Marzuq Amir Al Haque  
Shazia Farah Ijaz

**Master in Entrepreneurship**

C.W. Bourgeois  
Courtney R. Dansby  
XiaoRan Dong  
Ryan Stephen Gourley

Jonathan D. Lilley  
Alexander Eitan Perlman  
Parul Purwar  
Siddharth Tekriwal

Hao Xu  
Quan Yuan  
Razan Zaghmout

**Master of Business Administration**

Shijnani Agrawal  
Muhammad Yusron Amriadhi  
Suppanat Aunpitipongsa  
Rinny Chan  
Fang-Ling Chang  
Chien-Chin Chuang  
Colby Dahl  
Andrew David Fons  
Hironobu Furuya  
Zhanyang Gao  
Johan Ginting  
Emir Mirza Habir  
Keiji Hasatani  
Puput Pratiwi Hidayat  
Akihiro Hori  
Atsushi Ito  
Patchara Jenitayavechakul  
Wasin Jerdnapaphan  
Joseph John Joshua  
Makoto Kan  
Jaffar Aejaz Khan  
Junghwan Kim  
Ki Sung Kim  
Sung Jin Kim  
Taenam Kim  
Tomohiro Kitagawa

Felicia Leona Kohar  
Jae Kyu Kwak  
Christopher Britton Lee  
Moo Suk Lee  
Tsan-Yu Lee  
Sung Ho Leem  
Tun Liangpaiboon  
Wan Soo Lim  
Jianfeng Liu  
Yi-Chih Liu  
Yimin Liu  
Chattrapat Lowthammatus  
Brandon M. Marshall
Master of Business Administration

Thomas Patrick Mikulski
Ya-Wen Nien
Yuki Okai
Matthew Pikos
Ariel Ann Ptak
Tasaporn Rojanasap
Kenichi Saito
Keisuke Sasaki
Kohei Shibasaki
Jaewoo Shim
Nobuyuki Shimada
Vikramjit Singh Sikand
IlSun Son
Andrew Brian Spooner
Yoshinori Takabatake
Takuya Takenokuchi
Manabu Teramoto
Naoyuki Tohda
Hsin-Hung Tsai
Shuhei Yamasaki

School of Natural Resources and Environment

Founded in 1927, Marie Lynn Miranda, Samuel A. Graham Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Sarah Nevius Burris
Amanda Marie Hessling
Kayla Brianna Maas
Sam M. Mattenson
Olivia Louise Patercsak
Cara Lorenza Reaume
James Christopher Saber
Angey Wilson

Bachelor of Science

Jessica Gerow
Corey Allen Johnson
Jackson James Tvedten Kopka
Colleen Madeline Rathz
Glenn Matthew Sullivan

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Natural Resources and Environment
William Andrew Argiroff
Jennifer Paige Carman
Daniel DeVere Engel
Kaleigh Ann Fisher
Ryan Stephen Gourley
Alek Joel Kreiger
Aubrey Leigh Langeland
Kevin Li
Brandon M. Marshall
Madeline Pinsonneault Nolan
Chase John Rakowski
Maxwell Foster Ramsay
David Rosier
Ellen Spooner

School of Music, Theatre & Dance

Founded in 1940, Christopher Kendall, Dean

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Jazz and Contemplative Studies
Benjamin James Landen
Performing Arts Technology: Music Concentration
Simon Frederic Paul Lasseron
Theatre Performance: Acting
Austin Mackenzie Andris
Performing Arts Technology: Media Concentration
Jameson Andreas Eisele
Bachelor of Music

Composition
Nicola Saraceni Canzano

Music Theory
Monika Miodragovic

Performance: Cello
Ji Yeon Kim

Performance: Clarinet
Samuel Maher Mattenson

Performance: Double Bass
Michael James Flinn

Performance: Flute
Caroline Samantha Renner

Performance: Organ
Matthew Sean Dempsey

Performance: Piano
Monika Miodragovic

Performance: Voice
Thomas Rafeld Cillufo
Tessa Elisabeth Patterson

Bachelor of Musical Arts

Performance: Voice
Ian Michael Williams

Bachelor of Theatre Arts

Ian Michael Williams

Master of Music

Music Education
Kristin Lynn Chinnici

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Certificate of Graduate Studies

Musicology
Jennifer Rachel Ellis

Master of Fine Arts

Dance
Patricia Lorena Solorzano
Marcus R. White

School of Nursing

Founded in 1941, Kathleen Potempa, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Katherine Schnobel
SCHOOL OF NURSING

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
Traci R. Farmer

Yu-Ju Hsu
Yi-Wen Huang

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Founded in 1941, Martin Philbert, Dean

Master of Health Informatics

Health Informatics
Nick Reid

Master of Health Services Administration

Health Management and Policy
Mary-Margaret Brandt

Jason Allen Buchino
Mark John Connelly
Ronald Hubble

Zachary Tyler Klug
Michael Kai-Wing Yiu

Master of Public Health

Environmental Health Sciences
Preeti Bansal Kshirsagar

Health Management and Policy
Aaron M. Brody
Esperanza Cantu
Vijaya Arun Kumar

Gabriel Schnickel
Sarah Mary Wallett

Epidemiology
Taneev Escamilla

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Biostatistics
Minling Zhang

Clinical Research Design and Statistical Analysis
Olubukola Nafiu

Environmental Health Sciences
Gan Wang

Clinical Research
Adam Joseph Dziuba
Sarah Ann Pettibone
Jason Christopher Pradarelli
Anthony Michael Provenzano
School of Social Work

Founded in 1951, Laura Lein, Dean

Master of Social Work

Amer Galal Abdulghafoor
Emily Jean Adama
Sara Jasmine Adas
Kristen Sue Baryo
Belia Becerra
Shirlann Victoria Biondo
Janessa Black
William Michael Bosquez
Kelsi Ann Briegel
Jennifer L. Brink
Sarah Marie Busch
Nicole King Carbonari
Barbara E. Carroll
Jennifer Thelma Carver
Ali Kay Cavanaugh
Breana Marie Clark
Cara Morgan Cole
Jared Stephen Cole
Meredith Irene Coy
Jennifer Marie Crabtree
Molly Elizabeth Crump
Christine M. Day
Cassandra DeFelice
Clare Susan DeVoe
Zachary Michael Dieck
Laura Lynn Diemer
LaQwana Monique Dockery
Samuel Rafferty Felton
Julianne KayLee Fewless
Traci Elise Finch
Alyssa N. Gregory
Kathryn Dillon Hancock
Danielle Nicole Handler
Angel R. Herrington
Emily Daniellie Hoffman
Jeni Ann Hooper
Kelsey M. Hug
Rihan R. Issa
Karlee J. Kage
Jamie Sarah Kakos
Nicole Marie Kinney
Helene Rodriguez Kinville
Hollis LeighAnn LaBeau
Jenna Lee Laporte
Margaret Ann Leahy
Rebekah Lynnel Mackley
Emily Kellogg Magner
Rachel Elizabeth Marks
Brooke Renea Marshall
Kayla Marie Mayer
Kristin McBride
Erinn Elizabeth McKune
Pamela H. Minelli
Rachael Louise Missman
Kaylee Marie Moreno
Adrianne Lynn Muntz
Kaitlyn N. Nanez
Kelly Marie Naughton
Anthony Michael Provenzano
Andrew J. Quinell
Samantha Raad
Tara Ashley Radina
Emelia Lynn Reifsnyder
Sophia Elizabeth Rex Barker
Nicole Rixen
Tricia Lynn Schmidt
Dylan James Secord
Alyssa Marie Silletti
Jessica M. Slack
Matthew Allen Stoel
Lori Lynn Stone
Jacqueline Michele Taylor
Olivia Jean Tenrowski
Codi Jean Thompson
Raul Sanchez Vargas
Kristen Nicole Warren
Mary Michelle Wesley
Krista Rae Wieland
Anna Kristie Williams
Laura Kay Zatirka
Morgan Zoroya

University of Michigan-Flint

Founded in 1956, Susan E. Borrego, Chancellor

College of Arts and Sciences

Bachelor of Applied Science

Melissa B. Butzow
Leslie C. Henderson
Linda B. Kachelski
Elizabeth J. Speicher

Bachelor of Arts

Abel E. Ada
Lauren E. Bailey
Ranim Baroudi
Tresse E. Barton
Jordan D. Bellant
Jessica M. Bostian
Nicole T. Butterfield
Rodney A. Cobbins
Daniel C. Conner
Alexander R. Giddings
Jordan A. Grover
Logan C. Hainer
Brandy M. Hardenburg
Austin R. Homant
Glo A. Ivory
Ernest D. Jones
Stephen E. Kennedy
Bradley J. Kenrick, Jr.
Lawrence K. Leritz
Carlie R. Lomason
Amber R. Lukas
Reid A. MacWilliams
Geoffrey M. Moore
Krystal A. Murphy
Bachelor of Arts

Mitchell N. Neumann  
Ayesha K. Parks  
Lyndsey G. Perry  
Jacqueline M. Purvins  
Rylee A. Rubio  
Lisa M. Seelmann  
Keysa M. Smith  
Nina T. Smith  
Sydnie S. Solomon  
Alicia J. Thompson  
Roger A. Turkowski  
Samantha R. Walling

Bachelor of Science

Jake A. Brejnak  
Nicole C. Bundy  
David A. Croad  
Connor J. Everhart  
Stephen E. Kennedy  
Kearin M. Lockrey  
Nicholas M. Maduko  
Amy L. Majorana  
Brooke A. Mayner  
Cody D. Medlock  
Shelby L. Myers  
Christopher R. Salk  
Mallorey J. Smith  
Nikole R. Surdu  
Sean M. Thomas  
Katee E. Welte

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Donte D. Graham

Master of Arts

Crystal Torres

Master of Science

Siddharth Chordia

School of Education and Human Services

Bachelor of Social Work

Ann M. Waite

Master of Arts

Elizabeth Bennett  
Kristy M. Dumond  
Holly P. Goodheart  
Susan B. McNary  
Kirstin L. Miller  
Nina Muhammad  
Laura Piacentini  
Jarrod F. Waterman

School of Health Professions and Studies

Bachelor of Science

Moayed H. Al Arbash  
Chelsea B. Barnett  
Kyle N. Brand  
Kendra R. Brown  
Sarah C. Carpenter  
Ashley N. Craven  
Joel A. D’Souza  
Miranda M. Donaldson  
Daniel S. Gregory  
Jessica L. Grubb  
Tayler R. Hemmes  
Adrienne E. Hendrix  
Amy E. Hess  
Janet L. Howard  
Melissa A. Jimenez  
Taya M. Karki  
Samantha J. Miller  
Abdullah N. Nakhal  
Cassandra L. Neller  
Avery L. Oaks  
Ryan R. Page  
Shivohn E. Palm  
Angel D. Patton  
Kathryn C. Stevens  
Donald E. Tabor  
Genelle R. Trombley  
Alexis T. Weller  
Dorrene M. White  
Kezhia V. Wilson
Bachelor of Science in Nursing

VaLisa N. Aldridge  
Nico\text{le} D. Beneteau  
Abby L. Blaskowski  
Ste\text{ven} C. Blodgett  
Jean\text{ne} M. Cloutier-Kneebone  
Tamekia L. Crook  
Moutushi Dhar  
Dionn\text{a} B. Forris  
Core\text{al} L. Johnican  
Lindsey K. Kerr  
Colleen A. Kirby  

Rebec\text{a} Lupascu  
Jacqueline J. Martindale  
Carol J. Mart\text{	ext{ine}}z  
Claudia Y. Merlin  
Karen A. Nowicki-Compeau  
Lucas G. Pfruender  
Aimee M. Pintoski  
Amanda L. Reed  
Anastasia L. Render Flores  
Amy E. Salley  
Courten\text{	ext{y}} M. Saliottot  
Carol L. Schafer  
Tanya J. Schantz  
John E. Schweihoffer  
Shannon L. Smith  
Daniel J. Tate  
Wendy A. Tate  
Joy L. Tompkins  
Cynthia M. Trail  
Jessica E. Wielgus

Master of Public Health

Meg\text{h}ann K. Windle

Master of Science

Shelley W. Brenner  
Mark Y. Choe  
Dustin E. Corby  
Al\text{icia} M. Deroso  

Kristen E. Hicks  
Geon Kim  
Brian A. Maynard  
Jesse A. Smith  
Ashley A. Strohmer  
Dana K. Wadsworth  
Stephanie R. White  
Dianne Mara S. Yabut

Doctor of Nursing Practice

Michele D. McMahon  
Laurie M. Meyer  
Jonathan T. Shamass  
Ruth M. Widder

Doctor of Physical Therapy

Kayode J. Adelugba  
Rufai Y. Ahmad  
Saratu U. Aliyu  
Olukemi E. \text{Audu}  
Michelle M. Barancik  
Kristen N. Bentley  
Lauren A. Berndt  
Sarah M. Bialik  
Reema Bilal  
Kurtis A. Carroll  
Collin J. Colegrove  
Amanda Collins  
Genevieve M. Colon  
Sarah Conca  
Keila A. Davies  
Adam J. Diver  
Jennifer M. Dolenga  
Emily A. Dudzik  
Matthew S. Fogal  
Kristyn A. Fortain  
Sarah L. Hemingway  
Kelsey M. Hill  

Timothy G. Houston  
Ashley E. Jones  
Amy C. Kennedy  
Rachel E. Killian  
Seth F. King  
Austin J. Kneip  
David C. Krombeen  
Megan A. Kuschell  
Kristin N. Larsen  
Chelsea A. LeMarbe  
Heather K. Lettinga  
Nicholas A. Lucius  
Lisa R. Mange  
Katie L. Matuzak  
Courtney E. Maximiu\text{k}  
Leslie P. Mayville  
Corey A. McCue  
Lauren M. McGee  
Benjamin J. Meeks  
Jeffrey T. Moy  
GingerAnn K. Neslund  
Samantha Obets  
Katie E. Parchem  
Gretchen P. Platt-Koch  
Lauren Raphael  
Ann E. Retka  
Katrina S. Royce  
Chad D. Shafer  
Phillip J. Sharpe  
Tracy L. Shilling  
Kimberly S. Sparks  
Jeremy Suitor  
Aaron D. Swoverland  
Jordan S. Thieme  
Kristia F. Torres  
Um\text{o} E. Ud\text{om}  
Zubair Usman  
Lynn N. VanStrien  
Nina Vani  
Colleen M. Vierk  
Jason C. Whitney  
Jonathan T. Wismer  
Jocelyn M. Zimmerman
### Bachelor of Business Administration

Bandar Alharbi  
Ronald J. Allen  
Ahmed M. Almosa  
Courtney M. Banks  
Basilios D. Batsios  
Aaron D. Broadworth  
Sandy L. Doe  
Dynasty D. Dyer  
Lottie L. Ferguson  
Carol Gao  
Chelsea R. Gibson  
Giovanna Gojcaj  
Darnesha R. Jones  
Beverly A. Karis  
Daniel M. Kutchey, Jr.  
Brittany S. McDady  
Shelby J. Reed  
Ashley N. Rocha  
Alexander J. Shemes  
Kollin S. Vandenheuvel  
Charles J. Verbeke IV  
Susan J. Wallace  
Jarrid J. Watts

### Graduate Certificate

Tara R. Allendorfer

### Master of Architecture

Mohamed A. Abdelhamid  
oluwagbounni A. Adejuwon  
Anthony L. Awdish  
Grant A. Carlson  
Julie H. Charland  
Aaron M. Christensen  
Brian J. Cowart  
Diane M. Craft  
Amanda Duda  
Scott M. Estis  
Trumaine D. Ferguson  
Thomas J. Hagen  
Aaron C. Harmsick  
Joshua L. Hoeh  
Wei Ting Hsu  
Aaron T. Johnson  
Louis C. Knox, Jr.  
Manzur H. Mustafa  
Chelsea N. Peraino  
William W. Preston  
Stephen M. Ross  
Andrea C. Rossi  
Michael P. Sam  
John Philip G. Valeros  
Anthony P. Viviano  
Michael D. Wallen II  
Yi-ting Wang

### Master of Science in Accounting

Marc A. Confer  
Andrea L. Skarsten

**Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School**

### Master of Arts

Angela M. Noah

### Master of Public Administration

Jodie A. Haughey  
Peter J. Hinterman  
Kenya R. Hudson-Quinney  
Ryan McLeod  
Dustin R. Palmer  
Tara R. Parker  
Dean M. Roberts  
Sheila R. Terrones
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-DEARBORN
Founded in 1958, Daniel Little, Chancellor

COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCES, AND LETTERS

Bachelor of Arts

Lina Sajid Abid  Kristin Crowley  Radan Saeed
Wissem Ahmad  Fatmeh El-Ali  Tamara Salloum
Anaitra Issam Al Busaidy  Heather Garavaglia  Rikki Shapiro
Aida Al Jahdhami  Hussein Gharib  Tanya Shatila
Sanaa Altaee  Nour Hassan  Ayya Ali Sleiman
Naziha Aoude  Mohammad Mufid Imran  Theresa Sommerville
Jenifer Bain  Ian Kohler  Toi Aleshia Tolbert
Faviola Arteaga Bogen  Jemeer Loveberry  Theresa Ann Ware
Kenneth O. Boyer, Jr.  Kristine Magiera  Damen Washington
Danielle Brand  Meriam Metoui  Jasmine Washington
Cara Castillo  Lindsay Mieden  Doniece Wilkins
Timothy Chmielewski  Nour Mourad  Roula Younes
J. Collegeins  Jacob Britt Parker  Marina Zabowski
Shantelle Cranford  Kayla Saad

Bachelor of Science

Natalie Abbas  Leann Beydoun  Ashley Grace
Sara Abdulghani  Arima Boukhatmi  Jennifer Irish
Diab Ali  Thomaz Carvalhaes  Syeda Jafri
Nour Alkhoudr  Mohamed K. Chammout  Dennell Morgan
Ali Almuktar  Elisabeth Clyne  Lindsey Neal
Ali Assi  Lauren Evans Ebling  Edward Plaza III
Salah Bazzi  Bhuvan Garlapati  Nada Rida
Eman Beydoun  Ummeaani Ghadai  Ashorina Youkanna

Master of Science

Psychology
Jessica Choe  Shaylyn Kiely  Bridget Rothenberger
Roza Forgach  Ashley Lang  Bianca Neston

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Liberal Studies
Natia McLendon

Master of Public Administration

Ahmed Morsy

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Bachelor of Business Administration

Maha Alsaad  Mohammad Dabaja  Christopher Hassett
Deborah Balding  Kenneth Geladin  Katherine Jawahiri
Hussameddine Berro  Lauren Georges  Simon Kandalaft
Cameron Bobruk  Marcelle Gordon  Rachael Kutschman
Darlene Chidi  Austin Hall  Stephen Maludy
Bachelor of Business Administration
Roy Edward Porter
Noor Sidiqi
David Tracey
Alberta Precaj

Master of Business Administration
Nipa Patel

Master of Science
Business Analytics
Derrick Misiuk
Supply Chain Management
Hassan Farhat

College of Education, Health, and Human Services
Bachelor of Arts
Randa Abdallah
Nichole Bartolotta

Bachelor of General Studies
Leila Stephanie Ajami
Terese Laskey
Katelyn Joy Trinkle

Master of Arts
Educational Technology
Catherine Parkins

Master of Arts in Teaching
Farah Zgheib

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts
Education
Noor Hermiz
Allyssa Kerby
Caroline Elias

College of Engineering and Computer Science
Bachelor of Science
Computer and Information Science
Justin Haight
Software Engineering
Iskander Bayyouk
Constantin Costea
Jason Russell
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-DEARBORN

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

**Electrical Engineering**
Ali Berjaoui

**Mechanical Engineering**
Stephen Kovach III
Anh Ngoc Nguyen

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

**Engineering Management**
Fasahat Malik

**Program and Project Management**
Marc McClintock

**Software Engineering**
Cassandra Ristovski

Master of Science in Engineering

**Electrical Engineering**
Steven Ristovski

**Industrial and Systems Engineering**
Tanzema Shakira

**Mechanical Engineering**
Mehdi Ibrahim Fahs, Sr.
Brian Price

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION

Founded in 1969, Jeffrey MacKie-Mason, Dean

Master of Health Informatics

Nick Reid

Master of Science in Information

Sybil Angela Boone
Andrew Yu Ku
Allyson Teresa Mackay

Jharnina Pascual
Shi Pu
Phang Budi Wibowo

Jackie Wolf
Jun Zhang

PENNY W. STAMPS SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN

Founded in 1974, Gunalan Nadarajan, Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Anna Christine Parker
Vera Anna Karina Viehweber

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Megan Alisse Czerwinski
Della Marie Paul
Grace Sarah Ludmer
Ariel Michaela Weiser
SCHOOL OF KINESIOLOGY
Founded in 1984, Ronald F. Zemicke, Dean

Bachelor of Arts
Sport Management
Blake Isaac Countess

Bachelor of Science
Movement Science
Eva Marie Andrews
Danielle Marie Rowland

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science
Kinesiology
John David Spooney III

GERALD R. FORD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY
Founded in 1995, Susan M. Collins, Joan and Sanford Weill Dean of Public Policy

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Certificate of Graduate Studies
Science, Technology and Public Policy
Hua Cai

Master of Public Administration
Kathryn Curtis

Master of Public Policy
Sessie Arla Alison Burns
Dear Graduate:

On behalf of the Alumni Association of the University of Michigan, congratulations on your momentous achievement.

You may be leaving the University of Michigan, but the ties that bind alumni—across the miles and the years—are strong and enduring. Whether you are on the other side of the country or the other side of the world, you are part of something greater than yourself. You are now part of a community of more than 550,000+ Michigan alumni in 180 countries across the globe.

The Alumni Association is your connection to U-M. As a graduation gift, we give you a complimentary one-year membership to help you maintain the bonds you’ve created over the course of your time on campus. Use it to remind yourself of the place that you hail from, the place that has shaped you into the person you are today. Visit umalumni.com to keep the spirit of U-M close and connect to the powerful global network of U-M alumni.

So as you toss your mortarboard and venture out into the world, celebrate all that you have achieved and remember that you are never far from the University of Michigan.

Again, our congratulations and very best wishes for your future.

Sincerely,

Janey Lack, ’62
Chair of the Board of Directors
Alumni Association of the University of Michigan

Steve Grafton
President and CEO
Alumni Association of the University of Michigan

For those who leave Michigan, but for whom Michigan never leaves, this is where you belong.
Statement on Freedom of Speech and Artistic Expression

Thank you for attending this program. The University of Michigan strives to create a truly open forum, one in which diverse opinions can be expressed and heard. It is the right of members of the University community, speakers, artists, and other invited guests to express their views and opinions at the University. We will protect the right of individuals to speak or perform, and the rights of those members of the University community who wish to hear and communicate with an invited speaker or artist.

Protesters also have a right to express their opposition to a speaker in appropriate ways, both within the confines of this building and outside the facility. However, protesters must not interfere unduly with communication between a speaker or artist and members of the audience.

If the hosts of this event or University representatives believe that protesters are interfering unduly with a speaker or performer’s freedom of expression, those protesters will be warned. If the warnings are not heeded and the interference continues, the individuals responsible may be removed from the building.

We reaffirm these policies in order to most fully protect the rights of free expression for speakers, performers, and protesters alike, as set forth by our Civil Liberties Board in our Student Handbook, and in accordance with the U-M Standard Practice Guide; Regents’ Ordinance Article XII, Section 1; and state statutes.

Nondiscrimination Policy Statement

The University of Michigan, as an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer, complies with all applicable federal and state laws regarding nondiscrimination and affirmative action. The University of Michigan is committed to a policy of equal opportunity for all persons and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, marital status, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, disability, religion, height, weight, or veteran status in employment, educational programs and activities, and admissions. Inquiries or complaints may be addressed to the Senior Director for Institutional Equity, and Title IX/Section 504/ADA Coordinator, Office for Institutional Equity, 2072 Administrative Services Building, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1432, 734-763-0235, TTY 734-647-1388, institutional.equity@umich.edu.

For other University of Michigan information call 734-764-1817.

Learn more about this ceremony on our website:
commencement.umich.edu
• Maps and shuttle routes for after the ceremony
• Inclement weather plans
• Our eco-friendly initiatives

Comments? Contact us at spring commencement@umich.edu

Entry to the field is for commencement staff only. At the end of the ceremony, graduates and then families will be directed to exit up the aisles and to the north and south ends of the stadium. Graduates and families are asked to meet at the north or south end of the stadium after exiting the stands.

This book is printed with vegetable-based ink on paper stock that is certified to the environmental and social standards of the Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®).
The Yellow and Blue

Sing to the colors that float in the light;
   Hurrah for the Yellow and Blue!
Yellow the stars as they ride through the night
   And reel in a rollicking crew;
Yellow the field where ripens the grain
   And yellow the moon on the harvest wain;
Hail!
Hail to the colors that float in the light
   Hurrah for the Yellow and Blue!

The Victors

Hail to the victors valiant
   Hail to the conqu'ring heroes
Hail! Hail to Michigan
   the leaders and best
Hail! to the victors valiant
   Hail! to the conqu'ring heroes
Hail! Hail! to Michigan,
   the champions of the West